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GLUCK TEACHING QUEEN MARIE ANTOINETTE—Grace Evan*
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THE ETUDE

Immensely Successful Teaching Helps for Summer Classes
Activity is the best publicity. When school studies cease then the
progressive music teacher organises Special Summer Classes of great
benefit to the students and the teacher's prestige.

MUSICAL COMPOSITION FOR
BEGINNERS

These works are recommended because they aid in accomplish¬
ing much in a short time. Teachers may. secure any of them for exam¬
ination. Now is the time to select text books for your summer classes.

A Very Popular Musical History

Slfc*

With children hearing so much
hilarious popular music how can
a keen sense of beauty in sound be
developed unless the true forms
of music are heard frequently in
schools and homes ?

BLANCHE FOX STEENMAN
has made a valuable offering to all interested in
developing the musical appreciation of young
folk in the volume

THEORY AND COMPOSITION
OF MUSIC
BY PRESTON WARE OREM

STANDARD HISTORY
OF MUSIC

BY ANNA HEUERMANN HAMILTON
Excellent for Juvenile Classes
PRICE, $1.00
rpHIS VOLUME imparts a wealth of ^nowledge^which

Mothers! Teachers! DITSON

SPRINGTIME
SPECIAL
The following notable volumes from

THE O. D. MUSIC SERIES
at 50 Cents Each

To Follow the Author’s Harmony Book
PRICE, $1.25

A Text Book for Students
of All Ages

AN UNEQUALLED guide in the

BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

and logically progressive text be
phases of the subject as melody r

tctical applica
rork is a con
teaching s

PRICE, $1.50
The whole aim of the book is to teach one to write—

MUSICAL PROGRESS

SECRETS OF THE SUCCESS
OF GREAT MUSICIANS

Gems of Melody and Rhythm
For the Pianoforte

Order on Approval—Use Form Below
Piano Two Hands

A

N idea of this volume may be had in a glance at the contents
given below. These excellent numbers are accompanied by
interpretative hints for suggesting to the juvenile mind how
one number has the rhythm of Skipping, another of a See-Saw, and
still others that suggest a Stately Procession, Rocking, Hammering,
Flying Waves, On Tiptoe, Peace at Even, Surprise, Dreaming, etc.
In adopting rhythmic music of the old masters and other good
writers to some physical activities of the young and to the moments
of rest and quietness, music that is uplifting in character, we have
the ideal way for developing in children the love of the best in
music. Altogether close to seventy numbers are in this compilation,
some in their original form, while others are arranged or simplified.
This keeps the rhythms clear, and also keeps them within the range
of the average performer.
CONTENTS

GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
5 VOLUMES
Grade I, Grade II-A, Grade II-B, Grade III-A, Grade III-B.

FORTY FIRST-YEAR PIANO PIECES
Grade I and I-II, of proven practical value.

FORTY VERY EASY PIANO PIECES
First Series. Grades I and II, progressively arranged.
Second Series. Grades I and II, for teaching and recreation.

TWENTY-FIVE EASY PIANO PIECES
Easy works of such composers as Aletter, Beaumont, Dorn, Engelmann,
Fink, Horvath, Sartorio, Schmoll.

THIRTY SECOND-YEAR PIANO PIECES
Variety in style and in the technical problems approached.

TWENTY THIRD-YEAR PIANO PIECES
The music is entirely from fresh sources.

BRAHMS
Valse, Op: 39, No. 15.
BEETHOVEN
Andante,

MUSIC MASTERS, OLD and NEW
COMPREHENSIVE MUSIC
WRITING BOOK

LIFE STORIES OF GREAT
COMPOSERS

MUSICAL THEORY AND
WRITING BOOK

BY R. A. STREATFIELD

BY CARL VENTH

Catalogs covering any classification of music publications cheerfully
sent upon request.
We can supply your music publication needs no matter what they
may be.

Unequalled service to teachers everywhere. Right prices, liberal
examination privileges and convenient charge accounts granted. Write
and tell us what you have in mind. We can, no doubt, suggest the
right thing.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
“Everything in Music Publications”
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

“Mail Order Music Supply House”
established isss

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Menuet i
BIZET
Carmen March (Toreador).
BROUNOFF
Indian War Dance.
CADMAN
In the Pavilion.
CHOPIN
Funeral March.
Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7 (in A).
Prelude, Op. 28, No. 20 (C Minor).
Valse, Op. 34, No. 1.
DURAND
, „ . . „
First Waltz, from “Spinning.”
DUTTON
DVORAK**
Humoresque.
FONTAINE
Swing Song.
GLUCK
,
_ ,
Dance of the Spirits, from Orphens.
GOUNOD
Flower Song from Faust.
March Romaine.
Waltz, from “Faust.”
GRIEG
Anitra’s Dance, Op. 46, No. 3.
Watcher’s Night Song, Op. 12.
HANDEL
.,
Harmonious Blacksmith, The.
Largo, from "Xerxes.”
Lascia Ch’io Pianga.
HAYDN
;, from “Sui
'«eSffinyG
Gipsy Rondo,
Oxen Minuet.
Theme, from “Symphony No. 20.”
ITALIAN FOLK SONG
Santa Lucia,
MASCAGNI
Intermezzo, from “Cavalleria Rustic;

Consolation, Op. 30, 1

FAMOUS PIANO SOLOS

Spring Song.
Tarantella,
-—'la. Op. 102,
iv No.
; March.

MODERN PIANO COMPOSITIONS

Grades III and IV.

Fifteen pieces, in the standard teaching repertoire.

Seventeen attractive compositions, Grades IV and V.

Piano Four Hands
:, from “Symphony

EASY FOUR-HAND PIECES
Fourteen easy piano duets, second and third grades.

> Contes d’HoifREISSIGER
Weber’s Last Waltz.
RHODE
'toys on Parade.
RUBINSTEIN

SCHUMANN
Album Leaf, Op. 68, No. 30.
Cradle Song, On. 124, No. 6.
Hunting Song, Op. 68, No. 7.
Joyous Peasant, Op. 68, No. 10.
Marseillaise, from “Two Grenadiers.”
Nocturne in F, Op. 23, No. 4.
Slumber Song.
Soldiers’ March, Op. 68, No. 2.
Traumerei, Op. 28, No. 19.
Wild Horsemen, Op. 68, No. 8.
STRAUSS
Beautiful Blue Danube, The.
THOMAS
:, froi “Migi
VERDI
March, from’“Aida.”
WAGNER
Lohengrin Bridal Choru:

FOUR-HAND RECREATIONS
Twelve third-grade piano duets.

VERY EASY PIANO DUETS
Volume I. Twenty-four very easy numbers for two nearly equal per¬
formers.
Volume II. Twenty-six pieces both parts in Grade II.

Pipe and Reed Organ
POPULAR CHURCH ORGAN PIECES
Fourteen numbers for two-manual organs.

REED ORGAN SELECTIONS FOR CHURCH USE
Thirty pieces by nineteen composers.

Songs
TWENTY MODERN SONGS
For high voice; for medium voice.
charm.

Lyric utterances of uncommon

SONGS WITH VIOLIN OBBLIGATO
Order for High or Medium Voice.
edged worth.

ENCORE SONGS

Thirteen concert songs, of acknowl¬
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This Month’s Offering of Foremost Composers
From the Large Catalog of

Theodore Presser Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Those interested in piano compositions for teaching, recital or diversion purposes may become acquainted
with excellent compositions of famous composers each month by reading this page
which will present short biographical sketches, portraits and a list of
selected compositions of four leading composers.

I

of Meritorious Compositions
by C. S. Morrison
Title
Grade I

C. S. MORRISON

******************** * * * * * •!«* * *********

C

OLLEGES, bands and compositions are the key¬
words in the biography of Professor C. S. MOR¬
RISON who, for about sixteen years (from
to 1900, approximately), taught music in various colleges
throughout the middle west. He has also organized and
led some notably fine bands, as for instance the Imperial
Band of Adrian, Michigan, where he now lives. His
composing dates from about the year 1885. He has written mainly
smaller forms, in which he has been outstandingly successful.

CARL KOELLING
:• •

Pag? 831
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3421 Flying Leaves,
3411 The Skylark’s orningSong... Ill
3420 Flying Leaves,

:•

C

ARL KOELLINGw; is born in Hamburg, Germany,
in 1831, and died iin 1914 at Chicago. A pupil of
T Schmitt and 72. Ma.rksen (the latter was
Brahms’ teacher), Mr. Koelling eventually became a
noted conductor and a very prolific composer. He settled
in Chicago in 1878. His wife, an accomplished vocalist
and a pupil of Stockhausen and F. Lamperti, was always
a great inspiration to him in his writing. Mr. Koelling wrote an opera
and also other large works, but his flair in composition was in the line
of pianoforte writing. Many of his teaching pieces have enjoyed
enormous sales.

THE “WHOLE WORLD” SERIES OF USEFUL PIANO COLLECTIONS
The collections of piano music in the “Whole World” Series not only cover
all grades of difficulty, but also all kinds and classes of music, so that they may
be utilized for either teaching, recital or recreative purposes.
Teachers and music lovers in general will find these books both
useful and convenient, while the economy of
purchasing standard piano music in this form
cannot fail to make itself
immediately apparent.

The “Whole
World” Series
also contains collections
voice, violin, organ, etc., and
every teacher and music lover will find the new
complete 56-page catalogue (containing the titles,
descriptions and contents of all the books) both interesting and
useful. All the books in this Series can be procured at modern
music and book stores at the publishers’ prices. The “WHOLE WORLD MUSIC
SERIES complete catalogue will be sent free of charge to any reader of the “Etude.”

The postpaid price of the
books illustrated is $1.25,
except “Concert Piano
Pieces" the price of which
$3.00 in paper and $5.00

THESE BOOKS ARE ON SALE AT ALL MODERN MUSIC SHOPS

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 29-35 West 32nd St., New York
7670 Echoes from the Lagoi
enadc Barcarolle .
The Fountain .
Bird of the Forest.
Whither? Nocturne ....
Ballet of Sirens.
Staccato Scherzo .
Commencement March
Twilight Echoes, Idyl..
Gondolier’s Song, Barcai

6813
1722
1685
13021
13036
13135
9781
6814

Supported by the opinion of such a renowned virtuoso and expert as C/ZSAR THOMSON, I can
only concur in the praise which he bestows on the author of this Violin Method, and approve and
recommend the use of this extremely interesting work for instruction on the violin at the Royal
Conservatory in Brussels.—E.-A. GEVAERT, Director.

7ILHELM ALETTER, born in Germany, 1867, is
a resident of Berlin. Mr. Aletter has had a
varied experience as composer, performer, teacher
and publisher, 'including several years in America. Very
many of his piano pieces in drawing-room style and in
. characteristic vein for educational use, published both in
Europe and America, have made great successes. Mr.
Aletter has a vein of very attractive melody. A fine group of his composi¬
tions are to be found in the catalog of the THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
and even at this writing there are others coming along in the new issues!
With such a genius for musical writing as Is possessed by this composer,
it is quite possible that the musical world will be given many more ex¬
cellent Aletter compositions in days to come.

A PRACTICAL METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN

W"

ROOKLYN, New ^York, is the birthplace
CHARLES HUERTER, who was born there ii»
the year 1885. Trained at Syracuse University
under Seiter, Frey and Berwald, Mr Huerter eventually «
attended the Royal Conservatory, where he studied mainly
with Paul Juon.
It was Mr. Huerter’s original intention to be a pianist,
and not until 1911—that is to say, not until he was twenty-six years old—
TBtnnnPkOOTFQclD^rifirst number was published in 1911 by the
THEODORE PRESSER CO., and since then he has written nearly two
thousand selections. Today his works are internationally known; his
songs are on the programmes of some of the world’s greatest singers
and his piano pieces are in wide demand, both for recital and teaching
purposes. He resides in Syracuse, New York.
These biographies and lists

By NICOLAS LAOUREUX
e Bergerette, “SI
and Maidens I'ai
Fair Naples, ,

17327 Madame Pompadour, a It
19056 Wava March'.’!!.'!'.!! 1.'!!

. !

^ -|i—j#p£ff t “

18413 Fireflies .
18462 Thoughts at Sur
23H0 Joys of Spring..

4 =4
4

Grade

T.

UIA

$=
r'

1 gU!irnmm

$ .35
.25

-4-4
*—H
isy

The Theodore Presser Co. catalog excels in piano
teaching material in the first three grades The
gitalog entitled “Thematic Excerpts of the Very
Best Teaching Pieces for the Pianoforte,” shows
the asking. nearly fl(ty Pieces and may be had for

23392
23390
23391
23393
23219
23220
23221
23111

Here We Come..
Fragrant Floweret .
Under the Elms
.
Away We Go....]'..
Ariadne .
Silhouettes .
Ecstasy .
’Neath Shady Trees, A Fane
Dance .
23114 Over the Garden Wall
23112 The Gondolier’s Song.."""
23113
the^ Land Where til
18661
18662
18663
18664
18659
18658
18485
18432
14974

Shepherd’s Song
.
March Burlesque ... .
Romance Poetique . .
Valse Burlesque
.
A Miniature .
.
Antoinette .
When Grandmother Danced. .
Meadow Brook .
On Horseback .

! being reproduced in well printed folders. Any desiring folders on composers that have been
presented in past months may have them free upon request.
OF COURSE OUR EXAMINATION PRIVILEGES APPLY ON THESE NUMBERS.

Ill y2
Ul'A
UV/,

From the Report of Pro¬
fessor Char Thomson to
F.-A. Gevaert, Director of
the Royal Conservatory in
Brussels.
Al.L Violin Methods hitherto pubLt Ijshed have the same fault: they
proceed too rapidly, and do not explain
with sufficient clearness.
Having examined the Method by
M. Laoureux, I find that he has en¬
deavored to correct these mistakes and
has fully succeeded in doing so.
New difficulties are always prepared
by a series of practical exercises, and
concluded by a Study containing a
review of the technical points just
practised. The various bowings are
led up to by easy steps, and I am con¬
vinced that the pupil would under¬
stand the explanations even without
the teacher’s assistance.
Part II is devoted to the Positions.
Beginners generally find them difficult
to master, both on account of the

Adopted by the Conservatories of Brussels, Amsterdam, The Hague,
Glasgow, Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle, and the principal Academies
of Belgium, Holland, Khenish Prussia, France, South America, etc.

SCHIRMER’S SCHOLASTIC SERIES
90. PART I: Elements of Bowing
and Left Hand Technique
By means of cleverly adapted movements,
the pupil is taught how to hold both bow and
violin in a wholly correct manner. Illustrated
with several graphic photographs; followed by
60 pages of progressive exercises.net 1.25

93. PART III: School of Bowing
Preparatory studies to the Krentzer, Fiorello
and Rode studies.net 1.25
94. PART IV: Virtuosity of the
Left Hand
Exercises in the form of legato scales, arpeggios,

146. Supplement to Part I
Thirty progressive studies in the first position
preceded by preparatory exercises.. .nit 1.25
91.

PART II: The Five Positions
and Their Employment
Together with a practical study of demanch€.
92. Supplement to Part II
Twenty-eight progressive studies preceded^ by

SPANISH EDITION
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

PART I
net
PART II
net
Supplement to Part II net
PART III.net
PART IV_...net

190. Gammes et Arpeges
and Arpeggios)

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

(Scales

Send for complete descriptive Booklet
If not in stock at local Dealer’s, order direct

3 East 43d St.,

G. SCHIRMER,

Inc., New York

Please mention THE ETTJDE when addressing our advertisers.

different fingering and the changes of
position. This difficulty, of which the
other violin methods take no notice
whatever, is forestalled by the author.
Taken as a whole, this Method ad¬
vances by very carefully considered
gradations, and is, I think, the best
adapted for its purpose of all the
methods with which I am familiar, and
calculated to do most excellent service
in the cause of violin-teaching.
Eugene Ysaye writes: Having exam¬
ined this "method” with scrupulous
care, I am happy to recommend this
splendid work to all teachers. It is
the best work of the kind that has ap¬
peared since the “Method” of De
Beriot. It completes the latter in a
remarkable fashion and fills out its
deficiencies.
Timothee Adamowski writes: I find
it in every particular the best that I
am aware of.
Edouard Dethier writes: Too much
cannot be said in praise of it. It is the
best method that ever came to my

THE ETUDE
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“Music for Everybody”
PERSONAL FOR SALE
or WANTED

ALBERTS

BECKER "7
combs::
DUNNING aUBSHffi
GUICHARJ“:;S—
lower
MOULTON ^m^fSSZ
NEW YORK •**&£&=
PIANO
RIESBERG i
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SUMMY’S CORNER
Interesting new collections for teaching material

PIANO SKETCHES

*

By BUENTA CARTER
Playing the Banjo
Chinese Dance
On Parade
Bells
rade 2—Complete, Summy “Edition” No. 124
-a
Also Published Separately
Much can be said for these charming sketches. Their force lies in the crystal
clearness of expression in their characterizations.

SIX SILHOUETTES

FOR SALE—Beautiful dark brown violin,
curly maple back. Built by Andrew Hyde,
TVnrHifminton. Mass., in IMIS. b llle solo in-

A Set of Easy Pieces For Girls
By BEREWN„r,d‘rfroB^SPcooBENTLEY

1sss

SIX SILHOUETTES

SPB&bm
These attractive sets by Miss Bentley cover a large and necessary portion of the
technical problems in music study contained in their particular grade.^ There is a
welcome novelty in providing a separate set for “ boys ” and one for “ girls. The
music holds abundant interest for each, in its individuality and more than usual charm.

CLAYTON

F. SUMMY

CO.,

-

Publishers

429 South Wabash Avenue_Chicago, Ill.

FOR. THE

Canadian Folk Song and
Handicraft Festival

Si
VIRGIL ‘"^.fe-Bjgrisw^

MAY

10-21 “22

virgil
CONVERSE COLLEGERS K

D

O you know the oldest white
man’s music in America . . .

WmUim

the habitant chansons of Old Quebec?
Come to Old Quebec in May, for

AMERICANS!"'"-”5^""
CHICAGO gg^KS
CINCINNATI
DETROIT rTliSS^c,..
KNOX
ALBUM OF FAVORITE
FIRST POSITION PIECES

TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR EYE, EAR AND HAND
TRAINING. By Mathilde Bilbro. Price, 75 cents
These little pieces may be regarded as second grade studies. They are intended to aid
in establishing the position of the hand upon the keyboard, attaining freedom, training
the eye, especially in leger lines, in staff positions and cultivating a musical ear. These
studies are all tuneful and interesting to practice. Altogether this set of study pieces
promises to become popular with teachers as well as students well in the second grade.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

W*

IShIsI
rsi®“=££!

an ideal volume for instructive pur-

days.

for the modern musician. 4000 tradi¬
tional French-Canadian melodies have

May 20, 21, 22.

been recorded by the National Muse¬

The festival will be staged in the
great halls of Chateau Frontenac.

um of Canada—and 3000 Indian.
Come and hear representative groups i

Celebrated habitant singers will be

Hear the wonderful Gregorian music

there. Fishermen from Gaspe. Canoe-

at the Basilica.

men from the Laurentians. Spinners
and weavers from lie d’Orleans and

streets 3 centuries old, and inhale
Quebec’s springtime fragrance. It

Baie Saint Paul. Indians also from

will be a relaxation and an inspiration!

Three

Low summer

Lorette.

M.WITMARK & SONS, 1650 Broadway, New York City
Publishers of the well-known WIT MARK BLACK and WHITE SERIES Dept E
Name _
.
^1"",SS
, 1 ,
1 —
tions (words and music) from flfteet
Address_,_ lamous Victor Herbertlight operas

Browse through

fares. Specially low

They will weave homespuns and

festival rates at Chateau Frontenac.

ceintures flechees. They will make

Through overnight Pullmans from
New York and Boston. Com¬

Just as in their

plete information from Ca¬

native villages, and accom¬
panied by the songs of their

nadian Pacific, 344 Madison
44th, New York;

handicrafts.
Canadian composers and

405 Boylston St., Boston;

artist-singers who have

delphia; or Chateau Fron¬

devoted their lives to the

tenac, Quebec, Canada.

baskets.

Containing 15 Gems from this Qifted Composer's
Known Operas, namely: Babes in Toyland, Bat
Eileen, It Happened In Nordland, Mile. Me
Princess Pat, The Ameer,The Enchantress, Th<
tune Teller, The Only Girl, The Red Mill, Na
Marietta ,DoIlyDollars.TheV elvetLady.W onde
Thisbeautifully printed volume contains 56 pag<
sheet music sue^boundjo^dur'^*--*
or Herbert by,
5
photo on attractive cover. Biography
_friends.
The Victor Herbert Estate has at L™of his
ir
.beloved author at popular price, so that his millions of admirers
this collection of song*treasures. Usually sold at 50^ per song. $7/50
Herbert music printed from the same plates can now be had for $1.00.
If you cannot get this from your music dealer, send $1.00 and this coupon

In these habitant chansons is a
vast, unexploited wealth of material

Under the auspices of the National

hookrugs, catalogues, and

FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Price, $1.00

sibilities.

the folk song and handicraft festival.
Museum of Canada.

gfrf

study of this folk melody will render
programs—showing its musical pos¬

Locust St. at 15th, Phila¬
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In Our
Branches

HE Sherwood Mus.
School now has thirtyfour Neighborhood Branches
in Chicago, offeringpositions
for advanced students and
teachers who are qualified
and wish to study and teach
at the same time. The rapid
expansion of the Neighbor¬
hood Branch enrollment
makes necessary the addition
of a number of new teachers
to the Faculty, for the 19172.8 teaching season, begin¬
ning in September. These will
be engaged from the students
and teachers attending the
1917 Summer Session. There
are, besides, numerous excel¬
lent openings in the thousand
and more Extension Branches
of the School, locates
throughout the country.

Eight
Saturday
Vacation
Excursions

June 20 * August 13
Master Classes
Piano Masterclass, conducted by
Andre Skalski, world-famous
pianist.
Voice Master Class, conducted
jointly by Else Harthan Arendt,
noted concert and oratorio sing¬
er, and Irene Pavloska, Prima
Donna, Chicago Civic Opera.
Violin Master Class, conducted
by P. Marinus Paulsen, noted
violin virtuoso, composer and
conductor.

A Faculty of 150 including these
and other

Artist Instructors

Public School
Music
A six-weeks course, leading to *
Special Public School Music
Teacher’s Certificate, and pro¬
viding thorough training in
Methods, Sight-Singing, Ear
Training, Musical Literature,
Conducting, Folk Dancing, His¬
tory of Music, Form, Analysis,
Appreciation, and Harmony.

bv Balthasar Denner (16S5-1749), a Hamburg
painter of distinction, has been acquired by
the Philadelphia Art Alliance and will be
brought to their gallery and then exhibited
elsewhere.
the Fidi
Muscmi!
(Lecture I

Ask for details
and Application Blank
(no obligation), giving
information about your
previous training, and
experience, if any.
T*P
Languages

Low Tuition
Rates
$64.00 to $96.00
for eight weeks of private in¬
struction from a renowned
artist teacher, a full hour
weekly.
$120.00
for membership in six classes
(total of ninety-six hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for Teacher’s
Normal Certificate in Piano.

Piano Normal
Class
A thirty-two hour course, see¬
ing forth the latest develop¬
ments in the science of musical
pedagogy; and explaining the
methods used by the Sherwood
Music School in conducting a
Junior Department of over four
thousand pupils, with a success
that is attracting nation-wide
attention.

$95.00
for membership in six classes
(total of sixty-four hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for TeacherV
Normal Certificate in Voice,

Piano Teaching
Repertoire
Class
Presenting a wide range of the
best, up-to-date teaching mate¬
rial, which most teachers do not
have time to select for them¬
selves, out of the mass of current
publications.

$100.00
for membership in six classes
(total of sixty-four hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for Teacher'
Normal Certi
in Violin

Lectures and
Recitals
Seven recitals by members of the
Artist Faculty. Six lectures on
inspirational and practical top¬
ics. Free to Summer Session
students.

Theater Organ
An intensive eight-weeks j those with somertraining
course, given privately by and experience, it leads to
Mildred Fitzpatrick, popu-1 qualification for better po
lar organist of
tl

. .
screen. Four
no theater organ training, | manual movie organs, with
this course is intended to atremendousrangeofstops
provide theelementsofprep- are provided for practice
aration for a position. For | purposes.
In writing for your catalogue, please
mention The Etude.
Address

$70.00
for the class work necessary
to earn a Special Public
School Music Teacher’s Cer¬
tificate (total of one hundred
twenty hours of class in¬
struction).

Living
Accommodations
Ample provision for good living
accommodations at reasonable
rates. Students are given all
necessary assistance in gettmg
satisfactorily located. The Sb :rwood Dormitory for Women and
Girls offers all the advantages of
real home life, in an ideal en¬
vironment.
A Friendly Interest
Besides providing all the usual
advantages of a center of higher
musical learning, the Sherwood
Mhsic School takes a friendly,
helpful interest in the progress
of everyone connected with it

^htruiooD CDiifiicBcuoot
I

and more limited
courses at even
lower rates

Certificates—Degrees
The Summer Session courses lead
to Teachers' Normal Certificates
m Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ •
also to Special Public School’
Music Teacher’s Certificate; and
are credited towards theBachelor
of Music Degree. The credits of
the Sherwood Music School are
issued by authority of the State
of Illinois, and the School is
on theAccreditedListof theFederal Government of the United
States for Foreign Students.
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WM. H. SHERWOOD

Fine Arts Building
410 S. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

the Tribune
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Syracuse University celebrated the Bee¬
thoven Centennial by sponsoring in March,
four concerts of the Syracuse Symphony Or¬
chestra with Vladimir Shavitch as conductor,
in which the entire nine of the master's
symphonies were performed. For the great

“The Red Terror,” a ballet allegory of
Russia, had its American premiere, on a
double bill with “I Pagliacci," by the Phila¬
delphia Grand Opera Company, on the evening
of February 22. Founded on the book of Max
Marceau, and with music adapted from the
scores of Borodin, Glinka, Moussorgsky, SaintSaSns and Tschaikowsky, the elaborate work
proved to be most interesting and was artis¬
tically interpreted by M. Holger AlexeycvMchnVr and Mile, Ayenara Alexeyewa, direc¬
tors of the excellent ballet of the company.
Under the presidency of Mrs. Joseph Leidy,
and with a long list of Philadelphia’s social
—uncial leaders on the re-*—
w

Jfl40,000 is said to be the price asked for
a box for one night of each week, at the.
new opera house under consideration by the
management of the Metropolitan Opera Com¬
pany. One hundred and fifty persons are to
be asked to become box-holders, according to
reports.
The Ann Arbor May Musical Festival
is to lie held this year on May 18-21. Seimmann-Heink. Rosa Ponseile, Sophie Bruslau,
Armnnd Tokatyan, and Lawrence Tlbbett are
to lie the leading vocalists; and Beethoven’s
“Mass in D" is to be the principal choral
offering.
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Now You Can Realize
Your Musical Ambitions
Thousands of musicians and teachers feel the need of higher and more advanced training in music as a _mea'is of greater acc
P
increased income. Perhaps you, too, have felt this need. If you have exhausted the possibilities of your present mu"1Ca“ra‘n'i"f’
give the future your careful consideration. There are endless higher positions in music—greater opportunities—ready ana wan g .
soon as you are ready for them.

j

If you can afford the time and the large amount of money necessary to attend a Resident Conservatory, then you have a‘ wide
high-grade musical institutions. If, however, like thousands of ambitious men and women, you must pursue your musica ra
g
left over from your regular duties, and at a nominal expense, then the University Extension Conservatory offers you the sure, proven
anteed means to the attainment of your highest musical ambitidns.

Ideal Courses for Beginners
and Students

Novelties for Pianists
Young Players as well as Accomplished Concert Performers will Find
These Unusual and Novel Numbers Most Interesting and
Delightful to Those for Whom They Play

^
faff”

j

A Variety of Things that are “Different”, Yet Readily Handled

For Young Pianists

Study in Your Own Home Under Master Teachers
c

oice of
n
e
gua -

IN THE FOREST
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Musical Training of University Grade

Students and those wishing to take' up the Study of Music
under the most approved and authoritative methods will find
our Students’ Courses ideally adapted to their needs.
They are remarkable in their simplicity and thoroughness,
leading from the first rudiments of Music by easy, progres¬
sive steps to real proficiency and accomplishments. The lessons
are profusely illustrated with photographs from life and with
detailed explanations of every important point, so that a
thorough understanding of proper technique' is insured.
All instruction is individual and under the personal direction
of highly qualified teachers who keep closely in touch with the
student’s progress by me'ans of a very wonderful system of
examination papers throughout the course.
If you wish to take up the study of music, or, like many
hundreds of music lovers who enroll with us each year, you
wish to resume the study after having been obliged to discon¬
tinue it temporarily, be sure to write for particulars of our
Courses. We will have a very inspiring message for you.

Thousands of Letters Like These
in Our Files
Becomes Certified Teacher
I, have successfully passed the State Board Examinations
and am now an accredited teacher in the State of Oregon. I
owe this to your Normal Piano Course, for I tried to pass the
examination before, but was not proficient in the answers, and
failed. Then I saw your ad in The Etude and determined; to
try this Course. It has been successful, and I am very grateful.
Mrs. Lulu E. Diebel, Seaside, Oregon.
Junior Chorus Won First Prize in Interscholastic League
Your Conservatory has received considerable advertising
through me, as my Junior Chorus recently won first prize in
the Interscholastic League. They competed with seven schools
—three of which are large independent schools. I feel that

This great Musical Organization—now in its 25th successful year offers to ami. ious
men and women Musical Training in Normal and Advanced Subjects of the highest
Tide.
Our Diplomas, Teachers’ Certificates and Bachelor’s Degree are granted by authority t the
State of Illinois.
Extension Training has received the endorsement of the World’s greatest Educators.
Practically every great resident University now offers accredited subjects by Ext ’ sion
Methods, and it has been found that such work is often of a higher grade than that done
in the class room.
The highest type of Musical Training by Extension Methods, as developed and per¬
fected by the University Extension Conservatory, is not an experiment, not a make-hift,
but has proven its value and soundness in the careers of thousands of musicians and teach¬
ers who owe their success entirely to the personalized and painstaking coaching of this
great school.
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Courses of the Highest Authority
All University Extension Conservatory Courses are the work of America’s greatest
Authorities and Teachers. The names of Sherwood, Protheroe, Rosenbecker, Gunn. Heft,
Weldon, Clark, Crampton, Siegel, Wrightson, Stiven, etc., are known and honored thrmighout the Musical World. The Extension Courses in Music they have prepared for yon have
received the endorsement of such great Masters as Paderewski, Damrosch, Sauer, Mo.szkowski, Sousa, and countless others.
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Send for Sample Lessons—FREE
You are cordially invited to send for full details of our wonderfully successful method
of Extension Training in Music. Check the subject on the Coupon that interests you
most and we will send you not only our interesting 48 page catalogue, but also a number
of sample lessons—absolutely free.
^JleSetSaale Lessons, more than anything else, will prove to vou how successfully we
have mastered the problem of high-grade, approved Musical Training by Extension Mcth-

Check and Mail the Coupon Now
Our advertisements have been appearing in The Etude for nearly 20 years

- ---- —o
ax*e many things I have never heard any of my private teachers menf1.01}- The course has enabled me to increase the size of my class and I can’t praise your methods too
highly. I recommend them to all.
Mary Ellen Foley, Owosso, Michigan
Clear Tone—Result of Weldon Course
The Weldon lessons have benefited me much. My tone is clearer and better, and the attack has greatly
improved. My breathing has also improved to a great extent, and I notice that the high tones are
much easier for me than ever before.
Paul Bloede, 615 R. 124th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Doubtless

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSE
Langley Avenue and 41 st Street, C
r
oena me your Catalogue, Sample Lessons and full in
formatm" regarding the Course I have marked whh an X

Elected Director of Large Choir
,
Since completing your course I have been elected Choir Director of one of the largest Lutheran
Churches in this city, the choir numbering 35 voices, with a paid quartett. My success is largely due to
the thorough and comprehensive training in Dr. Protheroe’s Course, and I am glad to recommend it
to anyone.
Dallas E. Minnich, York, Penna.
Violin Teacher Increased Size of Class
This will acknowledge my Harmony Diploma. At the commencement of my studies with you, I was
a violin teacher with plenty of time on my hands. My class has grown to three times that size. I
command an increased fee and have a waiting list.
Samuel Griffiths, New Bedford, Mass.

MU-.EI l
_

Are you r

TiStef 1

a teacher of Piano?..

to prepare to teach?.Have you

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

Please give any further details of j

Langley Avenue and 41st Street

that will aid us in selecting the propi

Chicago, Illinois [
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

r experience and plans
essons for you.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.

.40

... *-

a"d
va Ue fUr C0UrSeS °^er. t0 teachers and students who are ambition- to
achteve a greater degree of success m Music. You will incur no obligation whatever in
sending for this interesting and convincing evidence.

Dept. A14
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HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 12
More than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation. Private
lessons only or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates,
Graduation and Degrees in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello,
Church Organ, Movie Organ, Theory, Public School Music,
Dramatic Art and Expression, Toe, Ballet, Interpretative
and Classical Dancing, School of Opera, all Orchestral In¬
struments, Chautauqua, Lyceum, Concert and Languages.

85

FREE FELLOWSHIPS
(Two Private Lessons Weekly) to be awarded to the students who
after an open competitive examination, are found to possess the
greatest gift for playing or singing.

PROFESSIONAL DEBUTS,
ENGAGEMENTS and SITUATIONS

"Sacred Music
Soloists and Choirmasters will find Excellent
Suggestions in These Selected Numbers. There
are Many Satisfying Numbers Here for ihose
Who Get Solace, Inspiration or Enjoyment
Through. Sacred Music in the Home.
Sacred Songs for High Voices
19934
19577
18399
3276
5326
19822
7268
12656
18475
17514
16843
16547
22860
23277
23605

His Almighty Hand
Is It For Me?
Cling to The Cross
I Heard the Voice of
Jesus Say
Jesus, Lover of My
Soul
Eternal Light!
Only Waiting
God Be Merciful to Me
Oh Master, Let Me
Walk With Thee
Bend Low Dear Lord
1 Know In Whom I
Have Believed
Children of the
Heavenly King
Dear Lord and Master
Mine
Be Near Me, Father
When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross

Bernard Hamblen
R. M. Stults
Daniel Protheroe

F to g
E to g

F. G. Rathbun

d flat to a flat

H. C. Macdougall
A. Buzzi-Peccia
T. D. Williams
F. L. Percippe

?2l
E to g

Paul Ambrose
Will H. Ruebush

E to g
E flat to g flat

J. P. Scott

d to g

F to a flat

R. M. Stults

c to g

W. Berwald
W. M. Felton

E flat to a flat
E flat to g flat

Lawrence Hope

E flat to g

Sacred Songs for Voices of Medium Range

Cat. No.
Title
Composer
19932 Master, I Would Fol¬
low Thee
Paul Ambrose
7270 Close to Thee
C. S. Briggs
19885 Lead Thou Me On
R. M. Stults
9684 The Earth is the Lord’s T. D. Williams
18963 Pardon and Peace
R. S. Morrison
18863 Open My Eyes, O LordR. M. Stults
18477 If Any Little Word of
Mine
Paul Ambrose
18582 Saviour Divine
William Baines
23604 When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross
Lawrence Hope

Range

E flat to F
i
c to F
E flat to E flat
3 E flat

d flat to F

Sacred Songs for Low Voices
ces

Cat. No.
Title
Composer
3740 I Heard the Voice of
„„ „ Jesus Say
F. G. Rathbun
19147 Saviour Breathe An
Evening Prayer
Paul Ambrose <
19933 Master, I Would Fol.... . l°w Thee.
Paul Ambrose
5304 Jesus Lover of My Soul H. C. Macdougall
Sf?* Light
A. Buzzi-Peccia
The Earth is the Lord’s T. S. Williams

Range
b flat to F
E flat (Opt. F)

c to E flat,
b flat to E flat
d to D
to D (Opt. E flat)

Public debuts are given artist students in Central Theatre, Chi¬
cago, when they are ready to commence their public careers. A
special bureau established in the College assists artist students

'S

in obtaining professional engagements. Graduates who have quali¬
fied as teachers will be assisted in securing situations without charge
to teacher or employer.

22670 Some Mooning, O sS.0"*" * D°,“P‘k' 1 *° E

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable.
Make reservations now.

22754 BJfi My G.id,

25603 w“rr Survey
*■ <*•
« » D
Wondrous Cross
Lawrence Hope
b flat to D
Catalogs Showing Portions of Sacred Songs and Duets Sent Free on Request
CHURCH AND HOME
SACRED DUETS
COLLECTION OF SACRED SONGS
or All Voters
f f, V.aj
High Voice
Duets for practically all combii
The 18 s:
Real contributi
lelody cal side of
and religious exprei

19 fine sacred songs for

COMPLETE WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

Summer Master School
June 27 to August 6 (Six Weeks)

” “ E

CHURCH SOLOIST
■en good sacr d
1
or a nominal outlay”* Church ,‘T
CHURCH SOLOIST
Lai
■ Tri"’ tt 0°
suitabili * * ]eSpecla!Iy sele<=ted

FOUR SACRED SONGS
Sy David Dick Slate,
Priee>
chfr»cL0Tgjnal ,-S0Vgs of » devot
ciS n JE? d,splay the best «f 1
qualities ‘ gether with inspired me
SUNDAY PIANO MUSIC
or church.

piay,ng at

REVERIE ALBUM

SUMMERJCATALOG ON REQUEST
Address

ery acceptable tor Sunday p
ny^ religious gathering where

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
60 E. Van Buren St.

Chicago

A Conservatory Pledged to the Highest Artistic Standards

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia,
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Single Copies 25 Cents

More “Hot and Dirty” Breaks
Some time ago we good-naturedly reprinted an advertise¬
ment from one of the theatrical trade papers, in which some
of the jargon of the modern jazz music was introduced. We
confessed that we did not know the meaning of such words
as “hot,” “dirt,” “gliss,” “blue,” “break,” “weird,” and so
on, as applied to music; and we know that in none of the
musical dictionaries of the world could these words be found.
They are the patois of the newly rich in the apparently highly
lucrative field of dance music.
With the beginning of the jazz era, people with uncon¬
trollable tootsies have created a demand for dance rhythms
the like of which the world has never hitherto known. There was
the demoralizing epoch of the waltz, the polka and the saucy
French can-can, which seem like kindergarten processions com¬
pared with the modern dance and all that goes with it. Some
are blaming the dance on the intoxicating rhythm of jazz.
We shall not attempt to adjudicate this question. However,
it will be interesting to readers of The Etude to know the
angle of the jazz musician’s mind, as he views his own music.
A recent work entitled, “Sure System of Improvising for All
Lead Instruments, Especially Adapted to the Saxophone,
Clarinet, Violin, Trumpet and Trombone,” by Samuel T.
Daley, published at $3.00, is a most illuminating book.
It
should be of immense value to anyone whose chief concern in
life is how to make “hot breaks,” play “dirt” choruses, create
“weird” blasts, “chromatic runs,” “blue” notes, and so on in¬
definitely. Incidentally, it shows in an unusual manner how
a great deal of piquancy and stimulating rhythm, almost to
th*point of tremens agitans and outright epilepsy, has been
added to modern dance music under the broad caption of
“jazz.”
Who has been able to resist the exciting, irritating, in¬
toxicating, nerve-flaying influence of modern jazz? In fact,
the music has been made to act like a million whips upon hu¬
man emotions.
If it does not lash our nervous systems into
new thrills, it does not succeed as jazz. Just how is this done?
Mr. Daley tells us that it is done by virtue of “breaks.” The
“break” comes at any place in a “chorus”- (usually a half
cadence or whole cadence) of a popular song, where the per¬
former may improvise upon the chord employed in harmoniz¬
ing the measure where the “break” is introduced. In a thirtytwo measure piece, the “break” would come in the seventh
and eighth, in the fifteenth and sixteenth, in the twenty-third
and twenty-fourth, and in the thirty-first and thirty-second
measures.
It might be introduced in other places as the
nature of the chorus permitted.
The author of this book
provides several hundred rhythmical forms which the player
of the particular instrument can introduce, employing the
notes of the chord needed where the “break” comes. This is
known as “hot” playing.
If he introduces certain kinds of chromatically altered
notes, instead of playing the straight notes of the chord, itself,
this is called “blues.”
Under other conditions, these notes
are known as “gliss” notes. “Gliss” evidently indicates a note
sliding one half tone up into the principal note.
“Dirt Playing” is the result of embroidering a rhythmi¬
cal pattern around the harmony of each measure throughout
the entire composition.
Thi* “dirt” (sometimes known as
“sock”) pattern bears very little resemblance to the original
theme, except for the fact that it employs the same harmony
in each measure.

VOL^XLV,

There are “chromatic” runs and “weird” notes, in which
the harmonies are varied. In fact, the author goes so far as
to say “a very weird break is the whole tone scale.” At the
beginning, he admits that his system differs from the strict
rules of harmony, but explains he is dealing with improvising
and not harmony, although harmony plays a great part.
Many of our teachers of harmony will read the book with
surprise, but at the same time they will realize that out of
this enormous amount of experimentation (the author says
he has provided four thousand “breaks” in the book, which
are only a limited number when the possibilities are considered)
there has come a certain kind of spontaneity, akin only to the
old Italian “improvvisatore,” those itinerant Mediterranean
minstrels who would improvise both words and music for any
event from a funeral to a wedding, or from a christening to a
coronation, for a few pieces of copper.
After reading this book, we understand the origin of
some of the terrible and destructive cacophony that some¬
times comes from a jazz band. On the other hand, it explains
how some of the very interesting effects are achieved through
an accidental improvisation upon the part of ingenious wind
instrument players, after the manner of the improvisations of
gypsy'performers in Hungarian bands.

Musical Malpractice
The employment of such a beautiful, such a heavengiven, thing as music for base uses always seems like a profana¬
tion. There are those, of course, who say 'that “music is music
and, like the flower in the dung pile, stands out more beauti¬
fully because of low surroundings.” However, where music is
used for vicious ends, it seems to have the quality of emotional¬
izing those in pursuit of those aims. Music in a brothel rarely
raises the moral standards of the inmates. Thus, like fire, it
may be used properly for the benefit of man or for his destruc¬
tion.
Napoleon did not hesitate to use music as a part of his
political intrigues. When the sinister “Little Corporal” wanted
to gain the friendship of the Spanish, he urged Spontini to
write Ferdinand Cortez.
Before the opera was completed
Napoleon’s scheme collapsed and the emperor showed his love
for art by suddenly seizing an intense dislike for the musical
work and prohibiting its production by a decree.
Spontini
suffered constantly by reason of his ill-chosen political affilia¬
tions.

Gratitude
The fine letters of appreciation which have come to us
from Etude Music Magazine friends who have profited by the
Etude Radio Hours inspire us to state here our appreciation
of the very fortunate arrangements made with Gimbel Brothers
in New York and in Philadelphia (Stations WGBS and WIP)
and with the Sears, Roebuck Foundation in Chicago (Station
WLS), which have made these programs possible.
When the matter was first broached to Gimbel Brothers in
Philadelphia, the members of the firm realized the great educa¬
tional possibilities of the Etude Hour. Their cooperation has
been of high altruistic value as has that of the officers of the
Sears, Roebuck Foundation.
Our friends have doubtless noticed that the programs have
represented the catalogs of numerous publishers and the facul¬
ties of many leading educational institutions.
339
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The Real Secret of Relaxation in Pianoforte Playing
This has already manifested itself as a practical method
of disseminating musical education, valuable alike to music lover,
student and teacher.

has to give him, he can compare his playing with that of the
s . ? players
,
.1 time
i.-_f
honrs them
through reproducgreatest
of, the
as he hears
them through
reproducfions on the player-piano, the talking-machine or over the

In December the program over WIP and WGBS was
interrupted because of the transfer of the broadcasting station
to the magnificent new Gimbel Building in Philadelphia. The
Program of the Christmas Services of the Theodore Presser
Company, at the First Baptist Church in Philadelphia, with
notable addresses from the Hon. Roland Morris, former United
States Ambassador to Japan, Lt. Commander John Philip Sousa,
U. S. N. R. I., and Mr. Owen Wister, noted American novelist
and publicist, were broadcast over station WIP.

radio. As the editor is writing this he is, for instance, inspired
by the performance of one of the great virtuosi playing over one

New Standards in Piano Study
The standards of pianoforte study in America have been
rising by leaps and bounds. Better than this, the facilities for
the study of the instrument have been increasing incredibly.
By this we mean that in addition to the improvement in
teachers and in methods of teaching, the player-piano, the
talking-machine, the radio, and now the vitaphone, have made
it possible for students even in remote districts to have advan¬
tages a thousandfold more interesting and productive than
had, for instance, the one who is writing this editorial.
The study of the piano has been proven by educators and
psychologists scarcely to be equalled as a form of mental
training, by any other cultural subject.
The late Dr. Charles
W. Eliot, President of Harvard University, went so far as to
say that “Music is the best mind trainer of them all.” This was
an opinion which the great educator rendered only after ex¬
haustive consideration of the different studies in so far as their
relative effect upon the discipline of the mind and body is
concerned; that is, the resultant benefits which remained after
the educational effort of the student had been made.
These benefits of music training may be summed up in
part thus:
1. Self-Expression. By the study of an instrument the
student learns to express ideas of others, as well as his
own, through a very sensitive medium. All psycholo¬
gists know the immense importance of this, particu¬
larly with young people.
2. Concentration. No other study demands such continu7 ?us and intensive concentration as does that of an
instrument. This mental and personal discipline alone
would make the study of a musical instrument a prof¬
itable investment.
3. Memory. The study of an instrument and learning to
play from memory are of astonishing value in the
training of the memory. Musically trained people
usually have superior memories.
4. Accuracy.
Only one who has played an instrument
knows how accuracy is developed by the study of an
instrument. The fingers are trained to hit the given
mark at exactly the right fraction of a second, with
just the right degree of force.
5. Self-Reliance.
The ability to play an instrument in
public cultivates a “presence,” an aptitude to meet
strangers and conditions which is a most important
life asset.
6. Rapid Thinking. Trained musicians think with great
rapidity. In music study the mental processes are
accelerated to a speed many times that demanded in
ordinary thought.
I. roise. I he study of a musical instrument, and particu¬
larly the study of the classics, develops a sense of
good taste, beauty, form and balance reflected in the
personalities of musically trained people.
The student of music today has the advantage of listening
to the great music of the world at an expense but a fractional
part of that known by his father. Added to what his teacher
340

hundred miles away.
The Etude has insisted for years that the teacher who did
not employ these modern musical devices as a regular part of the
educational work was missing an important opportunity. These
instruments are of course of incalculable value to those who
have not had a musical training; but they are also of great .im¬
portance to those who are securing a musical education sin<
one may follow the mechanical roll or record with the printi ■
music. We know of a good amateur violinist who got In
interpretation of Bach Air in G from the record of a famo/
violinist.
Nevertheless, the greatest value that can come from mus
comes through the actual study of an instrument. The point
we make is that the study of an instrument is vastly more inti"
esting and exciting now than it ever was before, thanks to th
reproducing instruments and the music on the air.
Atmosphere! One can now have more musical atmosphei
in one’s own parlor in the heart of an Arizona ranch than wi
possible in a European music center in a month, only a few
years ago. The cost—possibly one-tenth as much.

Kapellmeister Music
“Kapellmeister music” is musical slang for composition
devoid of inspiration. Alas, many of these musical “duds” ha\
found their way into print. All too often they expose th.
working of a brain trained in the higher intricacies of counter
point and harmony; yet the music is Worthless—poor cheap
hackstuff, destined for certain oblivion.
All this means that, while training in musicianship must
be acquired in some way—whether by the more or less crude
methods experienced by Schubert and Moussorgsky or by tie
severe drilling that an Albrechtsberger might give u Beethou n
—it is conversely true that all the training in the world will
not make a real composer.
. The whole difficulty with training is that for the most part
“ScLhTn
»P°« f«otJPed Patterns or, as the Germans suv.
Schablone.
Schablone is the word for stencil. Steibelt was
a tenaHl ^
em*hbW * did ™ cut from
a stencil of something he had previously heard or experienced
One could not call it plagiarism, but it certainly was not
original creation.
•
as not
Our psychologist friends will prate about the brain urocesses which are based upon previous experiences
Vll
l
industry feeds upon the conscious recoSon nf
Ti
that has been introduced to the mind in the S
^
after all, works by putting this and that tn \,
evolving what the world recognizes as a new
thuS
not say w hat experiences in the past of th 1
" e can
could be traced to the “Serenade ”PThe
hJ\,°f Schubert
works are wholly unstenciled, original anaH-T^ “nd S‘milar
*■»»•»«.--t

Bridging the Summer
Keeping up musical interest over the Sum
serious musical problems of student* 1burafer » one of the
Thousands of dollars of. musical investment's 5
teacherstion are dissipated in Summer indolence and ^dV^1 eduCa~
sands of students with real ambition look fo™ f
Th°U'
mer as the greatest chance of the vear f
!Yd to the Sum"
musical course at some famous school° attend a Summer
study. One of the best ways in which to k
d°PCnd uPon selfIS t,le musical magazines which make a „eep.Up muslcal interest
interesting as any other month
UgUSt and Jl% just as

By MARCIAN THALBERG
Noted Pianist and Teacher
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Cincinnati Conservatory
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ELAXATION has always been and
remains the final aspiration and the
mirage of humanity.
From the
proudest and most ambitious rulers who,
after their immense conquests, aspired to
enjoy in peace and relaxation the spoils
and the fruits of their victories, to the
most humble and obscure individual who
takes pleasure in his rest after labor, the
final aim is to relax, and to enjoy the bene¬
fits of hard work.
The average individual, and therefore
the great majority of humanity, works in
order to obtain a relative independence so
that he may “do as he pleases”—relax.
When he has built up for himself the
requisite fortune in material things, he
has accumulated a certain amount of
power or strength. It is this strength
which enables him to be independent; it
is this independence that permits him the
luxury of relaxation.
Desire for Easy Results
IS characteristically human that we
desire to obtain results with the least
possible effort. And a certain gambling
spirit in man has always made him eager
to take chances in the hope of arriving
somewhere with less effort than that made
by his more cautious and conscientious
fellows. And, in the realm of art, human
nature is actuated by the same impulses
that guide men through the mazes and
struggles for supremacy in the material
world.
This is the real reason why all the mod¬
ern theories about relaxation in pianoforte
playing, as well as the theories of playing
with the weight of the arm, the shoulders
—and goodness knows what else 1—have be¬
come so popular. In these theories is
the definite promise that with the least
effort one will obtain the greatest re¬
sults. And as pianoforte playing comes
more and more into vogue with the masses,
the easy methods of superficial effort grow
more and more popular.
In fact, these theories have become so
popular, that the necessary muscular de¬
velopment of arm, hand and fingers, to¬
gether with the exercise of the wrist the
four essential parts—has been neglected in
our actual so-called “modern” teaching, to
an incredible extent.

IT

have the people of nearly all the nations
designated this artistic function as the
function to play the pianoforte; and not
to work the pianoforte, or to get at odds
with it, or to struggle with it, or even to
get into a bitter fight with it!
Harmony With the Instrument

BUT, OF COURSE, nearly all of these

artists had to work at the piano, got
at odds with it occasionally, struggled and
even fought with it—naturally, as masters.
And', in public, they give us the impression
that they are in complete harmony with
their beloved instrument, that they have
known nothing but happiness and content¬
ment during the many years, they have
been in communion with it, somewhat like
those ostensibly congenial married couples
who reveal in public only the happier side
of their relationship.
And how do these artists finally attain
this glorious, harmonious effect—when
they give the impression of caressing lov¬
ingly the key-board, when they seem to
follow only their sublime inspiration, re¬
creating the inspiration which elevated the
composer to such immeasurable heights,
when the thought alone of it takes our
breath atvay, and subjugates us to follow
their enchantment, thrilling us all over
and over again! How do they obtain these
results ?
Cultivating the Gift
HERE ARE BUT FEW who have
known only constant happiness with
tlie key-hoard. They are like millionaires
who inherited fortunes from their parents.
If you ask them to advise you how to
obtain such pianistic wealth, they will gen¬
erally give you very vague and unprecise,
or, at any rate, impractical counsel. The
majority have obtained these results
through gift and hard work. The gift
(about which I must talk another time)

T

must undergo a long process of culti¬
vation. And hard work must be per¬
formed to exercise our physical assets,
the muscles; and with the muscles the
nerves must be disciplined, the nerves
which command the muscles. In other
words, we must develop our muscles, and
particularly those which are required for
our instrument, to the highest efficiency.
To develop the muscle means to strengthen
it; and the more we contract the muscle,
always under the control of disciplined
nerves, the quicker we strengthen it.
The exercise of contraction must take
place slowly, that is, the development of
the muscles to be used in pianoforte play¬
ing is acquired exactly as the 'pugilist or
any other athlete acquires the develop¬
ment of his muscles. His biceps are de¬
veloped, as we know, first by very slow
contraction, drawing up the arms under
great tension and then straightening them
out under an equally trying stress. Con¬
sequently, we see that at no moment while
he is developing his muscles is there any
“complete” relaxation.
Complete Relaxation Impossible

THE SAME PRINCIPLE must guide
the development of the muscles^ of
the fingers, hand and fore-arm. When
practicing one must contract the muscle
which uplifts the finger or the muscle
which forces the finger down. In the mo¬
ment one forces the finger down with ve¬
hemence tfie muscle which uplifts the
finger relaxes, and lice versa. This ap¬
plies to the development of all muscles
that must be considered in pianoforte play¬
ing. Consequently, “complete” relaxation
in pianoforte playing is impossible. And
when artists say that they relax com¬
pletely, they mean that they contract the
muscles which are useful and necessary
at the given moment, and those only. Fur-

Relaxation Not a Cause

RELAXATION is the consequence of

a cause, and not a cause in itself.
The cause of relaxation is contraction. In
other words, relaxation is a negative, a
passive state.
Complete relaxation is
death. Even while one sleeps there are
still muscles at work which we do not con¬
trol, but which contract and relax just the
same. Life is expressed in contraction and.
relaxation. And as pianoforte playing is
also a function of life, “complete” relax¬
ation is consequently impossible.
Irj listening to, observing and question¬
ing the great pianists, we always get the
impression and the assurance that the ar¬
tist is completely at his ease when he
plays. In other words, “completely” re¬
laxed. And the artist tells us that he “does
as he pleases with the keyboard,” and
gives us also the advice to do the same.
We observe with what astounding ease
and assurance he performs the most dif¬
ficult and intricate passages, with what
lightness, clearness and speed he gets over
the most strenuous pages.
In short
we observe how “playingly” he be¬
haves at the keyboard.
Not in vain

MARCIAN THALBERG

thermore, that they have complete control
of their muscles and so relax all those
which do not come into consideration at
that given moment. Herein lies the im¬
portant fundamental of muscular control;
the contraction of only those muscles
necessary, and complete relaxation of all
other muscles. The cause of technical im-.
perfection in pianoforte playing consists
mostly in contracting more muscles than
are necessary for the execution at the
given moment.
All the exercises which tend to develop
the independence of the fingers are the ex¬
ercises of first importance and necessity.
This is so because they develop not only
the small muscles of the hand but at the
Same time also develop the larger
ones of the arm. And last, though not
least, there are the nerves, the sensibility
of which will be increased in proportion
to the complexity of the finger exercises
for independence. Quite especial care must
be devoted to the muscles of the fore-arm.
They, as well as those of the hand and the
fingers, should be exercised daily in the
most efficient manner. I shall indicate at
another time some of the various exer¬
cises at the keyboard which I consider the
most appropriate for obtaining the quickest
results in the shortest time and which form
the basis of my teaching.
Exceptions That Prove

OUT OF THE HUNDREDS of pupils
that have studied with me during the
past thirteen years at the Cincinnati Con¬
servatory of Music, only two were unable
to develop and strengthen their muscles.
All of the others, the vast majority, gained
rapid control by the process of exercising
diligently the muscles of the fingers, hand
and arm. The two exceptions, that proved
the rule, could not develop their muscles
by any amount of exercise. This can be
attributed only to an unusual organic qual¬
ity of muscle which did not respond to
natural law.
Although the essential character of the
pianoforte in general and the keyboard in
particular have undergone no great change
during the past hundred years or so, the
varying conditions and tendencies of life
have changed our methods of teaching con¬
siderably. The teacher is forced to go
with the times. And he is a poor teacher
indeed who continues teaching the way he
was instructed. The natural increase in
admirable pianoforte literature has neces¬
sitated a great change in the method of
teaching. The pianist of to-day has to
cover twice as much territory in the field
of composers as did the pianists of fifty or
seventy-five years ago. He has to concen¬
trate his work to a much greater degree in
order that he may produce the greatest re¬
sults in the shortest time. That means he
has to eliminate all those endless books—
Czerny and Cramer and “all such”—and
to limit his technical studies to a rather
small set of exercises. These exercises
have to be the essence of all those long
books of studies, of that medicine mixed
with too much water!
Tlie small set of exercises which every
aspiring pianist must practice daily is made
up from those two types of exercises which
tend to develop Strength and Independence
of the fingers. One must not lose sight
of the fact that the pianoforte is played,
after all, with the fingers and not with
the nose. This in spite of the so-called
“modern” theories of “relaxation” which
have neglected the important part of finger
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work to an incredible extent. In fact,
Strength and Independence of the fingers
are the two and the only two most impor¬
tant factors in the art of pianoforte play¬
ing. These two types are the parents of
Velocity. Velocity cannot be practiced.
She is the daughter of Strength and Inde¬
pendence of the fingers, and the more su¬
perior these two are, the finer and more
beautiful the Velocity will be.
Tonal beauty and all the other worth¬
while attributes in pianoforte playing are
likewise children of these same parents,
Strength and Independence. Of course, the
art of pedalling, which is considered to be
the soul of the piano, must be treated apart.
It requires a special and very earnest study.
A Negative Function
T1 ELAXATION cannot be practiced.
It is a negative function dependent
upon the positive function of contrac¬
tion. Relaxation depends upon controlled
strength. In the case of the pianist it de¬
pends upon the controlled strength of the
muscles of the fingers, hand and fore-arm.
The greater the controlled strength of
these muscles, the greater will be the re¬
laxation of the performer. Weak and un¬
controlled muscles make for stiffness and
uncertainty of movement. Very often a
child starting to play the piano plays
stiffly and awkwardly, because the muscles
are not developed. They are weak and not
under control. Attack the weakness of
these muscles, strengthen them, and the
stiffness will disappear in proportion. One
can relax only developed muscles.
The apparent ease with which great art¬
ists play, the ease which is the aspiration
of every student of the pianoforte, is that
final mirage in the land of human desire.
And, after all, this ideal is not purely an il¬
lusion; for it actually exists, and can be
We conclude by saying that relaxation in
pianoforte playing means relaxation of the
developed muscles; that beautiful piano
playing is the result of relaxation of de¬
veloped, strong muscles; that to relax un¬
developed muscles is of no avail—from
nothing can come but nothing. Keep this

Ten Rules for Writing Music

A Simple Ear Test
By George Coulter

M

any young musicians, in
all stages of proficiency, have
asked the writer, “How, having
obtained the necessary training or qualifi¬
cations, may one best make a start in the
musical profession?” Of course, much de¬
pends on the actual branch of the musi¬
cal calling which one intends to fol¬
low. Thus a teacher, commencing, will
naturally acquaint friends and acquaint¬
ances with the fact that he, or she, is
ready to take pupils in whatever is the
chosen subject. Press advertisements to
that effect will be inserted in leading musi¬
cal or general papers, and a lookout main¬
tained for any “wants” that may suit the
case. Sometimes one’s own school, or else
a sympathetic teacher already in the swim
can be found willing to help the aspirant.
A good plan is to have a neat circular
printed, with attainments—whether certi¬
ficated or otherwise—and to have this dis¬
tributed in all likely quarters of one’s im¬
mediate neighborhood. Should this plan
be chosen, care should be taken to make
the information given concise and clear.
Some approve of stating terms; and a me¬
dium standard for these is wise in the case
of a beginner. Others take a studio in a
good locality, place a brass-plate on the
door, and wait for pupils, as does the doc¬
tor for his patients. It all needs a little
initial outlay. But the first appliqgnts who
come along may usually be counted upon
to cover this.
The Public Entertainer
OINGERS and performers need to try
^ somewhat different tactics. “Getting
known” is, with them, a still more stren¬
uous business than it is for the preceptor.
Concert engagements are few and far be¬
tween; and these can be obtained only
when some reputation for efficiency and
reliability is already acquired. Before fees
can be hoped for, a good deal of what
may be called “Thank you” work has to
be done.
Just as teachers thrive by the number of
good students who have passed through
their hands, so the artist relies on press
notices if not verbal commendation from

By LESLIE FAIRCHILD

authoritative sources as to the value of
their executive displays.
Consequently,
the more influential people in the musical
world that the young vocalist or executant
may come into contact with, the better for
future prospects. Often a “star” disap¬
points in some leading role at the last
moment. This is the debutant's opportu¬
nity; especially in operatic work.
Public music schools, as it is right that
they should, offer the best initial fields for
a professional music student to make first
appearances. Students’ concerts are mainly
helpful in this way, as arc the private
commendations of noted professors. Some
pupils are more fortunate in making a
start than others; the point is to make the
best of one’s opportunities and no! :o lose
any chance, by indifference, idler . pride,
or even want of pluck, to feel one' ■ feet on
a platform when possible.
Helps to Success

Notwithstandingaiitin

-little
plans,” the problem of start in' is gen¬
erally an acute one. Talents, in ,
case,
must be above reproach; health
!d be
reliable; and, particularly, the
perament should be a hopeful one, v,
t the
old virtue of patience and perv ranee
needs to be in continual cultivation
A few aphorisms—no matter how t rite—
should be perpetually before the mind.
Such are, to quote a few of the m ■ ’ in¬
disputable :
“There is always plenty of room t the
top.”
“There’s no such word as ‘fail.’ ”
“Where there’s a will, there’s a w
Having done all in one’s power t suc¬
ceed, and having made sure that on
at¬
tainments are worthy of success, ti re is
never any need to .be discouraged i
yet
pessimistic, “'he lives of all who h:
at¬
tained to eminence, in musical as \ 1 as
other departments of art activity, a: con¬
tinual object-lessons to those who
uld
follow in their footsteps. We may, i : ed,
affirm that, given the right amor
of
wishing and striving, everything cot
to
.them that wait—not idly, we venti. . to
add, but happily, hopefully and ever
dy
Ifor the “occasion” when it does com<

1. What is the real incentive for re¬
To sharpen the aural sense, a simple and
laxation in piano playing t
fruitful exercise is to listen, in another’s
; 2. In what way is Relaxation the con¬ rendition, for alien sounds purposely in¬
sequence of a Cause?
serted for the occasion. This can be made , "Ffr. m°re ha™ th™ 9°od ^ been who look with contempt upon any
3. How must the "Gift” of the artist a quite exciting game. Particularly in
! ! ?e! JCSxWh° m,rSt- Up0n an that m°y not W* have caught up with
be cultivated?
chords one’s skill is exerted in detecting In!
ultra-refined standard at all times and own.”_The Pitch Pipe
false notes, for in these few players heed
very carefully each separate tone, being
5. What are the sources of Velocity?
conscious only of the broad outline of
melody.
Should the listener not discover the
changes after a line has been played, it
What Music Thinkers
should be repeated in the original form
Think (?)
for comparison. The faults need to be
“Choice answers” crop up in the ex¬ made more obvious for the less acute pupil
1. Who wrote the Blue Danube Waltz?
perience of every teacher. Here' are a even to the extent of playing wrong
few gleaned from papers turned in at a melody notes, for it a fact that one may
2. What singer was called the “Swedish Nightingale?”
recent school examination in London:
be dble to play a tune quite accurately and
3. What is Felix Borowskfs most popular composition7
Q. How many sorts of scales are there ? yet have the vaguest mental record of it
A. Three; the major, the minor, and as an independent experience.
4. How many different clefs are used in music?
the aromatic.
Many ways of transposing ‘and trans¬
5. Who is called the “Father of the Symphony7”
Q. What is a double sharp?
forming a melody will present themselves.
A. When you strike two black keys at The key may be changed and the pupil
6'
«" Ard 13.
the same time.
asked to identify the new key contrasted
Q. Define “Form” in music.
7. What maker produced the most valuable violins7
with the first. Soft passages may be
A. Well, it is not good form to applaud played loudly, staccato notes made legato,
by stamping your feet; you should clap rhythms disturbed, phrases' garbled, ac¬
0 S’” JS’Ithe P“‘.“ - “Sing the thumb i" Pi“o playing?
your hands.
cents misplaced.
Q. Can you say anything about the
By learning' to recognize such changes
Hallelujah Chorus?
the listening powers will be made more
1°. What countries employ the Pentatonic Scale in their folk songs?
A. It was composed by a man named
acute and, more important still, the capac¬
Halle who in his youth had been appren¬
ity for musicaT'enjoyment will be greatly
ticed to a blacksmith.
i=™sRaN„d™™ t?5 AND CHECK UP yOUR answers
increased.
Q. What does “sf” signify?
and you will have fine entererilEt material wh^vnl"' EJUDE Muac Magazine month
~ A"’ '■ "' 'w-'V
A. “So far,” for one day’s practice.
SCraP b°0t °f them/OT «
5.early p“pi,“ ? SXM&S
Q. What is. a “Minuetto?”
“Every well-trained youth ought to. be•
A. A piece that you can play through taught the elements of music early and
in one minute.
accurately."—Ruskin.

rQan You T5ell?
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How To Play Glissandos

By Dr. Annie Patterson

By Helen Oliphant Bates

1. A dot will be directly after a note
on a space, and in the space just above a
line on which the dotted note appears.
2. A change of clef or signature which
does not occur in the middle of a measure
should be made at the end of the one pre¬
ceding that in which it takes effect. For
example, if the fourth line of a piece be¬
gins with a new key, the change of sig¬
nature will be made at the end of the last
measure of the third line; or if a part
changes from bass to treble clef in the
third measure, the sign will be placed at
the end of the second measure.
3. The double bar bears no relation to
the end of the measure. It may occur
after any beat or fraction of a beat which
marks the end of a division of a long
composition, or a phase of a hymn.
4. A slur may connect either heads or
stems of notes, but a tie always connects
the heads.
5. Stems of grace-notes usually turn up.
6. Staccato marks and sostenuto marks
may be placed either above or below the
head of the note, when the stem is turned in
the opposite direction, or at the end of
the stem.
7. The tenor part in anthems is written
an octave higher than it is sung, if the
treble clef is used.
8. In vocal music each note to be sung
must have a separate stem, except when
several notes are sung to the same syllable.
Slurs should connect notes sung to the
same syllable.
9. The phrasing, in music for orchestral
players, should be carefully marked, be¬
cause these musicians detach all notes not
connected by slurs.
10. In general, an accident^ lasts only
to the end of the measure. When an acci¬
dental introduces a modulation, it is cus¬
tomary to cancel the accidental when the
key is again changed, even though it may
not be in the same measure.
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note, while the inner edge of the fifth
finger depresses the top note.
I have yet to find the composer who has
written a chromatic glissando in his com¬
position; yet this is highly brilliant and
easily executed. In ascending passages in
the right hand the nail of the third finger
rests on the white keys while the nail of
the second finger rests on the black keys.
Hold the fingers somewhat stiff and as¬
cend the scale in the most even manner.
This same fingering holds good for de¬
scending passages in the left hand. In de¬
scending with the right hand, and ascend¬
ing with the left, the scale will have to be
Degrees of Shading
executed with the second finger on the
LISSANDOS should be practiced in white keys and the third finger on the black
all degrees of shading, from the most
keys.
delicate pianissimo to the most brilliant
On the Black Keys
fortissimo; also in various crescendos and
HE PERFORMANCE of glissandos
diminuendos and in contrary motion, thirds,
on black keys is much more difficult
sixths and tenths.
Putting the Glissando to Work
Should the fingers become sensitive or to execute with the fingers than on white
id YOU KNOW that glissandos
keys, owing to the greater space between
sore in practicing glissando passages, it is
could serve you as a splendid ex¬
each note. In perusing a biography of
advisable to bind the employed fingers with
Cyril Scott, by A. Eaglefield Hull, my at¬ ample or model of the pearly scale?
a small piece of adhesive tape.
tention was called to the fact that someone Such is the unique use made of them by
Glissandos are quite possible to be played
had remarked to the author—“I love Alberto Jonas, the famous Spanish vir¬
in the key of A minor, F-major, D minor
Scott’s music, but I am absolutely stumped tuoso and pedagogue The idea is to have
or G major. The right hand plays the glis¬
by the glissandos, especially those up and the fingers imitate exactly the touch, tone
sando in the key of C, the left hand break¬
down the black keys in ‘Lotus Land’ and and velocity of the glissando. For exam¬
ing in with the accidentals GS; B, C#; Fit.
‘The Twilight of the Year.’ Can he do ple glissando on the first four notes of the
them himself?” I, too, was confronted scale of C. Play this short run over and
with the difficult problem of how to exe¬ over until the ears have become accus¬
cute the weird black key glissandos in tomed to its sound, then try to imitate it
Scott’s “Lotus Land.”
Fortunately at exactly with the regular scale fingering.
that time I was studying with Mr.
Grainger, who is a close associate of Mr.
Scott, and had access to a vast number of
compositions with his special markings.
His method of performing this glissando
♦♦Fingering recommended by Alberto Jonas which is entirely on the black keys is no
in bis “Master School.”
doubt the most unique bit of piano technic
Next, glissando on five tones of the C
Glissando octaves can be executed prop¬ that I have ever encountered. It requires
erly only by those who have large, power¬ the use of a silk handkerchief which is scale and experiment until you are capable
ful hands. In going up the keyboard the carried in the inside pocket of the coat of producing the same effect with the reg¬
fifth finger is curved so that the nail glides until ready for use. In case of a lady ular scale fingering. Continue with these
over the keys, while the inner edge of the performing the glissando the handkerchief examples, building each one note higher
The Pearly Effect
thumb depresses the lower key. In com¬ may be carried in the lap and made of the until you have carried the scale out two
* N ORDER to produce the desired pearly
same color as her dress. Ex. 3 will illus¬ or three octaves. Notice the velocity and
effect, the hand must glide across the ing down the procedure is reversed; the
quality of your scale work improve by the
nail of the thumb glides over the lower trate this form.
keys in the most even manner. The slight¬
use of this simple technical device.
est hitch, sudden spurt, or unevenness will
The pedals, properly handled, add con¬
ruin the entire effect. Nothing mars the
Vanishing Folksong
siderable charm to the effect of glissandos;
effect of a glissando more than having a
but it is advisable to practice them with¬
ragged and uncertain ending. It is highly
By A. Telrab
out the pedal in order to detect any un¬
imperative that we end clean-cut and
evenness, missed notes, poor attack, re¬
decidedly on the final note. The following
We learn with regret from W. J. Tur¬ composition will have vanished with the leases, or other defects.
ingenious method will Undoubtedly help to ner, writing in the London Illustrated complete suspension of the physical exer¬
Below is a partial list of well known
master this situation. The dotted line in News, that “the art of singing is almost cise of the art.”
compositions containing glissando pas¬
Ex. I marks the travel of a two octave entirely gone from the peasantry of
Whoo! Isn’t it awful! But in spite of sages :
glissando whose final note is C. At this Europe. In Spain, Sardinia and the south Mr. Turner’s gloomy forebodings, there
(1) Hungarian Fantasy .Liszt
final note let the finger slide down over of Italy you may occasionally still find is hope. Twenty years ago similar fore¬
(2) Rhapsody No. 10.Liszt
the front edge of the key as shown by the vestiges of the old folksongs lingering on. bodings ushered in the phonograph; yet
(3) Concert in A major.Liszt
dotted line. This method will make the Many have been collected during the last the net result of this instrument lias been
(4) Variations on an original theme,
final note decisive and will prevent the pos¬ twenty-five years, but it is probable that to bring about a vast increase in the num¬
Paderewski
sible chance of running over the last note in another twenty-five years there will ber of students who wish to sing or play
(5) Valse Caprice.C. Saint Saens
some
good
instrument,
using
the
records
of the glissando.
(6) Prelude No. 1.Debussy
be none of them to collect. The last
(7) Shepherd’s Hey.Percy Grainger
traces of a once abundant and glorious as models of correct interpretation. And
Ei.t
(8) Colonial Song.Percy Grainger
musical fertility will have vanished and now comes radio to give valuable aid in
(9) Kunstlerleben . Godowsky
the people of Europe will be found in fostering the creative talent. Many “local”
their village inns listening to the mechani¬ composers are being encouraged to have *(10) Lotus Land.Cyril Scott
their
works
performed.
The
radio
sta¬
*(11) Twilight of the Year... .Cyril Scott
cal products of the highly specialized pro¬
fessional musicians of New York and tion serves its community well. Topical
•No. 10 and 11 are black key glissandos.
Paris. The musical instruments that sur¬ music by “home” composers or perform¬
There is, however, one example that does vive will be solely those used in large or¬ ers is often given “on the air.” Radio
not call for any such accuracy or precision chestras, theater and dance bands of the may mean the birth of folksong again,
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Fairchild’s
and which can be found in the first glis¬ principal cities. Their names will be un¬ not the death of it. While the phonograph
Article
sando of Grainger’s Shepherd’s Hey known and a violin or a cornet will be¬ has done much for the interpreter of
1. How should one practice glissandos
which has the following amusing foot¬ come objects as rarely seen as a harpsi¬ music, with radio, the composer also gets to make them most effective?
note: “It doesn’t matter exactly what chord or a viol da gamba. All power of his innings.
2. Name six ways of executing glissando
note the glissando ends on.” The instruc¬
passages.
tion for the final glissando is, “Gliss. (not
3. Which one is the most ideal to per¬
too fast) on any white keys.”
form?
Summer is almost with us and The Etude has some ex¬
Glissandos are far more brilliant and
4. What technical work can the glissando
ceptionally
fine
things
in
store
for
its
readers,
which
will
help
iridescent in quality when played on a
help you to perfect?
light-actioned keyboard and naturally there
them to pass this season more pleasantly and profitably.
6. Name at least ten compositions that
is less wear and tear on the fingers. Glis¬
contain glissando passages.
sandos played with both hands are hardly

GLISSANDO is abit of musical em¬
broidery that may be woven into
the design of a composition with
much interest. In the hands of an artist,
it can be made to appear like a glimpse of
shimmering silver or a bit of intricate
needle work or old lace. On the other
hand, its unexpected dynamic entrance can
bring about a real thrill of exhilarating
excitement; but, in the hands of the novice,
it becomes like a cheap, bungling, tawdry
pianistic trick, robbed completely of its
fascination and charm.
Liszt, Chopin, Paderewski, Godowsky,
Saint Saens, Grainger, Scott, and a host
of other great composers, have woven the
glissando into their musi^l works in a most
artistic manner. The student who would
do justice to this interesting embellishment,
must give it sincere consideration and prac¬
tice it in its various forms.
Most students are familiar with the com¬
mon form of glissando as executed on the
white keys only. This is the simplest and
most ideal form to play; and its technic
can be easily acquired by the student.
More difficult glissandos to perform are
those which are:
(I)
Executed on black keys only.
(II)
Chromatic glissandos.
(Ill) Glissandos in scales other than
the key of C.
(IV) Glissandos in octaves.
(V)
Glissandos in thirds.
(VI) Glissandos in contrary motion.
(VII) Others less frequently used.
Each of these glissandos has its own
particular method of attack. For example,
in ascending passages on white keys, the
right hand uses the nail of the third finger,
while the left hand uses the nail of
the thumb. In descending passages the
fingering is reversed—the right hand mak¬
ing use of the nail of the thumb and the
left hand, the nail of the third finger.

I

more effective than those done with one
hand and are much more difficult. The
chief difficulty lies in keeping the hands to¬
gether. The left hand is inclined to lag
behind the right, therefore it should be
made to travel slightly faster than the
right. Practicing with the hands crossed
will promote this independence consider¬
ably. Another method of assuring both
hands of coming out evenly, is to use the
tonic in each octave of the scale as a goal
and to strive to have both hands reach the
tonic at exactly the same moment.
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Teaching Scales to Young People
By Mae-Aileen Erb
The very first step in teaching scales to children
should be to impress upon them a thorough knowledge
of steps and half-steps. In their ealiest lessons they should
be taught that from one key to the very next key, whether
it be white or black, is a half-step. They should find
steps and half-steps in the various parts of the piano;
and the teacher should play examples such as the follow¬
ing at each lesson while the child names them promptly:
C-Ct—half step
C-D—whole step
CS-D-half-step
C#-D#—whole step
Next, the pupil should be taught that a sharp raises
a tone a half-step, and that a flat lowers a tone a half¬
step. Thorough drill in finding the different sharps and
flats on the keyboard should be given. Be sure to explain
that each key has two names, thus. C# is also Db, E is
also Fb, F# is also Gb, and so on.
The thorough knowledge of scales is far more im¬
portant than the playing of them; so that, for the first
two years of a pupil’s study, little attention need be paid
to the actual playing of scales in their extended forms.
In playing a scale, the weak fourth finger is used but once
in an octave, while the fifth finger is used but once in the
entire range of the scale. Thus it is obvious that, for the
first year or two, more benefit is derived from the study
of exercises designed for the development of the hand
than from scales. During this time, however, the child
should be clearly taught their formation. He should
memorize, and understand, the five statements given beThe first degree of a scale is called the tonic.
The fifth degree of a scale is called the dominant.
The dominant of a scale in sharps becomes the tonic
of the next scale in sharps.
The fourth degree of a scale is called the sub-dominant.
The sub-dominant of a scale in flats becontes the tonic
of the next scale in flats.
The pupil must also learn that the half-steps in the
first scale, that of C, come between the third and fourth,
and the seventh and eighth degrees; and that all the other
scales are patterned after C, which is the reason that we
must add sharps and flats in the different scales.
This learned, begin the writing of the scales. Presser’s
“First Music Writing Book” is an excellent one for chil¬
dren to use. By writing straight across the two pages, all
the major scales in sharps can be written on the first line.
The major scales in flats should be written in the corre¬
sponding sections on the second line. They should be
written in the following way:

. Scale of C

i i

V ~ ” ~ S.D.

Scale of F

-■■»-T
X

-

-r-i

SIX

The more the child writes and re-writes his scales, the
more thoroughly will he understand them. Hand in hand
with the writing of the scales comes the recitation of
them, ascending and descending, which should be done
with the metronome, beginning at 60, and advancing to
at least 120. Below is an example:
“CDEFGAB C—C B A G F E D C.
G is the dominant of the scale of C and becomes the
tonic of the next scale, which is G; signature of G is F#
GABCDEFSG— GFIEDCBAG.
D is the dominant of the scale of G and becomes, etc.
The next step will be to play and recite the scales at
the piano, dividing the octave into two parts. Thus, play¬
ing with the left hand, recite simultaneously,
“CDEFGFED (C) TONIC, (G) DOMINANT,
(C) TONIC.
Then, with the right hand, begin at the upper C, and
proceed:
CBAGFGAB (C) TONIC, (G) DOMINANT,
(C) TONIC.
G is the dominant of the scale of C and becomes, etc.
Go through all of the scales in this manner, substituting
in the flat scales, the sub-dominant for the dominant.
All this can be easily and thoroughly learned in the
first two- years of a child’s piano study, provided, of
course, that the child is intelligent and at least seven years
of age when his lessons commence. If, in this same period,

his hands are being strengthened and equalized, s«»d v?nous exercises for the crossing of the second, third a
fourth fingers are studied, he will begin his extended
scale playing splendidly equipped, and it is very ou
if he will ever become one of those pupils who so fervently
exclaim : “I just hate scales !” Complete practical exer¬
cises in scale playing are to be found in “Mastering the
Scales and Arpeggios.”

Make the Pupils Do the Work
By Helen Oliphant Bates
Many teachers wear themselves out. in a long teaching
day by writing explanations, corrections, and assignments
that could much more advantageously be written by the
pupils. Some young children take a real pride and joy
in making all their own markings. - If you ask them to
devise their own method of expressing everything that
must be written, .they wiL’ supplant the old stereotyped
plan of placing an “x” or a check mark beside exercises
to be learned, and a ring around mistakes, with all kinds
of strange, unique and original signs.
.
Other pupils that are bored with everything pertaining
to the music lesson will, of course, resent the extra
effort of doing all the work; but nevertheless, they should
be asked to do it, because while they are using the pencil
they cannot as easily gaze out the window and dream
of the next party or football game as they can when they
are waiting impatiently for you to finish writing some¬
thing which has made no impression upon them, and
which they proceed to forget as soon as possible.
When the mistakes are properly corrected, let the
pupil have the pleasure of rubbing out the marks with a
handy eraser. This plan is psychologically right, be¬
cause the manual action in using the pencil and the eraser
is a fine means of fixing processes in the mind.

Early Steps in Music

More Questions fromTeachers, Answered
by Professor Clarence G. Hamilton
Learning the Bass Clef
I have a pupil who knows
(P2) Also, can you tell i le how long a chih
ten should practice: also, how long she sh.
spend on her technic and o a her piece?
(1.) Let the pupil keep a blank music writin book,
and at each lesson set for her certain music
uns" to
do at home, founded on notes in the bass clef. These
“sums” will be of two kinds: (a) notes written down
for the pupil to name; (b) names of notes for her to
inscribe on the music paper. In the first class, for in¬
stance, you will write out a number of notes in the
bass clef, such as these:

By Eutoka Hellier Nickelsen
The young child should know:
1. The names of the triads.
2. A simple definition of harmony, melody and
rhythm.
3. That arpeggios are broken chords.
4. How to build chords from the notes that appear
in arpeggios.
5. How to alter a major triad so that it becomes
minor.
6. How to build a seventh chord.
7. The tonic triad of all sharp and flat keys.
8. The sub-dominant triad of all sharp and flat keys.
9. The dominant ■ triad of all sharp and flat keys.
10. That every study and composition must close on
the tonic using one or more tones of the tonic chord.

Pedal Study
By Iva Dorsey-Jolly
The use of the pedal should generally be avoided in
runs. Take a simple little melody that you can play well.
Play it phrase by phrase, pause between each measure
to let it “sing.”
Liszt’s wonderful effect was in his use of the pedal.
He had a way of disembodying a piece from the piano
and seeming to make it float in the air. “The pedal,”
said Deppe, “is the lungs of the piano.” Deppe would
play a few measures of a sonata and in his whole
method of binding the notes together and managing
the pedal, the piece almost seemed to float. When Deppe
wished the chord to be very brilliant, He took the pedal
after the chord instead of simultaneously with it, thus
giving the ideal sound.
Listen while playing to the effect of the pedal. New
beauties in pedal work come up all the time.
"Of all the forms of self-cultivation none is more
accessible, and none is so constant a source' of pleasure
and profit as the reading of books. ‘Reading maketh the
full man,’ and rounds out one’s whole activity. The per¬
son that has formed the habit of directed reading is
rarely at a loss as to how to occupy himself, and if he is
not the master of his fate, he is at least the master of
his time. The Wider mental horizon and more varied
interests induced through reading not only make for a
richer life, but make one a better social companion and a
better business associate.”—The Argonaut.

The Phenomena of the
Wonder Child

Perfect Number
By Jean McMichael

So many students who add piece after piece to their
repertoires without bringing any to a state of perfec¬
tion fail to realize the importance of the one perfect
number. Year after year the same thing occurs; dozens
of numbers are learned, but not a single piece reaches
the height of beauty and greatness before it is passed
up for something new.
The young musical student should realize that one
perfect number is worth dozens of fairly well executed
selections and that a perfect song or instrumental piece
leads to more perfect numbers until the habit of care¬
lessly prepared work is a thing of the past. Like fa¬
mous masterpieces of old, the student becomes adept in
bringing each and every number, easy or difficult, to its
WinJet state of oerfection.

Next week she is to bring them with the proper let¬
ter names written beneath. Again, write a list 1 let¬
ters. C, G, A, E, and so forth, under a staff. Above
them, she is to write the corresponding note
All
these exercises she is eventually to play for you.
(2.) The child should practice from one to two hours
a day, according to her school work. Only a mall
portion of this time should be devoted to pure! tech¬
nical work. Etudes and pieces should sha: - the
remainder. For a detailed plan of practice, :a: The
Etude Round Table for October, 1925.
An Examination Scheme
Mrs. G. C. McD. sends an interesting reply to my
request for suggestions as to the conduct of examina-*
tions. By putting them in the form of an amusing
game, she eliminates the consternation usually evoked
by the word examination. Here is her solution:
I conduct examinations for l ' pupils almost
from the first few lessons. I ha
a list of sixty
questions,
each_ one
-. ...
.-„
— typewritten on cardboard
about the size of a playing card. We piny a game
with these, either in class lesson, or. if the pupil
is taking only private lessons, during five minutes
taken from every other lesson.

sfc 7ustdXiiss:
«weTtrrft^\h'iaea^:
^tta^e^u^0^‘a*
wer within the prescribed
time, the question goes
era correctly, he
J finally has the
JhlP?P«ynsk me® t’S^uMtions and* fluently
•*
*s alert. If he

Samples of
questions are: 1. What
note is on tin
‘-hie cleft 2. What are
the fire lines .. called?
n
-• 3.
” How
”
half
notes arc there in a whole note!
skin STLES*#**. «**■

. / " 0w different he may be, let him hear
taZ J'eCe-?f 9-°°f. musk often enough and it will
Inch to r,l9tStm m >tS consci°usness. That is why I
thrnorth if- ponograph and the reproducing piano,
through whuh agency the masterpieces can be plaved
factors m°Vei ag,am U1"WUt limita‘ion. as the greatest
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Musical Prodigies of Today and Yesterday

By WILLIAM ROBERTS TILFORD
was asked whether married folks lived Ferdinand von Hiller. Age 10. Started to
compose at the age of 12. Played a
longer than single folks and replied: “No,
Mozart concerto in public, at the age
they do not live longer; it only seems
of 10.
longer;” the prodigy, while apparently not
working, really does work a great deal Josef Hofmann. Age 6. Made his debut
as a pianist at the age of 6.
harder, because he loves his work so much
Joseph Joachim. Age' 7. Made his debut
that it seems like play.
as a solo Violinist, at the age of 7.
Fritz Kreisler. Age 7. Kreisler made his
Play from Study
debut as a violinist, at the age of 7.
N THE CASES of many prodigies with
whom I have; talked, they have told Theodore Leschetisky. Age 15. Started
me that they never have played with toys
teaching at the age! of -15.
OSKAR SCHUMSKY
or dolls, as do ordinary children, lne Jenny Lind. Age 18. Made her debut at
REBECCA SMITH
reason is that they have found more fun
the age of 18, singing in “Der Frei- Karl Reinecke. Age 19. Made his first tour
in the study of the thing which has in¬
as a pianist, at the age! of 19.
schiitz.”
HERE IS NOTHING more re¬ terested them most. It is worth while to
Joseph Rheinberger. Age 7. Was a fine or¬
markable in the entire field of mu¬ make a small catalog of the great musical
prodigies and note the time at which they
ganist at the age of 7.
sic than the phenomena of the won¬ made their first public appearances, some¬
Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov. Age 9. Began
der child. During the course of long ex¬ times known as a “debut,” or the time when Pietro Mascagni. Age 18. Composed not¬
to compose at the age of 9.
perience in many phases of the art, the they wrote their first compositions deserv¬
able works at the age of 18.
Moritz Rosenthal. Age 10. Played in pub¬
writer has had the privilege of knowing, ing attention.
Nellie Melba. Age 6. Sang at a large con¬
lic at the age of 10.
both in their early youth and later in life, Johann Sebastian Bach. Age 8. Bach was
cert in Melbourne, at the age of 6.
Camille Saint-Saens■ Age 11. Made his
many of the astonishing wonder children.
actively engaged in music as a student Felix Mendelssohn. Age 10. Composed
debut at the age of 11, as a pianist.
From this experience it has been possible
and manifested great talent, but his first
notable setting of the Nineteenth Psalm, Franz Schubert. Age 10. Started to com¬
professional engagement came in 1/UJ,
to draw certain general conclusions which
in his tenth year.
when he became a violinist in the Weimar
pose at the age of 10.
are unquestionably of peculiar interest to
Giacomo
Meyerbeer.
Age
7.
Played
in
Court orchestra.
Robert Schumann. Age 7. Started to com¬
all music lovers and to musical readers of
public at the age of 7. Meyerbeer was
Ludwig van Beethoven. Age 11. Beethoven
pose, at the age of 7.
The Etude.
originally intended to become a pianist,
played the violin well at 8; at 11
First, let us dismiss the idea that because
Louis Spohr. Age 14. At the age of 14,
rather than a composer.
he could play Bach’s “Wohltemperirtes
a child is a wonder child, there is reason
played a Concerto of his own composition,
Ignas Moscheles. Age 14. Played in pubClavier”
fluently
and
skillfully;
and^
his
to. suppose that in after life the talent or
in public.
first composition was published in 1781
lie a Concerto of his own composition.
genius, as the case may be, will subside and
Igor Fedorovitch Stravinsky. Age 10. Was
when
he
was
11.
Wolfgang
Amadeus
Mozart.
Age
4.
Mo¬
a remarkable pianist, at the age of 10.
the child will become an ordinary person.
zart played in public at the age of 6. Sir Arthur Sullivan. Age 18. Conducted
In scores of cases that have come to the Johannes Brahms. Age 14. Brahms made
his pianistic debut at Hamburg at the
He commenced music study at the age
his own Overture, “Lalla Rookh,” at the
writer’s attention, children that represent
age of 14.
of 4. Mozart ranks, with Schubert and
age of 18.
precocity are precocious in 6nly one very
Max Bruch. Age 14. Brought out his first
Mendelssohn, among the greatest of Luisa Tetrazzini. Age 12. Had learned per¬
definite direction. They are very likely to
Symphony at the age of 14.
musical
prodigies.
fectly the words and music of several
be normal human beings and equally likely
Ferruccio
Busoni.
Age
9.
Made
his
debut
Jgnace
Jan
Paderewski.
Age
3.
Made
his
operas, by listening to her sister, at the
to become healthy adults, if ordinary care
as a pianist at Vienna, at the age of 9.
first tour as a pianist, at the age of 16.
age of 12.
is taken of them in youth. Over-exploita¬
He started the study of music at the age Henri Wieniawski. Age 13. Gave his first
tion might, it is obvious, so impair the Frederic Chopin. Age 9. Chopin made his
debut by playing a concerto by Gyrowetz,
of 3.
„
„
public concerts, at the age of 13.
physical and mental nature of a wonderNicolo Paganini. Age 8. Composed a Wilhelm Bachaus. Age 17. Made his debut
at the age of 9.
child that the very amazing feats of intel¬
Sonata for the violin, at the age of 8.
Muzio Clementi. Age 9. Made his debut at
in London, at the age of 17.
lectual brilliancy, which have startled the
the age of 9, as an organist, winning the Adelina Patti. Age 16. Made her debut
Fanny
Bloomfield-Zeisler. Age 10. Made
world in childhood, will not be continued
position in competition with many older
in opera in New York City in 1859, at
her debut in Chicago, at the age of 10.
in mature years.
players.
the age of 16. Prior to this, Patti had
Teresa Carreho. Age 7. Made her debut
George Frederick Handel. Age 7. Handel
attracted
attention
in
many
concerts,
some
Two Kinds of Prodigies
at the age of 7.
at 7 was a remarkably gifted organist.
given at a much earlier age'.
RODIGIES may be roughly described Franz Joseph Haydn. Age 13. Haydn wrote
Jean-Philippe Rameau. Age 7. Could play Joseph Lhevinne. Age 8. Made his debut,
as real prodigies and false prodigies.
a Mass at the age of 13. He had been
at the age of 8.
at. sight any music presented to him, on
Often these so-called prodigies are nothing
actively studying music since the! age
Ernest Schelling. Age 4}4. Made his
the harpsichord, at the age of 7.
more than the exploitation of the uncon¬
of 5.
debut in Philadelphia, at the Philadelphia
trollable ambition of a somewhat indis¬
Academy of Music, at the age of 4^.
creet parent The child has been worked
Percy Grainger. Age 18. Made his debut
technically with a view to startling the
in London, as a pianist, at the age of 18.
world, by means of technic, even in cases
Madame Florence Easton. Age 11. Made
where there is no real genius or real talent.
her debut at a concert, at the age of 11.
As a result such children attract attention
Geraldine Farrar. Age 19. Made her debut
for a time in youth and then drop from
in Berlin, at the age of 19.
Madame Marcella Sembrich. Age 18. Made
public view.
A real prodigy in music is quite as much
her debut at Athens, in Bellini’s “I Puri¬
a phenomenon in nature as is, for instance,
tan!,” at 18.
Niagara Falls or the Grand Canyon or the
Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink. Age
15. Made her debut at the age of 15,
Blue Grotto of Capri. It is sometimes im¬
taking a solo part in Beethoven’s “Ninth
possible to account for the almost incon¬
Symphony.”
ceivable rapidity with which a musical
Of course, this list does not at all in¬
prodigy seems to absorb knowledge. As
clude more than a few of the so-called
in the case of Franz Schubert, Felix Men¬
prodigies. It should also be observed that
delssohn and Mozart, those prodigies who
there are many instances of delayed de¬
were so astonishing, their teachers were
velopment in music. Parents have often
inclined to think that they had learned
consulted the writer upon this point.
without being taught. Of course, from an
They want to know whether the child who
educational and a psychological standpoint,
shows no ability to carry a tune is hope¬
this is inconceivable. They had been
less from any musical standpoint. Many
taught, if not by teachers, by their own
people make the mistake of assuming that
processes of the analysis of musical in¬
such a child should not have musical in¬
tricacies in problems that had been pre¬
struction. The writer has known of nu¬
sented to them during their lives.
merous children who showed no musical
It is also absurd to think that prodigies
inclinations whatever in childhood; chil¬
do not' work, that their great gifts come to
dren who, on the contrary, seemed to have
them without labor or without effort. As
a matter of fact, they do work, and even
a positive distaste for music; but who in
work very much harder than the average
later years became musicians of unusual
SHURA CHERKASSKY
student. Like the cynical old man who
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ability. Fortunate is the parent who dis¬
covers genuine musical talent in the child
while it still,is very young. This should
determine the child’s future, because mu¬
sical talent of a high order, before the age
of fifteen, is extremely rare and may be
developed very profitably.
Who Should Be Musically Trained ?
T T OWEVER. musical training for the
^ average child who does not manifest
musical talent may be even more bene¬
ficial to such a child than similar train¬
ing, judged from an educational stand¬
point, might be to the extremely musical
one. The idea that only the prodigies are
the specific musical young people who
deserve the benefits of musical training
has deprived many a student, in after
life, of one of the greatest blessings and
one of the finest forms of intellectual
discipline known to mankind.
Cases of delayed musical development
are, by no means, unusual. Although
Schumann, for instance, started to com¬
pose at a very early age, his mature work
as a composer did not manifest itself
until he was well over the age of twenty.
In the case of Richard Wagner there
was no early inclination which might point
to the world that he in future days would
be known as a composer rather than as
a dramatist and poet. Great critics are
agreed that the tri-fold genius of this
master rises to higher levels in music than
in poetry or the drama.
It may be noted from an examination of
the foregoing list that the composers who
for the most part have devoted their lives
to works in the larger forms (particularly
opera) have not “blossomed” out until
later in life. This is also true of many
composers in France and in Russia where
great stress is laid upon protracted tech¬
nical training.
In several instances the student’s genius
has been deliberately side-tracked by ob¬
stinate parents. This was particularly the
case with Robert Schumann. In Russia,
a large number of the most noted com¬
posers have in their youth been led to
believe that music was an avocation, or
at best a second-rate profession, and have
been elaborately trained in other fields.
Only the deep-seated love for the art
led them to climb to the heights.
Perhaps the greatest prodigy in com¬
position in our own generation is Erich
Korngold, composer of the now famous
“Die Tote Stadt.” Korngold was born at
Briinn in 1897 and is, therefore, still with¬
in the first three decades of his life. His
father was a celebrated music critic of
Vienna. The boy studied with Richard
Fuchs, A. von Zemlinsky and H. Gradener.
At the age of 11, his pantomime, “The
Snow Man,” was produced at the Royal
Opera. Since then he has been compos¬
ing prolifically and made a real sensation
with the opera, “Die Tote Stadt,” which
has been produced in most of the European
capitals and by the Metropolitan Opera
Company, New York.
A Prodigy who Achieved

JOSEF HOFMANN, who was born in

1876, is perhaps the prodigy who is
best known to American audiences. His
first appearances in America as a little
child, were altogether sensational, because
he not only played great masterpieces with
consummate skill and amazing precocity,
but he also played compositions of his own
of such complexity and such contrapuntal
genius that it was difficult to believe a
child had written them. However, he
demonstrated through improvisation upon

the platform what he could do. Later he
became a pupil of Rubinstein and at the
present time stands in the very first rank
of the great pianists of history.
More than this, Mr. Hofmann is an
exceedingly well-read, well-balanced gen¬
tleman, manifesting none of the abnormal
traits which many wrongly associate with
genius. In fact, he is an inventor of high¬
est ability, particularly interested in the
automobile industry. Also he has reached
a very high standing as a composer. His
case is a very present example of the
normal and wholesome development of a
prodigious youthful talent. It is true that
in some instances, through lack of proper
precaution, precocious children have been
exploited through such injurious and mer¬
cenary methods that at the time they
should 'have reached their maturity, they
have disappeared from view. In some
instances they have paid a greater penalty;
but these are not the tragedies of music,
but the tragedies of avarice.
Imprudent Exploitations
HE WRITER KNOWS of at least
five cases of children who are
unquestionably wonder children, and who,
through unskillful and imprudent exploi¬
tation and the lack of proper educational
training, dropped into oblivion after the
age of twenty. One remarkably brilliant
child was used for years as a form of
livelihood by quite a large family of rela¬
tives. A year ago, the writer endeavored
to find the whereabouts of this child, who
in his hours of great success was an¬
nounced from billboards in front of the
leading concert halls of the large cities.
It was impossible even to locate his ad¬
dress.

T

A Promising Prodigy

THREE RECENT prodigies have at¬

tracted unusual attention of the mu¬
sical public. First should be named the
astonishing boy pianist, Shura Cherkassky.
Shura was born in Odessa, Russia, Octo¬
ber the 7th, 1911. He came to America,
December the 23rd, 1922. In a conver¬
sation recently, he told me something of
his life. He said:
“My mother was a music teacher. She
was a pupil of Von Ark, at St. Peters¬
burg. She graduated at the Conservatory.
My father was a dentist. I have been
told I commenced to study music at the
age of four, but I was so young I do not
remember when I began. It seems to me
that I have always had music in my life,
just as I have had sunlight and air. In
my earlier childhood I did not like to
practice. In fact, it was not until I was
eight that I really wanted to practice. I
was never made to practice, but my
mother, when she had other pupils at the
house, used to let me listen to them play.
I loved to listen to them, but did not want
to do the work myself.
“Suddenly, I seemed to find a great
desire to spend more and more time at
the keyboard. We came to America, be¬
cause mother thought there were more
opportunities for music and music study
in America than in Russia.
“A great deal of the music I had heard
played by my mother’s pupife seemed to
come to me at my finger tips, as soon as I
got a technic. In other words, I listened
to the music and absorbed it. When I
play, I have no poetic or fantastic thought
in my mind, such as many pianists say
they have. It is merely the thought of
making the music as beautiful as possible.
The music itself is the sole consideration.
“Of all my favorites at the present time,
Rachmaninoff among the moderns stands
at the top. Somehow, I do not like the
later works of Scriabin. Most of my
training has, of course, been entirely in
the hands of my dear mother. I studied
with Mr. Stokowski for some months in
New York and at the same time studied
harmony under the direction of Mr. Hof¬

mann. Just now, I am studying the Sym¬
phonic Etudes with him.
Changing Tastes
lit HAVE ALWAYS endeavored to
1 be frank in my attitude toward the
composers. For instance, I used to i e
minor pieces. Now, somehow, minor does
not appeal to me. You may be surprised
when I say that Beethoven does not appeal
to me. He seems dry. Perhaps I will
like him later. I am immensely fond of
arrangements of Bach by Liszt, Tausig
and Busoni. I also like the Fugues and
know several of them. Audiences like
Fugues when they are well played.
“Very little of the modern music appeals
to me.’ In my repertoire I already have
four to five hundred pieces and I play
two hundred of these from memory.
When I have once mastered a piece, I
do not have to bother playing it much. I
just seem to know it from that time on.
The only technical exercises I have are
scales and these I play ten minutes a day.
I practice four hours daily. I have no stereo¬
typed program. I usually practice two hours
early in the morning, and then one hour
later in the morning and one hour in the
afternoon. At the same time, I am study¬
ing composition with Mr. R. O. Morris.
This takes a great deal of my time. I
am very fond of Brahms and Liszt.
Sometimes I find a composition that I did
not know I knew; that is, I have heard
the composition so much that I can go
to the piano and play it without having
seen the notes. Of course there will be
some mistakes in the notes, but these I
can correct by reading them.”
Shura demonstrated to the writer his
unusual gift for absolute pitch. The
writer played a composition of somewhat
complex nature while Shura was in an¬
other room. The boy immediately came
to the keyboard and played the opening
passages of the same composition in un¬
usual manner, employing the same pitch
and keys. Readers of this article who
would be interested in hearing him play,
but who have not the opportunity of at¬
tending his concerts, may hear hife Victor
records and estimate for themselves the
astonishing maturity he exhibits in the
performance of art works.
Another Patti
ANOTHER PRODIGY of unusual
** character is Rebecca Smith, known
to many as the “Child Patti.” Rebecca
was born at Mount Vernon, New York,
twelve years ago, of English parents, and
has been chiefly under the training of the
noted singer, Julian Jordan. The aston¬
ishing thing about her voice is its maturity.
Although only a child, her voice sounds
like that of a woman in the prime of
life. It is unusually sweet and clear and
she sings with a freedom and poise which
can hardly be associated with a child.
Another prodigy who has attracted very
great attention is a nine year old violinist,
Oskar Schumsky, born within the shadow
of the Liberty Bell, in Philadelphia. This
remarkable boy has already played as
soloist with the Philadelphia Orchestra,
the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra. He
was trained by Albert Meioff, of Phila¬
delphia, who is now operating in conjunc¬
tion with Professor Leopold Auer, in de¬
veloping the astonishing talent of this
prodigy. His maturity is very notable in
his tone, as well as his technic. If you
were to hear him play behind a screen, it
would be difficult to realize you were not
listening to a mature person who had
been studying the instrument for many,
many years.
Etude readers had an opportunity some
time ago to hear Rebecca Smith and Oskar
Schumsky over the Radio from Station
WIP, Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia, and
Station WGBS, Gimbel Brothers, New
York.
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The Gymnasium of the Fingers

“Form'’ in Music
By A. Walsall

Technic That Produces Definite Results
A book all music students should read
is W. H. Hadow’s “Sonata Form,” which,
though primarily intended for embryo
composers, is valuable for all music lovers,
since it traces the development of classic
musical architecture along lines that lead
to a better understanding of more modern
structural methods.
“The manner in which music impresses
us,” says Hadow, “may roughly be con¬
sidered under two aspects: (a) the Idea
communicated by the composer; (b) the
Form in which the Idea is embodied. Of
these the one represents what we are ac¬
customed to call Inspiration; it is the di¬
rect outcome of the composer’s personality
and can only be affected by his environ¬
ment in the same indirect fashion as his
other characteristics. The oil
repre¬
sents what we are accustomed t. . .11 Skill,
and in this the artist may profitably ac¬
cept and employ the legacy that has been
left him by his predecessors. For though
Genius will always extend the principles
of Form, it will be found to <1« so along
lines of more or less continuous volution;
and each stage, as the condition, of ad¬
vance, must sum up and assimilate the
results of past progress and past develop¬
ment.
“Again, Form itself may be considered
under two heads, that of Style and that
of Structure. By style in Musi
meant
the right ordering of the separate phrases,
regarded from the standpoint of melody,
or harmony, or orchestration. By struc¬
ture in music is meant the right
dering
of the composition as a whole,
carded
from the standpoint of its org.n,
unity.
In other words, the style of a work is
good in proportion as its phra- < iogy is
perfect; the structure of a work is good
in proportion as it strikes a balance be¬
tween diversity of parts and unity of total
result. If the diversity be deficient the
work becomes monotonous; if the unity
be deficient, it becomes chaotic; an ! both
these characteristics are, on opposite ides,
the negation of structure.”

Famous Liszt Cadenza
Simplified
Following is the cadenza which gives so
many pupils difficulty in the Liszt Love

By W. A. HANSEN

M

groups for the sake of memorising the market. In the case of young beginners
the opportunities for the proper training
ANY OF those who aspire to constitutes a beautiful tone, a tone that
fingering:
of ear, eye, hands, wrists, and fingers are
learn the pianoforte are wont to commands and compels attention and in¬
4 2 3 1 3 1
truly magnificent, and a careful and com¬
throw up their hands in horror and terest. Besides he will learn how the 4 2 3 1
petent teacher will not let them slip by.
tone of one performer is essentially dif¬ 4 2 3 1
4 2 3 1
turn on their heels in disgust when they
By putting interest and zest into the les¬
4 2 3 1
ferent from that produced by another. 4 2 3 1
are told that the acquisition of mechanical
423131
423131
sons a deep-seated love for music is en¬
Thus is he impelled to put forth every
dexterity demands many, many hours of
4 2 3 1
4 2 3 1 3 1
gendered. Incidentally this is the proper
effort
to
improve
the
quality
of
his
play¬
unremitting work. For this reason some
time to weed out those that promise to
ing.
When practicing let the fourth finger dis¬ be impossibilities as music students.
teachers have been led to devote as little
The teacher himself must, of course, tinctly accent the key that it strikes.
time as possible to the purely technical
Let the fact not be lost sight of that
be a capable performer and should not be
The grouping of the left hand part is a good beginning is worth infinitely more
side of piano-playing. “By far the greater
niggardly with illustrations at the keyboard. somewhat different:
than haphazard endeavor after a faulty
number of pupils,” they reason, “never
A pupil is encouraged by hearing in per¬
foundation has been laid.
hope to become artists and could not do
4 2 4 1
son as many artists as possible and the 1 2 4 1
so if they had the desire. Why, therefore,
3 2 4 1
Solving Technical Riddles for Sport
teacher should give him hints and instruc¬ 3 2 4 1
run the risk of driving them away? Why
324131
324131
S THE STUDENT advances the solv¬
tions as to how to listen and what points in
not make directly for the goal most pupils
3 2 4 1
3 2 4 1
ing of technical problems ought to
particular to note.
324131
324131
have in view—to learn to play the piano
become more and more fascinating. The
No pianist can afford to ignore the scales
because they regard it as a sort of social
Accent the first note of each group. Ob¬ pupil has thumbs, let us say, that are not
and arpeggios. Yet hundreds—shall we
accomplishment ?”
really call them “pianists?”—would rather serve that the first group begins with the as dexterous as they should be. Then give
In one respect reasoning of this kind
take unadulterated castor oil than sys¬ thumb, the sixth with the fourth finger, him a few simple exercises and train him
seems perfectly sound, but in another it tematically practice these technical forms. and that the remaining groups begin with to invent exercises of his own. Point out
the fact that the naturally strong but
represents a trend of thought and action The teacher should explain to the pupil nor the third finger.
that is absolutely pernicious. Mediocre only the technic but also the function of
The cadenza itself should be memorized clumsy thumb is one of the most important
accomplishment and lack of artistic ap¬ scales and arpeggios. Let him show how immediately. This is surprisingly easy in of the digits in modern pianoforte playing.
preciation are the price paid and many a the employment of various rhythms and ac¬ spite of the accidentals. Note that in the Prove to him that to neglect to cultivate
the thumb properly means that he will
feeble flicker of genius, which, with proper cents adds interest and charm to practicing. right hand we have chromatically descend¬
never be able thoroughly to learn any great
care and attention, might have become a Let him point out that the fundamentals ing broken major.thirds beginning on the
number of pianoforte master-pieces. Prove
brilliant light, has been snuffed out en¬ of harmony are acquired with the memo¬ third note of the scale. Observe the se¬ your contentions with concrete illustrations.
rizing of the scales and arpeggios in all quence: a major third followed by the
tirely because the training received lacked
Every teacher, of course, will put some
the twenty-four keys. Let him demon
tonic, except the last two notes which con¬
thoroughness.
strate how this -knowledge ^ids in sight¬ stitute a broken.minor third. In the left amount of individuality into his manner
The technical feature of the work should reading and memorizing and how seem¬
hand we have broken minor thirds. Ob¬ of instructing. This is self-evident. But
be not only interesting but also inspiring. ingly insurmountable technical difficulties
do
not forget that each pupil has his own
serve that the tonic is followed by a minor
To apply the rule of thumb in instances of are mastered by the ability thus acquired. third, except the last two notes which con¬ individual needs. Therefore, do not have
this kind would be a blunder, because every
Moreover, let him tell the pupil why it stitute a broken major third. This may a set number of studies and pieces that are
teacher must train and instruct according is necessary to play with each hand alone not be an excellent analysis of the cadenza, assigned and ploughed through by each
to the dictates of his own capability and at first and then, when the time has come but it is a wonderful help in memorizing. one that comes to you for instruction.
to employ both hands at the same time, to If a pupil has memorized his major and Study the individual and make your selec¬
individuality.
A conscientious teacher of the piano¬ play more frequently in contrary motion minor scales and arpeggios he is able to tions and assignments accordingly. Scan,
forte will endeavor to make his own musi¬ than in parallel motion because the dif¬ learn this cadenza by heart in two or the market for new material without
brusquely sweeping aside the old.
cal education as broad and as comprehen¬ ficulties occasioned by the passing under three minutes.
Encourage your pupils to practice tech¬
sive as possible. He must strive to gain of the thumb occur for the right hand in
After the fingering has been firmly fixed
a very wide acquaintance with the history ascending passages and for the left hand in the pupil’s mind by practicing each part nical exercises in a systematic manner.
of music, with the literature of the in¬ in descending passages. Furthermore, he separately according to the groupings in¬ The haphazard playing of mechanical
strument which he plays, with the music must show how the mastery of arpeggios— dicated and without looking at the notes, studies, no matter how carefully done, is
written for other instruments; and he not only of the triads in all their inversions, the attempt should be made to play both bound to be less beneficial and profitable
dare not overlook the outstanding orches¬ but also of the seventh chords in all theirs parts together. Naturally, it will not be in the long run than work performed ac¬
tral works and the masterpieces of chamber —greatly facilitates the execution of scales. possible to retain the same grouping and cording to a well-regulated system. Vari¬
music. Besides, he should have a fairly Let him consult and use interesting and accentuation. But since it is assumed that ous arrangements of work can be made,
thorough training in theory. A familiarity authoritative works on the subject. “Mas¬ by this time the problem of fingering has always bearing in mind that some time
with the evolution of the modern piano¬ tering the Scales and Arpeggios” by James been definitely solved, let us proceed to de¬ every day ought to be devoted to scales
forte necessarily carries with it a knowl¬ Francis Cooke, for instance, has been found vise a different way of grouping. You will and arpeggios. On Monday, for example,
edge of the technical methods and re¬ to be a most valuable book.
notice that there arc exactly forty-eight one may concentrate on these forms, on
sources of the past and present.
notes in each part. Therefore, hse eight Tuesday on double notes, on Wednesday
By imparting information of this kind
groups of six each for the sake of prac¬ on exercises for independence of the
to his pupils the teacher may arouse and
ticing. In a short time the apparently in¬ fingers, on Thursday on the trill, on Fri¬
day on octaves, and so on. It is impos¬
increase interest in purely technical work.
CALES AND arpeggios should always surmountable difficulties will vanish as if
sible to practice all technical forms in the
Attention may be called, for example, to
be played from memory. When the by magic. Later on the proper rendition
the manner in which the construction and pupil’s eyes are continually riveted on the of the cadenza will be comparatively easy. proper manner on one day. The arrange¬
action of the forerunners of the modern music it is generally impossible to execute In order to make the task lighter, place ment and apportionment of the work de¬
pianoforte differed from the construction scales and arpeggios as carefully and as the following groupings on your music pends largely on the time at one’s dis¬
posal and on one’s talent and ability. A
and action of the present-day instrument beautifully as when this distraction is re¬ rack:
good teacher will keep in close touch with
and in what way this development has moved. There is a lack of confidence and
(313142 his pupils and thus be much better able to
necessitated greater requirements m the freedom. If the fingering in the various (423142
(4 2 4 1 3 2 advise and guide.
field of digital training.
This is one keys and inversions presents difficulties, it 1124132
Do not neglect to direct the attention of
method of driving home the importance may be indicated on a sheet of paper to (314231
(314231
of the proper application of the principles be placed on the music rack of the piano Hi 3241
)4 1 3 2 4 1 your pupils often to the fact that mere
of weight and relaxation, the husbanding as a guide. But in time even this help (423131
(423131 mechanical perfection should not be looked
of strength and muscular control.
(3 1 3 2 4 1 upon as an end in itself. The goal striven
should be dispensed with. The teacher |3 1 3 2 4 1
for must always be the artistic perform¬
should aid the pupil in solving difficult (423142
(423131
Sound Reproducing Machine for Tone
ance of compositions for the instrument.
technical problems. Let us note a case in |3 2 4 1 3 1
(324131 For this reason one should look for and
Acquisition
point. In Liszt’s Liebestraum, in A-flat
N ADDITION, the matter of toneinvent exercises that will directly enable
major, there occurs an intricate descending It goes without saying, of course, that the
production assumes real importance. A
one to master the difficulties presented in
chromatic cadenza. If a pupil rushes pell- teacher will make use of Mark Hamgood sound-reproducing machine ought to be
a particular piece
Hundreds of little
mell into the’ cadenza, in nine cases out of bourg’s excellent master-lesson on the
part of the equipment of a well-furnished
studies can be devised from difficult pas¬
ten he will make a botch of it. The fol¬ Liebestraum printed in the Etude for
studio and a teacher of the pianoforte
sages in Bach, Beethoven and Chopin, to
lowing way of “unscrambling” the diffi¬ .April, 1926.
should procure as many records made by
mention only three master composers. To
For
beginners,
interest
in
purely
tech¬
culties is suggested:—Instruct the pupil to
master pianists as he can afford. Parents
nical work can be aroused by the use of see how this is done, examine carefully
of pupils should also be urged to provide practice the right hand part and the left stories, songs and nursery rhymes in con¬ Exercises 34 to 50 of Le Couppey’s “The
sound-reproducing machines for the home hand part separately, noting the fingering nection with the little pieces and exercises Virtuosity.
Fifty Difficult Exercises.”
carefully.
(For
our
present
purpose
we
not merely for the sake of entertainment
to be studied, This method of teaching has Also consult the works themselves from
and amusement but also on account of shall employ the fingering indicated in the been very aptly and successfully applied in which the author of this admirable little
their great educational value. The pupil Etude for April, 1926.) The right hand a number of excellent works now on the book has culled the exercises he offers.
can thus be taught to observe what really part may be divided into the following

A

S

Mr. Austin Shindell, pianist and teacher,
has submitted the fingering which we pre¬
sent herewith and which, in a measure, is a
decided simplification of the celebrated
cadenza.
"Iii music the pupil thinks in rhythm
and the mind must be alert. Music would
develop team work among the students.
Music has no equal in bringing about this
common group feeling. Every child has a
desire for self-expression and music fur¬
nishes him the best field through which he
may express the stirring of his inward
nature. The thrill of hearing music is not
to be compared with the thrill of being a
party to the production of that music."
—Pacific Coast Musician.
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Peculiar Problems in Piano Masterpieces
every piano work of
Bach’s, Beethoven’s, and Chopin’s, for
instance, presents its own peculiar mechan¬
ical problems and should be studied with
this in view. The Etudes of Chopin are,
with all their artistry, technical studies of
the highest merit: and for double notes
Schumann’s “Toccata,” Op. 7, must not
be overlooked.
Most technical studies should be prac¬
ticed in all the keys. Pupils, as a rule,
are afraid of transpositions until they are
told that, although difficult at first, they
become very easy in time, certainly add
interest and are productive of excellent re¬
sults. In addition, they are also effective
aids to concentration. Very, very few
pianists, of course, possess the phenomenal
ability to play each and every prelude and
fugue of Bach’s Well Tempered Clavichord
in all the keys, as is stated of Tausig. But
this is not absolutely necessary,-although
it would be an accomplishment worthy of
calling forth the greatest admiration.
If you are constitutionally and on prin¬
ciple opposed to the use of mechanical
exercises, restrict your attention to pieces
in which necessary problems are exempli¬
fied. A judicious combination of the two,
however, seems to be by far the better
mode of procedure.
Even the simplest little studies should
be executed, beautifully, for by practicing
purely technical work in a truly musicianly
fashion one acquires the habit of en¬
deavoring always to play in a manner to
invite attention. For very fine directions
as to the playing of exercises consult the
works of the eminent French pedagogue,
Isidore Philipp.
Rigid attention to mere technical mat¬
ters will also go a long way toward elimi¬
nating stage-fright in that the painstaking
preparation precludes the possibility of
“running up against a snag.” By being
convinced beforehand of being able to do
a certain thing one docs it without fear
or hesitation,
Both teacher and pupil must bear in
mind that there’are three things necessary
for the retention of technic and a repetoire: 1. Systematic Review, 2. Systematic
Review, and 3. Systematic Review. As
Le Couppey says in the preface to his
book “The Virtuosity“We do not hesi¬
tate to affirm that the pupil, however
richly gifted and organized, who does not
courageously persist in consecrating more
or less time daily to finger-gymnastics,
will never attain to any other than im¬
perfect results.”

PRACTICALLY

How America Can Develop A National Music

Beethoven
Scientific Grading

Leschetizky and the Invalid

By the Eminent American Pianist and Composer
By Victor West

By George Coulter
A PUPrL’s steady progress depends upon
judicious grading perhaps more than on
anything else'.
There should be no sudden gulf betwerti
one piece and the next but rather an almost
imperceptible increase in difficulty. Techni¬
cal skill does not advance in leaps; the
mastery of one piece does not qualify
the pupil for the immediate' conquest of a
harder one. Such a course imposes a
continuous strain on the student and gives
him not enough chance for playing with a
free mind and with the exercise of fancy.
If the mountaineer never takes time to rest
in his alpine climbing he will scarcely be
able to enjoy the scenery.
Many a teacher’s perplexity touching a
“stick in the mud” pupil may be over¬
come by looking to this matter, for it may
be' affirmed that where the grading is deftly
done there can be no possible suspension
of the pupil’s progress.
The aim should’ be never to confuse the
pupil. His conceptions of the music be¬
fore him should always be perfectly clear:
he should not be obliged to grapple with
strange time divisions, unexpected keys,
chromatic chords and conundrums in
fingering, in the course of playing a piece,
for that would be to miss the point of the
music. Yet, if prudently led up to, these
technical features never act as a barrier
between player and music. It is entirely a
matter of scientific grading.

The “Bel Canto” Legend
By F. R. N. Cisco

JOHN POWELL

By R. Thur
The following story of Leschetizky’s
kindness of heart is told by the Com esse
Angele Potocka. While we are wili ng
to credit Leschetizky’s generosity in tun
we hesitate in accepting the story in it
pathological implications. Piano-playing; is
hardly a cure for consumption. But here
is the story :
.
“The directress of the institute (the con¬
servatory at Smolna) one day spoke to
him of a young girl, a consumptive', who,
it was believed, had not many months to
live. Indeed it was feared she would die
with the spring roses. This poor childs
dearest wish was to become Leschetizky s
pupil; but it was not considered advisable
to put her under his charge, as in all prob¬
ability it would be time lost. She was
diaphanously white, like a flower reared in
the shade, with expressively great blue eyes
to which hope lent splendor. Theodore
realized immediately that her music could
serve merely to brighten her few remain¬
ing days. Nevertheless, he accepted her
without demur, and set to work to devise
special studies, giving her the necessary
exercise without making serious demands
on her strength. These studies consisted,
in great part, of wrist movements, and the
young girl applied herself zealously to fol¬
lowing the advice of her master who, in
turn, devoted as much earnest thought to
her case as though he expected to bring
out in her a new virtuoso. In the spring
her health was already improved. Able to
take the examinations required at Smolna,
she returned 'to her family, but continued
to study privately under Leschetizky.
“One' day Anton Rubinstein called dur¬
ing her lesson. Theodore left her at the
piano, and, closing the door, went into the
next room to talk with his friend. After
a few minutes’ conversation Rubinstein
aske’d Leschetizky why he had the Chopin
F minor study played by two pupils. Softly
opening the door, Theodore showed him
Mile. Djimkowska playing it in octaves.
She was indeed entirely restored to
strength ( 1)—serene happiness in her work
had brought ber physical health; and for
once, at least, Theodore’s kindness had not
been unrewarded.”

Carl Van Veciiten’s “Red Papers on
Musical Subjects,” written apparently in
some heat, include an essay on the “New
Art of the Singer” which deals a little
roughly with the traditional respect for
bel canto; but he has the veteran Mr.
H. T. Finck on his side.
“In Handel's day," says Van Vechten,
“a singer was accustomed to stand in one
spot on the stage and sing; nothing else
was required of him. He was not asked
to walk about or to act; even expression
in his singing was* limited to pathos. The
“My Wrist Is Like Jelly”
singers of this period. Nicolini, Senesino,
Cuzzoni, Faustina, Caffarelli, Farinelli;
By R. Dent
Carestini, Gizziello and Pacchierotti, de¬
voted their study years to the preparation
“My wrist is like jelly,” said the famous
of their •Voices for the display of a def¬
pianist
de
Pachmann
in trying to express
inite variety of florid music. They had
nothing else to learn. As a consequence his view of relaxation. How can this muchthey were expected to be particularly effi¬ discussed but seldom attained condition be
cient. Porpora, Caffarelli’s teacher, is achieved ? One' good exercise is this : Let
1. How may the Sound-Reproducing
said to have devoted six years to the in¬ the hand dangle from the arm at the side.
Machine improve tone?
struction of his pupil before he sent him Rotate the arm so that the hand moves
2. How may the fingering of a difficult
forth to be ‘the greatest singer in the from side to side with such rapidity that
cadenza he memorized?
world.’ Contemporary critics appear to the sensation is that you have a ball of
3. How does transposing develop musical
have been highly pleased with the result, fluffy air in the hand. Alternate' from the
ability?
but there is some excuse for FI. T. Finck’s right to the left hand for about five min¬
4. What technical exercises may be
impatience expressed in ‘songs and song utes (employing each hand separately for
culled from Schumann’s Toccata?
writers.’ ‘The favorites of the eighteenth some 30 seconds). Then go to the piano
5. How does technical practice eliminate
century Italian audiences were artificial and try the hand condition upon some
stage-frightf
male sopranos, like Farinelli. who was piece. The results should be most gratify¬
frantically applauded for such circus tricks ing. The writer remembers seeing Edward
as beating a trumpeter in holding on to MacDowell do this very thing, many times,
a note, or racing with an orchestra and in the green room before his public reLet the Pupils Do It
getting ahead of it; or Caffarelli, who
entertained his audiences by singing, in
By Lucile Collins
me breath, a chromatic chain of trills up
"With so-called ultra-modern music 1
and down two octaves. Caffarelli was a have absolutely no sympathy. It seems
T he same thing done over and over pupil of the famous teacher Porpora, who to me a thing apart, not to be mentioned
again in the same way gets monotonous, wrote operas consisting chiefly of mon¬ ■in the same sentence with true, legitimate
as we all know. So, when I noticed some otonous successions of florid arias resem¬ musical art. I find nothing in it; it says
of my pupils getting careless about look¬ bling the music that is now written for nothing to me—nothing but discord
ing over their lesson assignments in their flutes and violins.’ All very well for the day, I do listen and try to find something in
note books, I had them write them instead no doubt, but Cuzzoni sing Isolde? Could it to arouse feeling and sympathy, but alFaustina sing Mllisandet And what u’ays fail to find these or anything that
of me.
I found the change seemed to make modern roles would be allotted to the appeals. It all seems so useless and fu¬
Julian Eltinges of the eighteenth century ?” tile.”—Nicholas Medtner.
the assignments “stick” better.
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Perhaps the most vivid pen-portrait of
Beethoven extant is the following given
by Romaine Rolland in his life of the
master.
“He was short and thick set, broad
shouldered and of athletic build. A big
face, ruddy in complexion—except toward
the end of his life, when his color became
sickly and yellow, especially in the winter
after he had been remaining indoors far
from the fields. He had a massive and
rugged forehead, extremely black and ex¬
traordinarily thick hair through which it
seemed the comb had never passed, for it
was always very rumpled, veritable bris¬
tling ‘serpents of Medusa.’ His eye shone
with prodigious force. It was one of the
chief things one noticed on first n counter¬
ing him, but many were mistake: in their
color. When they shone in dar- Milendor
from a sad and tragic visage, they gen¬
erally appeared black; but t y were
really a bluish grey. Small and -cry deep
set, they flashed fiercely in momenta of
passion and warmth, and dilated in a
peculiar way under the influet
of in¬
spiration, reflecting his thou?’-' with
marvellous exactness. Often the; nclined
upwards with a melancholy e ression.
His nose was short and broad with the
nostrils of a lion; the mouth relii d, with
the lower lip somewhat promm rt. He
had very strong jaws, which w :d easily
break nuts, and a large indentai . in his
chin imparted a curious irregula ii> to the
face. ‘He had a charming -mile,’ said
Moschelcs, ‘and in conversation a manner
often lovable and inviting confidence; on
the other hand his laugh was most dis¬
agreeable, loud, discordant and
dent’—
the laugh of a man unused to ■
niness.
His usual expression was one o melan¬
choly . ’. . . His face wo I fre¬
quently become transfigured, maybe in
the access of sudden inspirata : which
seized him at random, even in t!'
treet,
filling the passers-by with amazei. nt, or
it might be when great though:
;?me to
him suddenly, when seated at the iano.
‘The muscles of his face would i out,
his veins would swell; his wild cy - would
become doubly terrible.’ ”

Architectural Acoustics
Dr. H. T. Fleck, musicologist, says:
“According to Berlioz ‘a music ball
should in itself lie a musical instrument.’
It is a popular error, sometimes echoed
by college professors, that we understand
the chief points of synchronism and re¬
flection of sound as applied to halls. The
wish is father to the thought, for there
are more poor halls than good ones, even
in ^ the most modern edifices.
Here are a few of the accidents, some
happy and some the reverse, of architectural
acoustics:
Salt Lake City Tabernacle is a miracle
of excellence, reflection and synchronism.
Sayles Memorial Hall, in Providence, is
the opposite. The Brattle Street New
Church, in Boston, was sold at a nominal
sum because the rumbling echoes made
religious services impossible. It has since
been partially rebuilt and is now in use,
the echoes having disappeared in the re¬
modeling. The old Music Hall in Boston
would sound a clear C-sharp in response to
the sounding of a great A, one of the
overtones.
Whispering galleries, where
sound is reflected to a great distance, are
constantly being discovered in circular and
dome-shaped halls. When the laws of syn¬
chronism are fully discovered we shall lx
? ., t0 demolish buildings or throw down
bridges, by the sounding of a single tone,
not necessarily very loud, but continuous.”

The following discussion of an important subject is taken in part

We rearet exceedingly that our limitations make it possible to give
only ZJtZZS of Mr. PowelCs origin* address. H,s
thought

"ZhTeZfn^orn in Richmond,

«/**£/*«*;

In 1901 ho received Ms degree of A. B., ufon graduot.cn from the Um_
versify of Virginia. He then studied vMh Leschet,eky m f•*»”». 1rJ
1902 to 1907. His debut as a pianist was made m Berlin, in 1908, afte.
which he Played with very great success in European capitals. His Amer¬
ican debit was made in 1912. Since that time his prestige as a virtue
has been expanding yearly. He is recognized as one of the foremos.
Pianists of the zoorld.' His work in musical composition has been serious
in the extreme, and many critics regard him as the foremost American

The Etude presents opinions upon all sides of important questions know

^°llCJs^the siibject one which deserves widespread attention?

composer of the time.
.
• . . —i— are unacquainted with these settings to pro¬
rich and varied field for musical develop¬
cure them and study them at the earliest
ment ; that it is filled with melodic charm
and rhythmic fascination, keen pathos and possible moment.
Formerly I, myself, made certain con¬
broad humor. They assert that, in its
present stage of development, it is unique tributions to this field in my “Sonata Virginianesque” for violin and piano, my piano
and characteristic of America, for the
suite
“In the South” and more recently in
primitive African music bears little direct
my “Rhapsodie Negre” for piano and or¬
relationship to it. They infer that it is
chestra. In my own case, however, the
possible to build on this foundation a school
expression was purely objective and was
of music of character and distinctiveness
frankly intended to be character music. I
which can take the same place in America
do not consider that this school has much
that gypsy music has taken in Hungary
of value to contribute to a national Amer¬
and which Moorish music has in Spain.
ican music. When the negro music is ana¬
The accomplishments in this field have
lyzed, we see at once that that part of it
not been as valuable as those just consid¬
which is purely negro is almost as meagre
ered. We are all familiar with the negro and monotonous as the Indian music. Many
influence upon our popular music, com¬
of the best known negro songs are now
monly known as “ragtime.” But even the
known to be not folk-songs at all, but the
works of serious composers in thjs direccompositions of white men, as, for example,
tion have usually embodied only the lighter
the Stephen Foster songs. And the negro
and more superficial elements of the negro
spirituals, it has now been discovered, are
idiom, as, for instance, MacDowell’s “Uncle
also chiefly European in their origin, being
Remus.” Dvorak’s “New World Sym¬
merely negro adaptations of white camp¬
phony” offers a notable exception. Re¬
meeting and revival tunes of the last cen¬
cently we have been inundated by a flood
tury. Most of these spirituals, when crit¬
of settings of the so-called Negro Spirit¬
ically analyzed, show clearly in their mel¬
uals, the most valuable and beautiful of
Negro School
odic and harmonic structure their Caucasian
which are those of a young Texan, David
HE ADVOCATES of this school
Guion, of Dallas. I must urge all who origin.
claim that the negro music offers a
Stephen Foster School
HE ADVOCATES of this school
claim that in the Stephen Foster
songs, and other songs of the same period,
they have a wealth of material of great
beauty and distinction; that these songs are
intimately associated with our historical
development and lie very near the heart
of our people. There has been more talk
than action in this field, and the only ex¬
amples that I can give of compositions
influenced by Stephen Foster are The
Banjo” of Gottschalk, the Largo of Dvor¬
ak’s “New World Symphony,” “Humor¬
esque” and Percy Grainger’s “Tribute to
Stephen Foster” and “Colonial Song.
As
much as I love and admire these songs, 1
feel that they are too closely identified with
a particular period and a particular condi¬
tion of society to be of more than super¬
ficial assistance in developing a national
music. The innate spirit of the Stephen
Foster melody has far more in common
with the German folk-song than with the
Anglo-Saxon. In fact, so striking is their
resemblance to German folk-music that
many serious critics—I do not agree with
them—claim that Stephen Foster was not
their author, but that he got them from
an old German and merely purveyed them
to the public.

Is the writer sincere?
Is the writer an authority of high standing.

A

daring. Use was also made of negro mate¬
rial. With the exhaustion of the easily avail¬
able Indian material, however, the move¬
ment lost impetus, as was inevitable from
the inherent fallacy : in their fundamental
contention.
‘
As interesting and valuable as the con¬
tributions in this field have been, it is al¬
ready apparent that the Red Indian school
can never give us a national' American
music. We Americans are not Red In¬
dians; we are not even Americans; we are
Europeans in race' and language. And it
could never be possible to express our
European culture and psychology in terms
of the musical idiom of an alien and primi¬
tive race. Of course, for purely objective
works of special character and local color,
the Indian basis can be used to good ad¬
vantage, just as Brahms, the most German
of all recent composers, used the dance
music of the Hungarian gypsy. But think
of the loss to the world if Brahms had lim¬
ited his musical creation to the setting of
gypsy tunes 1

bout thirty years ago, a
very remarkable man came to this
country from. Bohemia. His name
was Antonin Dvorak. Upon studying mu¬
sical conditions in this country, he saw that
we all loved music very much. And he
thought it very sad that we, who were doing
so much for the welfare of European music
and musicians, should not have a music of
our own. He was carried away with the
Stephen Foster songs which he erroneously
believed to be negro songs. There were
other songs which he thought interesting
and valuable. There were also the Indian
folksongs—fewer and less valuable, the
real negro songs and finally, the popular
music of the day. Dvorak insisted that
these elements Could be used to build up a
real American school of composition, to
prove his point, he wrote a very beautiful
quartette in E minor, based on such mate¬
rial as I have outlined. He continued this
propaganda with the famous “New World
Symphony,” his masterpiece, and also other
compositions, best known of which is the
“Humoresque,” which is nothing more than
a variant of the tune, Old Folks at Home.
These ideas of Dvorak exerted a large in¬
fluence on music in America and almost
immediately various groups began to spring
up with the idea of developing a character¬
istic and distinctive American music
I will not attempt an exhaustive discus¬
sion of these various movements, as the
subject is very intricate and the various
circles of influence often intersect. But I
think the following analysis will be found
to be fairly comprehensive:
1. Red Indian School;
2. Negro School;
3. Stephen Foster School;
4. Popular Music School;
5. Ultra Modern School;
6. Anglo-Saxon Folk Music School.
We will take up these movements in order
and discuss their past accomplishments and
what they offer us for the future.

T

Red Indian School
HE ADVOCATES of this school
claim that if we wish a distinctive
American music it must be based on the
only real American music, Indian folkmusic. They claim that the Indian music
is filled with beauty and character, and that
by proper development it could be freed
from manifest limitations and made the
vehicle for the expression of a truly na¬
tional music. The earliest and most im¬
portant work along this line was accom¬
plished by the “Wa-Wan” movement, led
by the enthusiastic and brilliant Arthur
Farwell. Under his leadership the “WaWan Press” was founded and many inter¬
esting settings of Indian folk-music were
published. The movement did not, how¬
ever. confine itself only to the use of Indian
themes. It also brought forth excellent
settings of poems of Poe and Whitman in a
style which, at that time, was very novel and

T

T

Popular Music School
ADVOCATES of this school
claim that in our popular music we
have a mass of material absolutely unique
and" characteristic of America; that no¬
where else in the world is there anything
comparable to our ragtime and our jazz;
that all the newness, vigor, irreverence
and hurly-burly of American life are truly
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embodied in this music; and that ccmse- work, and their achievements in atmosquently on this basis a national school phere and tone color are often remarkable,
, ....
,
of
be founded, They point
Anglo-Saxon Folk Music School
out that Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
wrote music for the' ballrooms of their \X7E HAVE NOW come to a move
time; they point to the waltzes, mazurkas
' ’ ment which, I believe, promises
and polonaises of Chopin as evidence that solution of our problem.
the use of popular dance and song forms
The advocates of this school claim that
is not unworthy of serious music.
a music to be truly national must be based
It is not difficult to demolish this spe- on the national musical idiom of the peocious argument. In the first place, I deny ple; that the most valuable achievements
that this music is characteristically Amer- jn musical history have been essentially
ican. It is a spurious product foisted national in spirit. They point out that
off on the public by vaudeville and mu- music, as we know it and love it to-day,
sical comedy magnates of Broadway. The came into existence with the use of folktaste for it is cultivated by professional music jn the art forms. The old Italian
' pluggers, and it is usually artificially school began to flower when the dry ecmanufactured by the lowest and most clesiastical forms became imbued with the
vulgar type of the foreign musical par- spirit 0f the folk-song. German music
asite. Admitting the charm of the negroid came to life when "Papa Haydn” began
syncopation of the ragtime, and the Latin- to use in his symphonies, chamber music
American spice of the more recent jazz alKi oratorios the folk-songs of his native
rhythms, I must point out the inanity Croatia. Mozart followed in his tread,
and imbecility of the melodic line of though to a lesser extent. And Beethoven
these compositions; also their monotonous went even further in the use of the folksimilarity, one success often engendering song an(j folk-dance in his most serious
a whole succession of watery imitations, compositions. Schubert’s idiom followed
I put this question to you. Do the mus- so closely that of the folk-song that some
lcal comedy and the vaudeville stage 0f his songs have been taken up by the
represent the real spirit of our land and people and have actually become folkpeople? Can the spirit of Washington, of songs. And this, to my mind, is the
Lee, of Lincoln, of Woodrow Wilson be highest honor a people can pay to a comexpressed in terms of this gaudy vul- poser.
garity? And yet even this idiom can Ire
g m
used effectively 111 character music, as the same movement. Chopin embodied in his
is shown by the tangos of Boyle and »™ic not mgay the folk idiom of Toland
Carpenter and the Golliwogs Cakewalk”
The informing8 spirit 0/Grieg was ihat of
of Debussy. I, myself, must confess to the Scandinavian folk-music. Russian r !
one or two experiments in this field;
AtZft tff,
Clowns from my suite “At the Fair” of Glinka. Rimsky-Korsakoff. Tschaikov
,
and Pome Erotique from the suite Sen'tomcXiTuISFthat mS'to^uUd1™
“In the South.”
a national consciousness and a national self,, ,
_ , ,
Ultra Modem School
HE
of tms
this senoot
school
nr ADVOCATES
nnvucairo or
claim that America is a new country,
situated
.... in a new world;• that we are
the living embodiment of a miraculous
denial of the Solomonian dictum: “There
s nothing new under the sun.” A music
adequately expressing all this novelty
must, above all, be new; it must sever all
connections with a European past; it must
be free from all rules and restraints; it
must ignore all traditions of form and
content.
The fallacy of this contention is at
once apparent to any student of history or
biology. We have already seen that the
innate values of speech lie in the traditional associations and connotations. And
this is equally true of music which is as
much a language as speech itself. No
language can be artificially manufactured;
and if such a thing were possible that
language would still be of no value save
as a vehicle for a mathematical treatise,
This is even more true of music, the
language of mood and emotion. The
truth of this is seen when we examine
the work of our American ultra-modernists. Their concoctions may be filled
with meaning for themselves; but, without a common means of communication,
the content must remain as securely locked
as the secret of the Sphinx, in their own

T
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Tor the purpose of art is not expression
but communication. And this is especially
true of literature and music. Of what
value would a poem be if written in a
language invented by the author and
known only to himself? As a matter of
fact/these American musical Chaoticists,”
(I would call them) fail even m attaining novelty, their works being nothing
more nor less than cheap replicas of those
of the recent European musical Bolshevists. And yet some composers of this
schoo!, in spite of their avowed aims,
have produced work of value—for you
are as much bound by a tradition when
you consistently break its laws as when
you follow them. In spite of themselves,
logic and coherence often creep into their,

In France, folk-music was less rich and in(cresting and this accounts for the relative
i“feriority
French
music; from
the only
work
of
supreme of
genius
emanating
France
in
recent times being the “Carmen” of Bizet,
But in this case Bizet based
„„ „„„
Spanish folk-music idiom. It can be safely
stated that all the music which is really a IP
— __ +™,“'
today is based1 o
!
J
wish a living music in
.
to provide it with a fo
Anglo-Saxon Folk-Song
HAVE SEEN that our only hope
y v for a nation in America lies
grafting the stock of our culture on the
Anglo-Saxon root. Is it not equally evident that if we desire a music characteristic of our facial psychology that it must
be based upon Anglo-Saxon folk-song?
By way of analogy, it is inconceivable that
our national literature could be in any
other language than English.
But, some one objects, there is no AngloSaxon folk-music. The Irish and Scotch
have a folk-music as well as all the European races, and even primitive savages
in the uttermost ends of the earth; but
the Anglo-Saxon is unmusical. He is the
only race that has no folk-music. This
idea is still extant and thirty years ago
was fairly universal. But even as a child
I writhed under this accusation against
the Anglo-Saxons and would say, “If we
have no folk-music, what is ‘Billy Bov,’
‘Frog Went A.ourting,’ Barbara
Lord Lovell, ‘Hangman Hold Your Hand;

‘

m,

W’

“4
w„id
produce little effect and was usually rewarded with contemptuous silence.
But I was justified when, about 1900,
Cecil Sharp began publishing his collections and settings of English folk-songs.
I can never forget my relief, pride and joy
when in 1905 a volume of these folk-song
settings came into my hands and I was
told that Sharp had already published six
other volumes. Among these songs I found
several familiar to me in my childhood in
Virginia and realized that as an AngloSaxon I had a right to exist in the world
musically; that I had a native musical language, and that the folk-song of my own
people, so far from being non-existent,
was more varied and richer in power and
beauty than the folk-music of any other
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race. Sharp, having covered the English
field thoroughly and published ten vo urn
. collection, i_„
of. .his
has since t'nmn
come to America for similar work in this country. He
states that in the Appalachian district the
field is even richer than in England and, in
proof of his assertion, has published a volie of settings of English-Amencan
folkBeauties of Anglo-Saxon Folk-Song
-—.=- .
,
songs which he selected from the
OR PERFECTION of line and rich¬
dred and twenty-five he had collected durness of color, the beauty of Angloiiig his investigations,
Saxon folk-music surpasses any other in
the whole world. It embraces all the his¬
England’s Musical Era
torical periods of the race, from "Lord
N THE DAYS of “Merrie England,”
Rendal” which, by internal evidence and
England was acknowledged to be the
analogy, can be shown to derive from the
lost musical of all the European countries.
period of the Teutonic migrations, to "The
Not only
as a whole
_., did
— the
—- population
, .
Green Mossy Banks of the Lea,” in which
take the keenest delight in the song and
the hero says, “When 1 left Philadelphia,
the dance, butt almost every gentleman also
my home,” and “Brother Green,” in which
could read fluently at sight his part in a
sixteen-part madrigal—and this at a time the dying soldier says: "The Southern’
(Confederate) foe has laid me low.”
when even the most cultured showed a woeThe incalculable importance and \ alue
ful deficiency in the technic of spelling,
as, for instance, the illustrious Shakes- to us in America of this folk-music, which
peare, who experienced difficulty in spell- should be our most treasured cultural in¬
heritance, is immediately apparent. Here,
ing his own name consistently,
The recent discovery in the archives of at last, we have a basic idiom thoroughly'
Oxford of a vast library of musical manu- competent to express our national psy¬
script of the Tudor period shows the chology. This music is not only mai clous
enormous musical development of that day in content but, even from the pure: ( 'cli¬
- a
and demonstrates conclusively that the Eng- nical and formal side, often . ;
lish musical cultute of that time was far perfection rarely achieved by cvci , omsuperior to anything which the contem- posers of the most surpassing geniire And
poraneous continent had to offer. This this proves not only the innate nnre 1 gift
music is now being transcribed into the of our race, but also the high plane of
modern notation by enthusiastic scholars musical culture and taste that our fore¬
who claim that it constitutes a cultured fathers, as a whole, had reached, and
which, consequently, is reattainable 1 , us,
their descendants.
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Part XI

I

A Remedy
Puritan Influence
ion
VA/ITH THE GROWING power of the Puri- TJERE, INDEED, we find the
"
tan movement, however, all forms of 11 of our problem, but this solution can
art came into disrepute; all that was beauti¬ be effected only by a serious and inti- -ive
ful, pleasurable or gay in life, came to he
study of the field, and this not merelv by
considered wicked. Under Cromwell
sculptures were removed fi_._ ___ musicians, but by the musical laity a well.
churches, bi...beautiful stained glass winAnd this study will not be arduous.
esc
out and burned as agencies ot the Devil. * All folk-songs are equally fascinating 1
.-0
expressions of beauty were condemned and
forbidden.
untrained musically and to the tc, Inn, ally
Folk-music was especially abhorred. Folk trained musician. The universality a heir
dancing was strictly prohibited and any one
all
caught singing a folk-song was publicly ex- appeal is their chief glory; they .
1- contumely in the stocks. This
especial hatred - directed against folk- the babe on the mother’s knee a> tin <lo
music because of .
_R
“ *“ HR
" the hearts the old man tottering on the are .re of
of the people. The folk-songs and
death;
the
farm
boy,
as
the
college
:
in¬
disappeared from view, but they
i:y
deeply imbedded in the hearts of the people dent ; the business man, as the un v
to be entirely eradicable. The old traditions professor; the factory laborer, as the
i0n jn secret from gem - ''
ion. principally a long the humble-and entist or poet. Above all, they rejoice the
>d, not merely the soul of the creative musician, who can find
the succeeding waves
f Puritanis
in them a perennial and eternal source of
Persistei .. ... ___ional folk-music ideas and inspiration; for they lend threnproves”'
' ro things: First, the intrinsic
selves marvelously to development in < , 1
of a musice which
which” could maintain in secret its
the most complex musical architecture.
.’ier such hardships over so long a
-.lid second, the innate musicalitv of They should be studied in all our schools
o loyal to its.music. To outward np.
‘s, the Puritan suppression -was on- and higher educational institutions: they
irely successful and the folk-songs ceased to should furnish the principal basis for our
>e sung, save secretly and in remote and out community singing; but, above all. they
if-the-way districts. And so in the centers
;f culture their very existence came to be should be loved and honored in our homo.
orgotten. Inevitably the characteristic Eugf
It has been wisely said- "Let me write
isb art-music disappeared also.
the songs of a nation and I care not who
When, on the restoration of Charles II, makes its laws.” And, after all, this is the
the demand to
most
important aspect of the matter. Let
were no native musicians Fnre.Vn ’ ^5
those active m the Americanization of alien
to be imported to sunnlv thi &
These imported musician^ M • ^emanf'- elements heed this. For these immigrants.
ey ever so ignorant and uncouth, love
music and understand its language-the
England The situation was
A
ieal, the practicable Esperanto. An hour’s
every means to sireny ” ,
by *heSe ^corners, of our
even to the present dnv their
mam|ain- olk-music, would engender more sympathy
the s.tuarioT
Wrangle-hold and understanding of us than could a year’s

‘oT’STJSleMffi

ST

The American Problem
\T/HAT I have just said applies eouallv
VV to America. To this purpose a well
organized propaganda was put into effort
The Anglo-Saxon was not merelv m ‘
cally uncultured • he was innatelv
+US1'
peramentally phlegmatic and unmmirTl'
His composers were unoriginal andTffiiS '
tive; his popular songs were sentimen ai
and vulgar. Why he did not even hi
a folk-music of his own 1 ThfuJ s
humble acceptance of these aHen orielec
was early formed. They did not cv™ !
us have opera in our own hm-uage The

deuce ”° “Th^r Dedara,i°" °f h^
“Farewe1|TALC°n»tItUtl0n’’ Washington’s
l arewell Address” and Lincoln s “Speech
t Gettysburg
It would open the secrets
re uvCh° 0gy and ernotional reactions,
our tradihon® and our behavior> to those
with
with
and
race
race

foreigners as could
rSe’„But, a'JOVe all, familiarity
this noble inheritance would revive
m. ourse^ves those traditions
a H gSuWhich are the crown of our
and make possible for us, not merely

K,£'i aairtime!,00d lmt>ara,,ded in
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English language was crude, harsh, unsingable. So it was to their untrained and
clumsy tongues. And as there was no
native competition, there was no influence
to compel them to learn to use and respect
the language of the people on whose bounty
they were waxing fat..

Sonata IX in E (Op. 14, No. 1)

THE

NEXT TWO Sonatas are
taught a good deal, not so much on
account of their musical interest as
because they are supposed to be easy. This
is quite an error; they contain extensions
quite unsuited to a hand with a moderate
stretch; the notation is old-fashioned,
and editors would die sooner than im¬
prove it. Be clear as to what I mean by this.
The experienced musician cannot conceive
iliat it matters how you write music, pro¬
vided it is grammatically correct: the ex¬
perienced teacher knows that you more
than double thei difficulty of a piece wheni ver you fail to observe the rule each hand
in its own stave, though you-have to change
1 he clef a hundred times. The experi¬
enced musician has learned how to finger;
he only wants to see the treble notes higher
up than the bass ones; he possesses one
large hand of ten fingers. The learner,
who has not yet attained to this attitude
of mind, finds a stave for each hand the
most helpful. For him the Kroll edition
of Bach’s “48” is ten times easier than
that of Czerny—though probably he
doesn’t know why. If he doe's he wonders
why somebody does not facilitate Bee¬
thoven’s Sonatas in the same way.
I
could tell him, but I won’t.

am reluctant to point out an apparent
oversight on Beethoven’s part, but you can¬
not fail to notice how terribly the treble
and bass clash in 31-2 and 35-6. Theo¬
retically, one may do anything of this sort
in contrary motion, provided the parts
move stepwise and come right in the end.
But compare this harsh progression with
the corresponding one at 123-4 and 127-8
when you will observe that by a simple
re-adjustment of tones and semi-tones the
ugliness is almost entirely eliminated. As
the one purports to be a transposition of
the other and the harmonic progressions
are identical, why need he have gone out
of his way to make the passage cruder
one time than the other? Such modifi¬
cations were not habitual with him. I
should imagine he was dissatisfied with the
first version and. improved it in the second
but would not turn back and write

Primitive Methods
OW IN Beethoven’s time this simple
truth had not jTt dawned on the
musician’s mind (there are plenty who
have not grasped it even yet). So the
wise teacher is perpetually having to say,
“No, that is played by the left hand,” or
the right, as the case may be; but the
wise editor, longing to apply the rule
quoted above does not dare to do so, be¬
cause of the weaker brethren. At any rate
we all know now, or ought to know, that
it does not matter which of our ten fin¬
gers plays a note, provided we get the tone
we want; it is purely a matter of individual
convenience and comfort. For instance. I
can tell you that I have found most people
play the sixteenth notes in measures 5 and
6 of this Sonata with much more ease and
certainty if they take the first four of
every eight with the left hand. Mark
(neatly, and in ink) a letter L under the
1st and 3rd and a letter R over the 2nd and
4th groups of each of the two measures,
and feel the improvement. Beethoven did
not- do this, because he thought only of
pointing the imitation, and so gave the
two hands a phrase apiece. But you can
mark the imitation just as well my way,
ahd with a greater security of fingering.
This is a simple example; you can find
many others for yourself.
The turn in measure 8 consists of three
notes here, C#, B, Af, the bass supplying
the place of the first of the four. Meas¬
ure 10 looks rather muddy; it only means
that you are to hold down, all the notes.
The fingering has to be humored, to keep
the legato. This is it:

N

By clearing up the notation of 10 I have
made it more clear where to shift. I

Try to .remember this useful device for
rendering possible repeated chords that are
beyond ypur stretch. There are several
places where you will need it.
The Allegretto is. also ill-adapted for
small hands. The left-hand cannot play the
fourth and corresponding measures legato;
for no fingering will fit it. It is best to slide
the thumb from G on F#, but that is very
difficult. The measure (62) which leads
into the Maggiore always amuses me. The
two E’s: are carefully joined by a slur,
regardless of the fact that you cannot
reach two octaves. But also, however you
play them; they will sound as if slurred,
for the simple reason that the upper E has
no damper and goes on sounding whether
you will ot no. Do not forget that after
repeating the Allegretto you have to jump
to the short Coda, which is generally hid¬
den away somewhere on the next page.
The Rondo
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because he was too proud to admit to
himself that it was not good. And he
never would allow himself to be at fault—
he was so conscientious and painstaking,
how could he be? But “to err is human;”
we all make blunders occasionally.
The turns which occur in 39 and later
measures are all played so as to be fol¬
lowed by two eighth-notes; therefore-they
come out of the time of the first note, as
is always the case when this note is dotted.
It would be much clearer to have written
it in full. At 57-60 you will get your pf
more easily and reduce the stretch of the
right-hand chords if you will accept the
assistance of the left hand in playing the
B’s during these four measures.
In the middle part is one of the most
troublesome difficulties our instrument
affords—a long melodic passage in octaves,
for the right hand. If you will practice it
a few times in single notes—that is, with
the thumb alone—you will understand
wherein lies the difficulty. To maintain
any degree of legato the thumb must pre¬
tend to be two fingers and use alternately
its tip and ball. The upper notes, when
you play them, must be done by sliding
the fifth finger and helping it out with
the fourth, and even the third if it can
reach. But raise the hand as little as
possible and try to feel that someone is
holding it close down to the keys.
There is nothing else I need advise you
about, except the final measures, from 157,
which are unplayable by small hands, and
cannot possibly be arpeggioed. So you
must take this alternative in the left hand.

for small hands

IN THE RONDO you will need to look

at the fifth (complete) measure before
starting. 1 hope you understand what
four-part writing means, because, if not,
you must iearn. I find many piano students
quite befogged over the notation of this
measure. Yet it is quite simple, really.
The only way it could be improved would
be to write the accented B half-note in
the treble as two tied quarter-notes, be¬
cause you are apt to let it go when, you
play D1 Remember to play the trills at
20 with their upper notes first. Six notes
apiece should just do. In the middle part
(47) take no notice of the numerous dots
you see. They are not meant for staccato
marks, but represent a slight accent which
you would make anyhow. In some editions
a well-rrieaning editor has directed you to
let the left hand assist in the arpeggios
at 60 and similar measures. But with
suitable fingering (1-4) there is no diffi¬
culty, and it is likely to keep smoother.
At 108 we get a two-against-three pas¬
sage which, can easily be mastered if you
will practice it a few times, playing the
left-hand part in quarter-note chords in¬
stead of triplet arpeggios. The variation
at 121 can be conquered by the old method,
“Cold-cup o’ tea, cold cup o’ tea,” or “dum
dicky dum,” if you prefer it. The trill at
130 you ought to know how to play, with¬
out telling. But play an even number of
notes, whatever you do. And the last
octaves are not to be bony and spiky, but
nice and loose.

he prepared for a very momentary break,
or breath-pause, at the crucial moment.
Endeavor to avoid any increase of tone on
the last sixteenth-note, that the ff may
come in with all the more unexpectedness.
The repetitions of this effect are easier, but
less potent. In all such cases it is the first
surprise that counts. I omitted to point
out that the trill on F in the 11th measure,
having no acciaccatura before it, starts
like that ill 21, on its upper note; but
surely you know all about these rules by
now! Notice, though, that that in 44, un¬
like its neighbors, has no turn after it. If
you are very adroit, you will find a very
neat way of executing the two following
trills is to pop in the little first Fb of each
measure with the left hand instead of,
as is usually done, playing the whole of 45
with left and 46 with the right. I might
also point out that the last note but one
in 50 should be Dh instead of Db, as it is
written. The reason that this oversight
has remained for so long unnoticed is, 1
suppose, that so low down it sounds a
mere grumble, anyway, and a whole-tone
passing-note, even below the dominant, is
not unheard of in Beethoveh. But if one
compares it with the corresponding pas¬
sage at 189, the passing-notes will be found
to be BH and not Bb. There is no point
in the inconsistency, so it is probably an
error. It is of small importance, anyway.

EX'4 ©

In 71, 73 and 75 there is’no reason for
giving the upper note of the second chord
to the right hand. The trill will be bet¬
ter played and the chord will sound more
even if the original disposition of the
notes as at 9 and 11 be preserved. The
five-note arpeggios—81 to 90—feel odd at
first, to fingers unaccustomed to such
grouping; but since the chords are simple
and familiar it is sufficient to stress the
first of each group and to remember that
the left hand has always 6 groups of 5
notes and 2 of 6. As to the fingering, this
can be done in so many ways that you
had better get the thumb to take the high¬
est note of each five (or six) and let the
others come as they may. At 93-104 be
sure to change the fingers on the repeated
Ab's, perpetually; it is the only way to
keep them evenly subdued, and from 105
to 107 keep the thumb to his Ab, turning
over the 2nd each time for Bb. All that
Sonata 23, in F Minor, Op. 57
follows is on all fours with what we have
Commonly Called Sonata Appassionata
already learned until we come to the
HIS IS ONE of the few “bittle- bravoura flourishes, 218 and 234. The third
horses” of the pianist, which is gen¬ and fourth of these are interspersed with
erally felt to be on a level with the eighth-notes, making the rhythmicalpatWaldsteinA-perhaps even to surpass it in
tem of the 2nd and 4th beats
im
musical interest. The bursts of fortissimo
chords invading the tracts of mysterious instead of 6 plain sixteenth-notes.
From 227 to 234 the left hand must on
but uneasy quietude, are very startling, and
a novel character is gained by making the no account assist the right. This is his
2nd subject (35) a kind of continuation of great show. After the pause and double
the first, instead of the more usual piece bar do not rush the first three chords of
of contrast to it. After the pause in 16, the Piu Allegro, but keep a definite time
where a piano has crowned a forte, wc as fast as you conveniently can. If you
have the reverse effect required, and must go too fast at 249 there will be hopeless
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In this measure I should or any other fingering you like for the
last three notes.
Now a practical pianist, like Chopin,
_L_
or even Hummel, had he composed this
movement, would have instantly perceived
—p”1 so as to be sure of giving properly
that his choice of key had not been a
wise one, and would probably have tried
the cross accent, which is otherwise very
the effect of transposing the whole sonata
liable (especially at 254-6) to get un¬
into F# minor. Try it yourself; it is a
certain. Finally, if your physical con¬
simple transposition; I think you will
formation renders the extreme crossing of
find that it lies just as well for the hands,
the hands from 257 to 259 inconvenient,
and in a few places—like the above—dis¬
there is not the least harm, and very
tinctly better.
little difficulty, in exchanging the work of
However, the Appassionato Sonata is in
the two hands, such change being at the
F minor and we have got to make the
second beat of those measures.
best of it. It is worth while storing the
The Andante con moto is an Air
fact in your memory (and the reason for
with Variations, the subject being of so
it) that finger passages are easier for the
simple a texture as to render the repeti¬
right hand when they lie in the high
tions of the sections a matter of doubtful
octaves than when they are lower down,
expediency; the chief reason for retain¬
and that the reverse is equally the case
ing them is that the third one is written
with the left hand. There is an example
at length and the repetitions are varied.
of the latter case in the difficult double¬
If I repeated the second Variation I should note figure at 64, which is distinctly less
play the right hand legato and the left trying when it comes a seventh lower four
hand detached the second time; when I measures later. It demands a well-devel¬
venture to think that it would be found
oped and flexible loose hand.
to sound so much less grotesque than the
In the second part (after the double bar)
original as to justify, or at least excuse,
when you come to the part at 168, where
the impertinence. By the way, the tempo the right hand has eight measures of syn¬
of this movement should be gauged from copated C’s, you will find it nearly im¬
the pace which you determine to employ
possible to keep from slackening the time.
for the third variation.
There is no harm in that, but mind the
How I wish that Beethoven had had the passage at 176, which is a kind of cadenza,
courage to cut from the penultimate that you do not let the time go uneven.
measure of this variation (the middle of Also that you do not let the groups of
the run down) to the two diminished three-sixteenth notes drift into triplets, as
seventh chords leading to the Finale! I they are apt to do. If you have the per¬
would fain have been spared the uncouth nicious habit of following the printed notes
harmony of the middle of that naked- with your eyes when you play (instead of
sounding last variation and the still cruder memorizing at once for good and all) you
leap of two octaves from the f- chord to will do well to gum a piece of blank paper
its resolution. The latter can indeed be over the eight measures of “first time, ’,
modified thus:
which you are never likely to need. I have
only once heard this long repeat of the
second half played, and that was by Rubin¬
stein. I cannot think how he survived his
exertions. It was on that occasion, when
he came off, drenched with perspiration,
that he said, "I haf played enof wrong
notes to make anozzer piece 1”
At the Presto do not let the compara¬
But it’s of no use: when a man is uni¬ tive ease of the first eight measures lure
versally admitted to be a great man not you into going faster than you can play the
only .do his seeming, “.blunders” go unchal¬ last portion. That is a favorite trap of
lenged but you are regarded as a Goth and Beethoven’s. And here I think you will
a Vandal if you try to render them less find yourself compelled, for the sake of
offensive.
the sf, to finger the subject.
“That in the captain’s but a choleric
word
Ex. 8
Which in the soldier were rank
blasphemy.”
Well, let us shrug our shoulders and
/
Sf
if
pass on. The Finale of this sonata is
terribly difficult for the ordinary player.
This is all I have to say about the Ap¬
There are about half a dozen possible
fingerings for the principal subject and passionato Sonata; and on reading over
none are really comfortable. The original what I have written, it seems to me that
fingering, getting the thumb on middle C, it would be as well to stop here. The
is the worst, necessitating too much change later Sonatas are so difficult as to appeal
of position. You cannot well get the to but few, and though there is much that
thumb on F because of the very awkward I should like to tell you about that in
turn under. You are therefore obliged E minor, Op. 90, for instance, I do not
to start with either 1, 2, 3, 4, or 1, 2, 4, 5. wish to weary my readers. After all, it
is at the beg:nning that one most needs
If the former, then
help; the difficulties of the old-fashioned
notation, the ill-advised distribution of
notes between the hands and the ignoring
the use of the sustaining pedal—these are
things necessary to be pointed out to the
though it is very trying for the fourth inexperienced; practiced players are likely
finger.
to attend to' most of them by instinct.
If the latter, then four must twist over
To sum up the characteristics of Bee¬
five to get the Db, and some people have thoven’s piano music, then, you have to ex¬
not a sufficiently long fourth finger to do pect in any work of his:
this in the middle of the piano, though
1. Sudden and startling changes from
they may succeed at forty-four, where loud to soft, and the reverse.
the passage is two octaves higher. There
2. Unexpected differences in note-lengths
is another way—to let the left hand render and in speed.
first aid
3. Trills and other ornaments generally
(but not invariably) commencing with the
accessory note, thus seeming to contradict
what is written.
4. Dots on the heads of notes intended
otherwise than as staccato marks,
confusion at 251.

add accent marks, v , or extra tails
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How Take Repeats
By Sid G. Hedges
Amateur musicians are often worried
a good deal, by repeats, and frequently
have to inquire, “Where do I go back to.
• This is not because repeats are difficult
to understand, but rather that they are so
seldom seen in the sort of music that a
student meets. "Teaching music” rarely
has any complicated repeats.
The difficulty usually arises when the
amateur instrumentalist joins his first or¬
chestra, and is confronted with phrases
like Dal segno c poi alia coda or Da capo
al fine, sensa ripetisioni. For orchestral
music contains all sorts of ingenious ab¬
breviations by which superfluous printed
pages are avoided.
It will immediately be clear that some
knowledge; of Italian is desirable. The
following are among the most common
words connected with musical repetitions:
al alia—to the.
capo—head, beginning of piece.
coda—tail, final movement.
da—from.
dal—from the
fine—end.
poi—then.
ripetisione—repetition.
segno—sign, usually written
sensa—without.
1st. 1°.—section to be played with first
performance of movement.
2nd. 2°.—section to be played with second
performance of movement.
Last time—section to be played with final
performance of movement.
An average waltz, orchestral edition, is
arranged something like this:
An introduction leads up to a double
bar, over which is a. £ (and after which
come two or four dots, placed vertically
in the spaces of the staff. At the end of
probably thirty-two measures occurs an¬
other double bar preceded by two or four
dots. These signify that the movement is
to be repeated from the previous dots. But
over the thirty-first and thirty-second

Noise

measures is a siraigm line wun i or 1st
marked. The measures under this line are
called the “first time measures.” At the
repetition of the movement the “first time
measures” are omitted and a jump is made
to the “second time measures,'’ which fol¬
low the double bar. Now comes a straight
stretch, unrepeated, in which a certain sign
is passed marked "to Coda © ,” but this
should be ignored as yet. 1 hen comes the
Trio.
The Trio has one or two movements
which may or may not be repeated, but at
the end of it is D. S., or Dal Segno, or
just ‘S. ■
One must now recommence, without loss
of time, at the
, which was near the
beginning. This repeating of the whole
composition is often called the Da Capo.
In a Da Capo no repeats are taken, so that
all “first time bars” will be omitted, and
one will play through until "Coda © ” is
“reached. From here, one jumps directly
to Coda, usually marked ©
This is the
final movement of the composition and
leads directly to Fine, or "the end"—often
indicated by a pause written over a double
bar.
When there is no introduction to a
piece, Da Capo al Fine may take the place
of Dal Segno c poi alia Coda This means
that one will go right back to the begin¬
ning and play through, withi ui repeats, un¬
til Fine is reached.
Occasionally a last “last time” measure
follows the “second time measures.” This
will be understood as Fine and will be
played in the final repetition.
Very often, faulty or redundant Italian
makes repeats more difficult to under¬
stand, as when Da Capo $ is written
instead of Dal ;£ .
The student, particularly the aspiring
professional, should become perfectly fa¬
miliar with repeats; it is a fairly simple
matter, given common sense and the right
sort of music.

Music

By C. Hilton-Turvey
What is the difference between music
and noise?
Science tells us that there is not so much
difference as we would naturally think
A simple song, an operatic aria, a love¬
sick cat yelling on the back fence and an
electric riveter putting the iron girders
together m a sky-scraper next door—all
these are classed as sounds, travelling on
air waves and vibrating at various rates
per second.
The reason we like music is because it
is a simple, smooth-flowing, regular sound
N0Ise however, is complex. Too complex
for the human ear to understand. It is
"Apart from a few outstanding examples
I do not fiyd that those -which claim to be
art-songs are essentially different, and some

irregular and lacks unity. Therefore,
ear, being lazy, rejects it, dislikes it, t
to ignore it.
Radio has taught us a great deal at
sound. Long ago Sir Isaac Newton, v
watched the apple fall from the tree ■
evolved the theory of gravitation, <
noted that all sounds travel on atmosphi
waves. This is true of both noise ■
music, whether the sound is harsh
Pleasing to the ear. If the human
could adapt itself to understand ev
sound that comes to it, there would
no such thing as “noise,” but all wc
be lovely music!

t
are cer,ainly neither better '
”,0’r insl,{red lhan ,he worli
cepted ballad.”— Herbert Antcuffe.
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Self-Test Questions on Mr. Corder’s Article
5. Slurs used very unsystematically as
1. What important "rule of the printed
mere indications of legato
d t music page” had not been discovered ,«
6. Passages occas.onally mutdaRd
Beethoven’s timet
suit the restricted compass of Beethov
2. What is the general rule for beginning trills in the Beethoven sonatas?
P1The sum of all which is comprised in the
3. How docs the “Appassionato" rank
among the Beethoven sonatas?
4. What is the form of its Andante con
moto?”
5. What are six important character¬
but it is of paramount importance when yo« istics of Beethoven’s piano music?
are struggling with Beethovens Sonatas.

Music Appreciation in the Elementary Schools
subjects on the program may be given.
should be recognized by ear in solo num¬
O FORCE h;is had a more-impor¬ ments in poetry suited to their capacity. bers and in selections by combinations of The beauty of the seasons of the year
may be emphasized by occasional stated
tant influence on the present de¬ While music is the “universal language,” instruments.
lessons. Programs on the! holidays and
velopments in school music than so-called, it is something more than a
celebrations may be given in the general
Means to be Used
that fostered by the introduction of the language in its complexity and likewise
study of music appreciation in the, schools. depends upon a background of musical
HARTS showing pictures of the dif¬ assembly.
Like many other vital modem movements experience in order that it may be suffi¬
The Second Grade
ferent instruments and their perform¬
ciently
understood
and
enjoyed.
caused by revolutionary scientific discov¬
LL OF the general aims of the first
Experience and enjoyment Of song sing¬ ers should be introduced, as well as pic¬
eries and the perfection of mechanical
tures of the full orchestra and of the
grade are continued in the second.
devices so an increasing interest in good ing through participation must come first, various instrumental choirs or families.
The
study
of
rhythm is again the out¬
music has been aroused by the develop¬ and afterward an extension of the child’s The varieties of mood suggested by music,
standing feature of the course. The rela¬
ment of the talking machine, player and musical experience may be furnished by the contrast of major and minor, the de¬
tion of nature and of nature-study to vari¬
listening lessons in order to provide a fur¬
reproducing piano, and the radio.
scriptive elements of music, the difference ous mpsical rhythms is an intimate one;
There; are more music lovers' today than ther musical experience than that afforded between program and pure music, the re¬
and an extension of the child’s knowledge
ever before, and- the standards of the by the vocal music of the class room and lation of nature study to music, and the
of this relation should be supplied. Phrase
music demanded are higher. The much ' assembly.
There can be no hard and fixed line correlation of music with literature, poetry, and meter or measure sensing must re¬
condemned “jazz,” with all its baneful in¬
picture'
and
art
study,
geography
and
his¬
ceive consideration. Lessons calling for
fluence, represents the complex musical drawn between the development of appre¬ tory :—all must be embraced in the course.
discrimination in musical tempi should be
development of rhythm, melody and har¬ ciation through song participation and the The child must be acquainted with the
provided. The story and dramatic ele¬
mony of popular music suited to our pres¬ consequent growth of background in power wide scope of the “universal language.”
ments in music should be touched upon.
et high-speed civilization. What is true to apply the art principles which have
All of these factors must be presented Energetic rhythms calling' for mimetic
aroused
this
art
interest
of
aesthetic
en¬
: f the lower types of music is more or
joyment. The music educator’s idea of the regularly in order that each may supple¬ motions should be contrasted with quiet
less true! of the higher forms.
ment the other.
Such a course will types such as the lullaby. Musical sug¬
presentation
of
appreciation
is
to
provide
Public taste has been raised and there
arouse and develop discrimination and gestions of mood such as happy and sad
is a general demand for and ready accept¬ a plan calling for an extension of the awaken the imagination of the child, by
and other contrasting moods may be
ance of the works of the great masters child’s musical knowledge and experience serving as a most useful stimulus for his
.
in even their most complex forms. There gained in the regular school music course. individual musical and cultural advance¬ given.
While the underlying motive in all of
is good music that can be appreciated by
ment. Childhood is the age when correct the lessons is the advancement of the
Adoption of a Standard Play
everyone; and it is the mission of the
art impressions must be implanted and the musical understanding of the children, the
HE
STANDARD
COURSE
of
music educator to classify*this music and
study, adopted by the Music Super¬ habit of careful discriminating listening purely aesthetic beauty of the music must
to find means of presenting it to the
established.
be omnipresent and the sum-total of the
masses. The musically adolescent adults, visors’ National Conference, in 1921, calls
reaction to the course must include the
as well as their children, now have the for lessons in music appreciation in order
The First Grade
broader relations of music to poetry, art,
opportunity to obtain an understanding of “to give very child enjoyment of music
nature study and ethical growth. The
N
THE
LOWER
elementary
grades
of
as
something
heard
as
well
as
something
the great universal musical language,
emotions and imaginations of the pupils
school—in
the
first,
second
and
third
expressed.”
For
some
years
past,
efforts
through being exposed to the many forms
must receive stimulation from the use of
grades
—
children
are
said
to
be
in
the
of music appreciation by which they are have been made, by those most interested,
carefully selected worthy examples of the
surrounded at home, in church, school, to evolve graded courses in music appre¬ sensory period of development, or the
ciation.
Many progressive: communities period in which new ideas and experiences best music available.
theater and concert hall.
have developed courses for local use. make the greatest impression on the child
The Third Grade
Meeting a Need
These have been modelled after general through the exercise of his senses.
HE COURSE in the third grade
The best way to measure the ability of
HE MODERN educator has sought courses which have been sufficiently ex¬
should advance to a broader concep¬
a solution to the problem of meeting ploited to prove their worth. The time children to listen carefully and correctly
tion
of
the
significance of characteristic
is
to
test
them
with
little
songs
that
are
the needs of the child by attempting to should soon approach when a standard
music. The recognition of theme as well
make the school a pleasant place in which plan or outline should receive considera¬ presented by imitation and to observe the
as motive should be afforded. Lessons in
the child may develop naturally an under- tion by the Educational Council of the response of each child who is called on to
standing of subjects suited to his capacity. National Supervisors’ Conference and sing individually. This is a part of the discrimination of mood and musical sug¬
Applied psychology and resultant educa¬ their findings should be offered to the regular school music course; and the gestion should be continued. An individ¬
listening lesson should advance to the next ual reaction or interpretation should be
tional tests and measurements have Conference for adoption.
Let us consider the factors which should step of interesting children in vocal and permitted in the way of freedom of re¬
changed methods of procedure in ele¬
mentary education from formal drill for constitute a well-rounded plan for lessons instrumental music in combination by pre¬ sponse. The racial element in music,
mental discipline and the consequent dei in music appreciation, or, better, what senting simple tunes which they may know characteristic of primitive people, such as
the American Indian, should be identified;
velopment of the application of rules and many music educators term lessons in or easily learn.
and the strong characteristics _ of folk
mental devices, to general procedure of music understanding, for each of the first
music of a few countries, in a given form
The First Appeal
more natural appeal to childhood. This six years of elementary education. The
average
school
program
calls
for
daily
HYTHM is the element of music that such as the lullaby, may be presented.
newer type of education has as its objec¬
The enlargement of the sustained story
has the most fundamental appeal, not
tive a love or appreciation and understand¬ lessons in music. One of these lessons
ing of literature, poetry, music, art, hand should be devoted to the development of only to all children, but also to the aver¬ element in music of larger forms may be
work, nature study and all subjects on the music appreciation each week.
age adult. Many kinds of rhythm should introduced in preparation for the later
school program, by providing a first-hand
be introduced in the first and later grades. study of program music. The inspiration
Some Factors Requiring Consideration
contact through participation and creative
The march, lullaby, dance and character¬ of the stories of the childhood of great
musicians, with suitable musical examples,
work.
The modern elementary school
HE COURSE in music appreciation istic descriptive rhythms of running, jump¬ should be introduced. A further study of
music course is planned on the so-called
should be concerned not only with ing, skipping, galloping and swinging, as instruments in solo and duet combinations
song method and is, therefore, built on a
well as rhythms descriptive of the sounds
arousing interest in music for its own
foundation of the basic principles of ap- self and with providing enjoyment in of nature," find ready acceptance in this should be provided. The topic of descrip¬
tive music should call for individual re¬
preciation, because the plan calls for par¬ listening to it, but it should also stimulate grade.
ticipation in folk and art songs which are investigation and study of the elements of
Active response' to rhythmic suggestion actions from the pupils; and free inter¬
developed in a natural way and not which music is comprised; that is, of is supplied by mimetic play or motion. pretation of musical suggestion should be
through a process calling for an accumula¬ rhythm, melody and harmony. Musical The children must participate actively by afforded by interpretative motions or
dancing and word pictures. The special
tion of more or less abstract technical
form must receive consideration, in an singing or humming and by directed re¬ lessons in the correlation of music with
drills.
elementary sense, because of its impor¬ sponse. The course must include a pro¬ other subjects should be continued.
jection of the singing games and action
tance
as
the
underlying
or
structural
basis
Conceptions of Music Appreciation
songs which afp a part of the; general
The Fourth Grade
HE POPULAR idea of the average of all of the shorter and larger forms.
The course ■should provide an oppor¬ work of the grade. Music of mood mid
HE CHILDREN of the fourth, fifth
educator is that music appreciation
tunity to hear and study instrumental dynamic discrimination must be supplied
and sixth grades are said to be in the
should be presented to children in a man¬
music. The tonal effect of the orchestra If time permits, a regular review of rep¬ associative period of development. While
ner similar to that of appreciation of
and band should become familiar musical ertory or memory melodies should he there can be no- hard and fixed rule for
poetry. The children have a sufficient
experiences. Simple selections by instru¬ provided to insure a background of art a change or facing about in the attitude
background in the use of their common
ments should be presented and the tonal experience. Special lessons for the cor¬
(Continued on page 391)
language to understand readily and to
relation of music with the other cultural
appreciate the narrative and mood ele¬ effect and tone-color of each instrument
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DEPARTMENT OF BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS

The Teachers’ Round Table

Some Economic Aspects of the Present Orchestral Situation

E

IGHT OR ten minutes of time al¬
lotted to the topic in question is, of
course, entirety inadequate, because
these facts bear witliin them the seed of
a psychological study which, developed,
might add greatly to the understanding of
our present-day orchestral problems.
Our modern orchestra is simply a con¬
glomeration of many groups of instru¬
ments of different tone qualities which can
be united or individualized at the discre¬
tion of the composer.
Individual groups found their incep¬
tion in the desjre to imitate or, better, to
take the place, of- human voices, and every
family of instruments was originally
planned in four types representing so¬
prano, alto, tenor and bass qualities.
Of the four sizes' of flutes, piccolo, reg¬
ular flute, and flute in G (a sort of tenor
flute) are represented in modern orchestra.
The G flute is a most valuable re-discov¬
ery. The bass flute is obsolete, but speci¬
mens can be found in several museums,
notably the British Museum. The family
of oboes is practically intact today, con¬
sisting of oboe', oboe d’amour (rather rare
but used by Bach, Strauss and others),
English horn, bass-oboe or Heckelphone;
the latter is seldom obtainable and a bas¬
soon is used as a substitute.
There are six clarinets, all still in use
at some time, ranging from the piercing
tones of the one pitched in E flat to the
most mellow-toned bass-clarinet.
Clar¬
inets are comparatively new, having taken
the place of the clarini. Saxophones, al¬
though invented by Sax about 1845, have
received important consideration only
within the last twenty-five years. Their
legitimate and illegitimate use is known
to all.
The French horns have for their fore¬
fathers the corno di cachia or hunting
horn, but their yse as truly orchestral in¬
struments does hot become apparent until
after Bach’s and Handel’s times.
The Favored Instruments
npRUMPETS HAVE been favored in*■ struments ever since the human race
indulged in wars for pastime or for fur¬
therance of culture and civilization.
Trumpets have always been built in vari¬
ous sizes, from the smallest clarini to the
bass trumpet. The noble family of trom¬
bones has lost only one of its .members,
the soprano. The alto, tenor and bass
trombones are still with in all the dignity
acquired through hundreds of years of
distinguished service and unchanged exThe most important four-voiced group
is represented by the strings. The history
of their development is too well known to
deserve special mention.
Large orchestral bodies are by no means
the achievement of our present era. A
hundred years before Bach’s time, the
Italian opera composers, Monteverdi, Legrenzi and others, employed orchestras in
their operas which, in point of numbers,
equaled at least our average symphony
orchestras of today. For instance, Monte¬
verdi in his Opera Orfeo asks for about
forty players of fifteen different instru¬
ments, many of them apportioned into
groups of two and four, treated more or
less independently. Our modern combina¬
tions can hardly boast of greater varieties
or numbers.
But these conditions prevailed when all
the trades and consequently all the Arts
flourished. Then came the longest and

The Army and Navy Orchestras have
independently earned.fame throughout the
United States and now have, as a com¬
pliment to the Republics to the South,
combined for a series of concerts at which
the music from the Pan-American lands
will be played exclusively. This new
musical group will consist of seventy-five
musicians, and its repertoire will in great
part consist of selections never before
played in the United States. The con¬
certs will be held under the auspices of
the Pan-American Union,

the Americas, Washington, D. C., and will
be broadcast over the Navy Department
Radio Station NAA, which has been
especially equipped for broadcasting mu¬
sical programs. NAA was the first broad¬
casting station on the air, so its wave
length of 435 meters is the most favor¬
able one for successful reception. The
above photograph was taken at the PanAmerican Union and shows Lieutenant
Charles Benter, conductor of the Navy
musical group, and Captain William J.
leader of the Army Organization.
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The Era of Miniature Music wan.
A LL COMPOSERS from
7,
.
del, Lully, Rameau, Hay n,
»
even to Beethoven, were gracj T f
mitted to add a few wind ms
.
that indispensable foundation o s
•
Wind instruments were individualized ana
mass effects, such as had been "now
which we know today, were tnipo i ■
But the silver lining to this cloud was
development of chamber music and te
creation of what might be called miniature
music, unequalled during any era. Just
consider the number of string quartets
written during this period: Haydn, eightythree; Mozart, over thirty; Beethoven and
Schubert, each eighteen! as well as numberless quartets by composers such as
Boccherini, Gretry and Dittersdorf.
It is a truth that the production of
chamber music increases at the ratio at
which the wealth of the world decreases,
and the positive' proof of this truth lies in
its “symmetrical inversion.”
As the
world’s wealth increases the production of
chamber music decreases,
During the nineteenth century less and
le'ss of this music is written, and at the
beginning of tlie twentieth it has almost

Pan-American Music

Professor of Pianoforte Playing at Wellesley College

This department is designed to help the tetboheruponibelong to”the Music
technical problems pertainin' to Musical Theory. Hlstorr.eW.^
accompa„y all inquiries
Questions Answered Department. Full name and address must accu

By ADOLF WEID1G
most devastating war■ of
of all
all 'time—the
time—the
Thirty Years’ War, caused, apparently, by
the divergence of opinion concerning religious principles. (All sides were probably trying to make the world safer for
one thng or another.) This war was so
successful that, by the time it had exhausted itself, it had also wiped out all
economic values. Europe was a chaos of
abject poverty. Such a condition reacted
naturally against everything which made
life worth living. This included music,
of course.
We find that during the latter half of
the seventeenth century no music of consequence was written or produced, outside
of that needed for religious services.
People were' satisfied if they .possessed
the means of merest subsistence. But
slowly the world recovered from the ravages of that war. Composers were given
commissions by the wealthier class (notably the rulers of small principalities, or
Lords and Earls of larger realms) to
write music for them according’to spedfications, the latter superimposed by his
lordship’s pocket-book and by whatever
particular instruments and sound colors
were fancied by him.
’’

Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G HAMILTON, M.A.

The Needs of Several Young Pupils

/look bv Prosser. She is doing nicely.
Shall I continue in it?
(O) Another pupil who has finished
the Bilbro book plays the pieces so
well that I have started him oil
Mathews’ Second Grade, Book. Do
you think that tqo difficult? What
might he to take m

note; that the third sixteenth stands alone;
and that the third eighth comes immedi¬
ately before the fourth sixteenth note.
Let us illustrate these relationships as
follows :•
Ex. 2

Jr3

the fundamentals but who seems unable to
play with any degree of rapidity. She
I have tried playing om ■ hand
hile she plays the other. !
:> that fairly well, with a gc ;.d deal

) This pupil worries i
Play this exercise slowly many times,
using only the second finger of each hand.
Each time sound the notes on the proper
syllables of the above sentence. Speak
willhe and today quickly, pausing slightly
on the word stop.
After you can; perform this exercise
easily at a slow tempo, apply it to scale
practice, using only the second fingers, as
before, thus:
(1) If your daughter is doing so well
Ex. 3
with the Student’s Book, why not keep on
with it?
(2) If Mathews’ hook seems too rapidly
progressive, supplement it by other stu¬
dies, for example, Gurlitt’s School of Ve¬
locity for Beginners, Op. 141, or Burgmiiller’s Op. iOO.
(3) 1 should think this pupil to be about
The right hand should play up and down
ready for Heller’s Op. 47.
Mathews’
four octaves while the left is playing up
Graded Course is undoubtedly one of the
and down three. Practice at first very
best of such collections.
slowly,
speaking the entire sentence dur¬
(4) Sometimes a pupil plods along with
ing each beat. Then apply the regular
discouraging slowness, but later suddenly
scale fingering to the same performance.
wakes up to a new interest in the sub¬
When the rhythm is thoroughly mastered,
ject. So, unless the pupil seems wilfully
omit the sentence and .gradually quicken
neglectful of her work or is quite bereft
the tempo until you are playing at the
of musical insight, I should try to keep
speed of the Fantasie Impromptu.
Be
her on the right track, and see that she
sure, however, that you accent each beat
progresses in the right direction, if not
distinctly throughout. Any or all of the
rapidly.
For studies, try Loeschhom’s
scales may be similarly treated.
Op. 65. • There are three books in this
In applying the process to the Fantasic
opus, and she may now be ready for the
Impromptu, you should first practice the
second.
part for each hand by itself, clearly ac¬
(5) An answer to this question de¬
mands more space than is here available. centing each beat. When this’can be done
easily at a moderately fast tempo, put the
You wilf find full information as to the
hands together, still retaining the beat
materials for these grades in the Guide to
accent. If you have mastered the scales
Xew Teachers ; which may be obtained
as above described, there should be no
from the publishers free of cost.
difficulty in making this practical applica¬
tion of the rhythm which you have already
Three Notes Against Four
learned in relation to the scales.
In Chopin’s Fantasia Impromptu,
Op. GO. how shquld tile counter time
lie carried out^cxaetiyj^lIovimshouiu
School Credits
Please explain how I can give
school credits to mi piano pupils.
notes (treble*clef) /f'have tried it in
1. 1).
me she went through the Beginner s
Book I felt that she was not ready
for the second grade, so gave her
Czerny’s 100 Basil anil Progressive
Jje.ssons. Her mother Is'disappointed
at her lack of progress, and so am I.
1’lease tell me if there is any use in
her continuing, and, if so, what I shall
do for her.
(5) Please qutline the best course
of study for the first five grades.
Mrs. R. W. L.

become i
money in the world that l
spent for the pomp and ci 'instance’of
the opera and the large orcF tras. There
had been, of course, more w less bloody
misunderstanding among peoples durihg
the eighteenth and ninetcn th centuries,
hut none of great magnitude nor conse¬
quence.
The French Revolution d ! not destroy
values; it only shifted them The Napo¬
leonic wars were less destructive than con¬
structive. Napoleon knew t:
an amused
people is a contented people
I therefore
fostered, sheltered and cnc. aged art in
all its various manifestation'
So pros¬
perity grew and grew. The musician made
greater demands for living '’.ages; these
were granted. Composers insisted on new
specimens of instruments, the-e were made.
All instruments, with few exceptions, were
improved—and the result?
magnifi¬
cent tonal edifices of a Berlioz, a Wagner
and a Strauss became possible.
The Composer’s Hobby Horse
of the last fifty
ALLyearsCOMPOSERS
indulged in the sport of toying
and playing with that expensive apparatus,
the modern orchestra. It cost most of them
a large amount of money, but all sports
are expensive, and, if they earned enough
money for a li ing with teaching and play¬
ing or conducting, or if they were fortu¬
nate enough to have rich uncles, aunts or
parents, or if they married rich ladies, at
all events, they certainly had their funThey gladly spent their own and other
people’s money for the production of the
children of their imagination, even though
such offspring turned out to be hopeless
cripples. Chamber music became a Cin¬
derella sitting in her lonely abode, pa¬
tiently waiting for her Prince CharmingAnd he came, but he proved to be the
prince of the lowest regions.
Europe
plunged itself into that most destructive
cataclysm whose pernicious effects will re¬
main with us for generations to dome.
Again this war wiped out all real and
economic values and left a Europe with
both victor and vanquished crushed and
senseless. In this mire of blood and decay
(.Continued on page 393)

First, you should ascertain the exact
relation between the two rhythms. Divide each beat into twelve parts. Each
sixteenth note then has three, and each
triplet eighth has' four of these parts, as
follows:
Ex. 1

I should not worry too much over the
pupil, for slowness, if accompanied with
accuracy, is a fault on the right side, and
is much easier to deal with than nervous
rush which is often well-nigh incurable.
If the pupil is careful and thorough in her
work you should feel devoutly thankful,
even if she is not a speedster. Evidently
she belongs to the middle ages, not to our
modern times!
Having so good a preparation, she needs
now to develop fluency. This can be done
through sight-reading, especially in en¬
semble work. Spend five or ten minutes
of each lesson period reading duets with
her and keeping her strictly up to time,
even if she misses many notes. You may
begin with very easy music, such as Just
We Two, or Foil and I by George L.
Spaulding, or In the Greenwood by M.
Bilbro.
Have her play alternately the
primo and the secondo. Encourage her to
play such duets with her girl friends, also,
and with others of your pupils.
It will be well, besides, to assign some
solo sight-reading each Week, for which
purpose I suggest the Sight-Reading Al¬
bums, two volumes, selected by Charles W.
Landon.
Outside of this work I should nqt hurry
her too much. Let her have new music to
practice and forget about the metronome
marks. Then, occasionally, review a piece
or study which she has had several months
before, which is easy for her and which
she likes. We will hope that she may now
be inspired to play it at a more brisk
tempo 1

School credits for work done by outside
teachers are now granted in. many towns.
Each community, however, has its own
conditions for giving such credits, ‘which
may be ascertained by application to the
school board. If your town authorities do
not recognize such work, you should do
;tU in your power to bring them into line.
Agitate the matter through the local music
clubs and by interesting members of the
school committee. It is by just such solici¬
tation that credits have been obtained in
towns where they are flow granted.

its -events as illustrated in the music. Tell
her, to remember the story while she is
practicing- and to find other ways in which
the- music develops it.
You may apply this idea to everything
that she studies, except, perhaps, purely
technical exercises. Let her invent a name
for each study or piece that has only a
vague title and then make -up a story to
fit- it.
.
This habit ought to break up what is
now merely a dull routine. Let her feel
that' she is playing an interesting game,
that she is discovering the story hidden in
the piece just as she would solve a cross¬
word puzzle. Perhaps the stories may lie
trivial; but surely it is better to give some
meaning to the music than none at all.
And after she has found out that her prac¬
tice may become something better than a
dull grind, her imagination may be appealed
to on higher grounds and she may be led
to appreciate the beauties of harmony,
melody and form in her music.

Lack of Concentration
I have a pupil, a girl of twelve,
who is beginning her studies in tire
fourth grade.
She has musical
ability, hut lacks application. She
lias had several teachers before, and
I believe they had the same diffi¬
culty with her. Sh”n
lblshould°Isiiy.t does not try), but
watches the clock for fear of prac¬
ticing five minutes over time Her
mother is very anxious for her to
advance with her music but finds it
hard to keep her at her practice.
The trouble is. I believe that the
mother has been too indulgent with
her daughter who is self-willed and
hard to
y suggestion as
ran all m

H. M. W.

Can you not appeal to this pupil’s imagi¬
nation and thus make her music mean
more to her? Give her a piece to study
that has a programmatic title, such as
Slow But Sure
Merikanto’s Summer Evening, or Jensen’s
From this you discover that the first
.
The Mill. Before she starts to work on
sixteenth note ^s sounded directly with the
A correspondent who signs herself
it, play it through to her, making up a
first eighth note; that the second sixteenth Discouraged writes oi,a fourteen-year-old
little story as you go along and suggesting
is fol owed quickly by the second eighth girl whom she has thoroughly grounded ,n

Use of the Thumb
I have a pupil who

bright.

often 'enough*?0 She insists on play¬
ing with the second finger where she
should use the thumb, ( an you tell
nw. I,,,u- to remedy this fault? I
work"wHIlngly Tf,‘l"am“toOiimperaIf we believed in preexistence, we might
suspect that your pupil had lived in the
days before Bach, when the thumb was
taboo in clavier playing!
Try having her practice finger exercises
in all keys with the same fingering. An
exercise like the following, for instance,
should be played through every key, chro¬
matically upward:

In' this way she will get accustomed to
sounding even the black keys with the
thumb. Meanwhile, have her mark a fig¬
ure 1 with a blue pencil under or over each
note which is to be played with the thumb
in a new piece, and go over the piece
carefully with her before she practices it
to ?ee that she carries out your instruc¬
tions. The great point is in having her
start right, since it is far easier to prevent
than to cure a mistake.
“As a rule, around innovations in any
branch of art there ensues during the life¬
time an impassioned debate among a few
fanatical admirers and friends, and a
great multitude of opponents. In the long
run itt is time alone that decides ivliether
the former or the latter be right.—
A. Goldenweiser. •
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CHOPIN’S FIRST HOME
A delightful glimpse of the home into
which Chopin was born is given in “Cho¬
pin, the Child and the Lad,” by Uminska
and Kennedy.
The “flat” in a small town on the Mazovian plains, say these authors, was “a
little suite of rooms in the long, low annex
of Countess Skarba’s manor-house, and
was separated by a hall from the manor
bakery and kitchen .... The Chopins’
.hree rooms had, as was then the habit,
beamed ceilings and whitewashed walls.
They were furnished with solid, oldfashioned mahogany furniture. In the onewindowed front room in which Nicholas
Chopin, the new:born baby’s father, was
wont to sit and study, there were also
bookshelves, containing his collection of
books, from which he was never willingly
separated. The next room, which had two
windows, was the largest of all and served
as a drawing room. In one corner of it
stood a high-backed clavichord.
“The third room, which was at the back
of the house, had a window looking out
on a flower bed, and further, across the
River Utrata (Utrata means ‘loss’), which
flowed almost under the windows of the
house.
“In the corner of each of these rooms
stood a tall, white-washed brick stove,
heated with pinewood logs, which, burn¬
ing, gave forth a smell of resin, that
mingled with the scent of rosemary and
lavender and dried rose leaves with which,
according to prevailing fashion, the sofa
cushions were stuffed. White muslin cur¬
tains covered the windows and on the broad
sills stood Fuchia, Pelargonium and Ger-

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

THE HARSHNESS OF MODERN MUSIC
If modern music is ugly, at times, and
bitter with acid discord, this is because it
interprets the spirit of our times, says
H. E. Wortham, an English critic who
writes quite cheerfully on the theme in his
“Musical Odyssey.”
“The harshness of the greatest modern
music is not to be denied,” he declares,
“and, in so far as it springs from new
uses of the scale and unfamiliar harmonic
idioms, will wear off with time. But-we
cannot thus account for it all. There is
assuredly a deeper reason. Though music
stands apart from the sphere of daily life,
the musician is always subject to the
spiritual stresses and struggles of the so¬
ciety in which he lives, and reflects them
the more clearly in that his will be a
nature more sensitive than that of the drdinary man. Thus when we find composers
of genius giving utterance to strains that
are positively painful in their harsh inten¬
sity, it is the wiser course not to condemn
such as the eccentricity of talent striving

after originality, but to accept them as the
truest echo we can offer today of the music
of the spheres.
“That echo sounds differently to every
age. We do not hear it as did the Vic¬
torians. Parry, who was doing good work
only a decade ago, is already the voice of
a past time. Sir Edward Elgar, still hap¬
pily in the full tide pf life and strength,
is beginning to appear remote. In them
there is not that undercurrent of mental
restlessness of excitement and disillusion
which is- characteristic of today. It can
be seen in a hundred ways, but it can be
seen most powerfully perhaps in the
‘Planets,’ a work at once huge, as the
modern world is huge, but also mystical
as the modern world is not. When the
future historian of our defunct civiliza¬
tion wishes to gain an insight into the way
European peoples of today reacted to the
imponderable things of the spirit, he will
not be able to do better than to turn to
Holst’s masterpiece.”

“It is well to remember that to be sucCHILDHOOD OF GOTTSCHALK
c-ssfit! one must play, direct, or compose
up to the public. It is the greatest nonGottschalk, first of American piano a marvelous, rapt look on' his little face.
virtuosi,
learned
to
play
the
piano as early
“The first opera he ever heard, was
s 'use to imagine that success depends on
playing down to the public." — John as in his fourth year, according to Mar¬ ‘Robert le Diable;’ and upon his return
guerite F. Aylmer, quoted by Octavia from the theater he sat down and played
Philip Sousa.
Hensel in the latter’s “Life and Letters the principal airs with a miraculous ex¬
of Louis Moreau Gottschalk.”
actitude. Ij-ong years after, when the
“His early childhood was passed in a child had grown to a world-famous man,
poetic and wild retirement, far from the he says, speaking of the death of Meyer¬
“HIS OWN BOSS”
noise of cities, or the realities of the beer, ‘I will not Attempt to tell you of
James Jupp has written a book. It is world of men. On the romantic shores my grief; to understand it, you must have
called “The Gaiety Stage Door,” and
of Lake Pontchartrain he drew his first been habituated, 4ike myself, from in¬
James Jupp kept the door of this famous
inspirations from the wisest and most fancy, to something little short of wor¬
London playhouse for thirty years. He
ship for this great genius, whose chefbeneficial of all teachers—Nature.
has many strange stories to tell including
“At the age of four, he sought an out¬ d'oeuvre, ‘Robert le Diable,’ filled my early
one about a street-singer who attracted the
years with ineffable joy.’”
mighty George Edwardes, then at his prime let for his wonderful inspiration, for by
Gottschalk (1829-69) was of Angloas a producer of musical comedies. Ed¬ no other name can it be called, on the French descent, and was musically edu¬
wardes sent for the man who had a fine piano; and not infrequently at that tender cated in Paris. He is best known by his
age, his mother would be awakened in the compositions “The Last Hope” and
hut untrained baritone voice.
“He (Edwardes) put several questions long still nights by faint sweet melodies “Dying Poet,” but deserves to be known
to him in a delicate manner, as to why from below, and descend to find the child also by his ’ transcriptions of Creole
he was singing in the street, if he had any fingering the ‘beautiful cold keys,’ with music and typical Creole compositions.
parents, and so forth. Then he made an
offer for which any right-minded young
nr n would have been everlastingly grate¬
ful. It was that he should be put under a
WHEN CALVE WAS LATE
master and be thoroughly trained for
opera, comic opera, or musical comedy or
Emma Calve’s book, “My Life,” con¬
whichever his voice proved to be most tains many revealing incidents culled from
suitable for. He would be' clothed and her varied career, including one that shows
have board and lodging found for him, how even a great singer can learn a lesson
and during the time he was studying (per¬ in promptitude.
haps two or three years) he would be paid
“At the last general rehearsal before
five pounds ($25) a week. At the end the first night of ‘Sappho’ (an opera
of his studies he was to enter into a con¬ specially written for Calve by Massenet),
tract with Mr. Edwardes, who would I had the misfortune of arriving at the
put him on the stage in London, and if theater ten minutes late. The company
he (Mr. Edwardes) had any judgment, was waiting, and Massenet, excited and
he would be assured of a very successful nervous as usual, was decidedly out of
career.”
patience. He- greeted me abruptly, dis¬
To this generous offer, says Jupp, the regarding the presence of my comrades
man made the following reply:
and the members of the chorus and or¬
“ ‘Do you know that I rake in as much chestra.
as $100 a week at this game? Sometimes
“‘Mademoiselle Calve,’ he said, ‘an ar¬
more? And I am my own boss. I sing tist worthy of the name would never
when anjl where I like, and not at all keep her fellow workers waiting!’
if I don’t fee! in the mood. Study 1 Me
“I was extremely angry. Turning away,
study? No thanks!’”
I walked off the stage and started to

leave the building. On my way out,
had a change of heart. It took all r
courage, but I decided to go back!
‘“My friends,’ I said, ‘the master
right. I am at fault. Forgive me!
am ready to rehearse my part, if I £
permitted to do so.’
“The chorus and the orchestra a
plauded. Massenet embraced me. I w
forgiven, but .ft had been a painful lessc
Since then, I have never been a mint
late for even the most unimportant «
gagement.”
Being late at rehearsals is a seric
business, and orchestra conductors £
usually very strict on this matter w
their personnel. Musicians are sensiti
and playing' at high pitch, so that a
slight interruption or mishap may thn
them off .their, balance and spoil 1

“A SMALL ORCHESTRA OF
SOLOISTS’’
We have seen symphony orchestras in
the course of a century or so swell up
from the twenty or thirty players 0f
Haydn’s time to the immensity of the
modern symphony orchestra. George Dy¬
son in his book “The New Music” sug¬
gests the return to smaller orchestras in
a novel way:
“It is just possible that we are feeling
our way towards that ideal combination,
a small orchestra of soloists, in which
every performer will be an aristocrat, to
his own and music's great advantage,” says
Dyson.
“Nobody knows yet what to do. still less
what may eventually be done, with such
a medium. There are few composers who
can handle as many as a dozen instru¬
ments with sustained yet orderly inde¬
pendence. But no one ever did know
what to do with new possibilities.
^
“Slowly, clumsily, and with but a partial
dawning of comprehension, music lias grad¬
ually embraced its resources, in the end
one can imagine the new Bach. :is it were,
consummately applying the in ipretative
gifts of a selected few to the evolution of
new forms of beauty. There was never
a time when players of such perfection
awaited the composer of gen us. The
old Bach was sometimes com ained to
enroll an instrumental chorus
upport
his scanty soloists. We have seen where
that may lead, and the new Bach will, it
is hoped, be spared such temptau ns.
“This music will in many respects be
eclectic. It will not lend itself to ar¬
rangements for the piano, or submit to the
devastating effect of unsuitable instru¬
ments in undiscriminating hands. But the
vast concourse of music-lovers wants to
listen, not to play. And now that difficul¬
ties of reproduction and circui.nion are
for the most part solved, it is theoretic¬
ally possible for new works ti ; each, in
substantial purity, the ear of the true
amateur, whoever and wherever he may
be.”
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arthur l brown,0p.81

In modern intermezzo style.Very tuneful. Grade 3 a.

“Music, when soft voices <bV,
Vibrates in the memory.”
—Sm.i.LEY.

AUER’S 40-YEAR-OLD PI TIL
The difficulties of Jewish music udents
in Russia under the old order art
ild by
Leopold Auer in "My Long Life in Mu¬
sic.” When he was teaching at the St.
Petersburg Conservatoire, young Jascha
Heifetz was admitted without question,
but his parents and little sisters were
barred from the city on racial grounds.
Finally, however, “Someone hit upon the
happy idea,” says Auer, “of suggesting
that I admit Jascha’s father, a violinist
of forty, into my own class, and thus solve
the problem. This I did, and as a result
the law was obeyed while at the same time
the Heifetz family was not separated, for
it was not legally permissible for the wife
and chddren of a Conservatoire pupil to
be separated from the husband and
father.
However, since the students, were with-

.
Mnce capa Heitetz m<
certainly did not attend any of them, a:
* not play at the examination, I had
battle continually with the manager™
on his account.
It was not until the advent of Glazo
no , my last director, who knew the tr
inwardness of the situation, that I had
further trouble in seeing that the boy i
j ™ ,,s Parents’ care until the sir
° 1917, when the family was able
go to America.”
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VALSE ETUDE
IN CHROMATIC STYLE

Two voices in the same hand, one moving
chromatically. Very effective. Grade 4.

FREDERICK A.WILLIAMS

Allegro
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DANSE DE BALLET
Real piano music; requiring a chrystalline quality of touch. Grade 4

Tempo rubato M.M. J-126

Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co.

CARL WILHELM

KERN, Op. 563

£ From Here go back to % and play to fi/je; then play Trio.
From here go back to % of Trio; then back to 96 (of 1st Part) and play to Fine-.
Copyright 1927 by Theodore Presser Co.
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ZINGARESCA

In Hungarian style; tense and fiery.

Vivace

GEORG EGGELING,Op.218
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# From here go back to the beginning and play to Fine,then play Trio.
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THE etude

HENRY F. GILBERT, Op. id, No. 6

No. d, from a set of 6 American Pieces. In modern style. Grade 5.

Allegretto con civetteria

m.m. J=76

IN OLD VIENNA STYLE
HANS PROTIWINSKY

“Old Vienna!’— one of the most lovable places; the home of beautiful folk songs. Grade 2£

Andante affetuosiO M.M.J=126
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The Sandman is coming
So shut your eyes tight,
Or sand he’ll be growing
In your eyes to mgnx.

ORA HART WEDDLE
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With simplicity
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fffE ETUDE

Educational Study Notes on Music
in this Etude

Slowly, with great tenderness

By EDGAR ALDEN BARRELL
SP^it of Hapless, b^A. L. Brown. ^
harming Upiece-

is not to be played fastei

e/“,md°dy Fascination Waltz, by M. W. Gallup.

lhIn °thfaBfFh

Twi-light comes and shad-ows swift - ly
Sum-mer moon thru’cab - in win - dow

fall - ing, fall-ing,
beam - ing, beam - ing,

p

can * ing,

call - ing,

dream-ing, dream-ing,

UtaT^ffiT^:um.
Um,

um,

Um,
Um,

um,

um,
um,

Slum-ber - land to mam - my’s
Mam-my holds a smil - ing

ba - by
ba - by

tt

Crooningly, very tenderly

Go

to

sleep, my

lit - tie pick - a - nin - ny, close your

eyes, don’t

cry.

um .

The piano of the day is the small Grand.
Shown above is our most popular model—the
Princess Grand.
In thousands of homes from
Maine to California, its dainty Colonial lines,
exquisite finish, delightful tone and touch are
endearing it to discriminating owners.

Ivers & Pond PIANOS
are built today as in 1880, in all types but in
only one quality—the highest, by the same interests,
with the same artistic ideals. Some 600 leading
Educational Institutions and 75,000'homes now
use them.
Our catalogue showing latest style
tendencies in Uprights, Grands and Players mailed

Where no dealer sell. JVERS & POND pianos we
lowest prices and ship from the factory tho’ your home
the most remote village in the United States. Attra

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
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HEN TO use the unprinted appoggiatura, or grace note, is. still an
unsettled question and is quite
liable to remain so. It is partly a question
of taste and one is always at liberty to
sing according to one’s taste, even if it
does not meet with general approval. Each
one of us should be master of opr own
musical taste, but we should give thought
to both sides pf the question. Modern
music does not enter into this considera¬
tion, for all modern composers write the
note’s of their music as they shopld lie
sung and and they leave nothing to the
singers’ discretion. The older composers,
Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven and their
contemporaries, had a. habit of writing the
notes that belonged to the underlying har¬
mony and leavipg the use of the appoggiatura to the taste' of the singer. For ex¬
ample, in the "Messiah,” in the first recita¬
tive “Comfort Ye.” Handel lias written

But I imagine 'no one has ever heard it
sung in this manner, but always with an
f-sharp on “wild.”
Ex.2

And in the following measures occurs the
word “desert,” which is always sung with
a d-natural.
Ex.3

In both cases the composer has written
the note that belongs to the harmony, and
it is always given the traditional rendering
with the grace notes. If anyone will sing
these phrases both ways I feel sure that
he will come at.onee to the conclusion that
the grace note gives a more just and poetic
accent to the words. And that is the
gist of the whqle matter—the just accent
of the words. Undoubtedly the older com¬
posers expected the singer to use the grace
notes' that he might give a better accent to
the words. But why they never wrote them
as they should he sung is a mystery.
In the recitative for bass: “Thus saith
the Lord,” the passage in the 26th measure
should be sung:
Ex.4

whom ye
One might remark in passing that, in the
case of Handel, although he lived in Eng¬
land nearly all his life,, he never learned
the correct accents of the English language.
Consequently, singers and teachers, take
the liberty of changing occasional phrases
to suit the accent of the words. For ex¬
ample, in the beautiful air “Come Unto
Him” it is better to sing
Ex. 5

Come
hart, the way it is written.
In the beautiful recitative. “Thy Rebuke,”
he following grace notes should be,used:

and the same apeents, with grace
the 5th and 12th measures.
Probably all these examples that have
been quoted would always be sung as have

living voices, so that I often have occasion I
to weep and mourn.
“Is it intended to hold Wagner responI
sible for the present disuse of the appoggiaI
tura? Has he none of them? And does I
one believe that he who was sifeh a fine I
artist in language was so devoid of taste I
The 32nd measure:
or so unfamiliar with expressive speech I
Ex. 23
that he would have written hone? In every
instance when the accents of syllables at
the end of a spoken or musical phrase re¬
|
Although foreign to the subject, it may be quires the appoggiatura, Spohr, Marschner.
noted that the 46th measure is usually Weber and Wagner have written it out,
and Mozart and Beethoven, according to
sung:
the manners of the time, have indicated
it by means of two notes of equal value
and pitch, thereby signifying the correct
rendering. What would be the state of
mind of these two masters if they heard
Enough examples have been given so today their wonderful recitatives that pre¬
cede the arias and the dialogue recitatives
that the student may begin to use l}is own
rendered with a total absence of the appog¬
discretion in putting in the necessary apgiaturas, that is to say, with a total loss
Doogiaturas. I would advise taking some
of the recitatives of the older composers— of expression.
“In this connection, one needs only to
say Dove Sono from Mozart’s "Figaro”—
look at Wagner in all his operas. Let us
and writing in the appoggiaturas accord¬
take at random the aria of Elizabeth, for
ing to the taste of the reader.
instance, of the first scene betweai Venus
Lilh Lehmann, in her interesting book,
and Tannhaiiser, and in each composition
“My Path Through Life,” gives very
we find them repeated, ’Dich, tlieure Halle.
definitely her opinion of the use of the
Gruess ich dich wieder‘Ja, Dir eranooggiatura and of its omission. Her
waclien seine UederJ or ‘O, dass ich
opinion as that of a distinguished mistress
.
of tradition and style of the classical school erwachtei’
“Every singer trained in the classical
is well worth our careful consideration.
school, and to that belongs the Italian art
She writes as follows:
of singing, knows and MUST know that
• Conn ary to all the rules, beauty and the accent falls on the penultimate syl¬
requirements of the accents of speech, they
lable of a final word, and that this accent
(the conductors) forbid the singers to must be brought out, not only in the
make use of (for what reason, I ask)
spoken word, but in .the music. Two
any appoggiatura, flying, thereby, in the equal-sounding notes, on syllables that are
face ol tradition and also killing the music, spoken long and short, would be both a
the text of which insistently demands its neglect of the word accent and of the musi¬
presence. It seems to me sometimes as cal expression, and of that neither Mozart
though I heard sounds from those that nor Beethoven would have ever been guilty.
have been buried alive, instead of dear

The 23rd measure should be:
Ex. 22
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The Singer’s Etude
Edited for May
by
PERLEY DUNN ALDRICH

although many artists do not use it. Ran.
degger also prints this in his edition, as
he does the others, without comment. And
while we have this aria before us, let us
correct Handel’s bad English in the last
measures and render it:

It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
“A Vocalist's Magazine Complete in Itself
The first— fruits ol

The Appoggiatura
artist who has
been indicated by «uj
v— - —t^rher
studied the arias with any good teacher,
Now it is worth while to consider a few
examples that are not always sung. In
the air “Behold and See” the word “sor¬
row” is sometimes sung in the 4th, 8th
and 9th measures with a grace note.
Ex.7

I shall never forget the thrill it gave
me the first time I heard it done by a very
fine musician who has the most exquisite
taste in interpretation. Let the reader try
it over a few times and see if it does not
illuminate the passage. Of course, Handel
has a wrong accent on the word “His”
anyway, and there seems to be no way to
change it, but, by using the grace note on
“Sorrow,” the passage becomes much more
pathetic.
Now let us take up a case where there
is likely to be a decided difference of
opinion—almost entirely negative in this
country. Randegger, in his edition of
Handel's "Songs for Soprano,” gives the

•
M
following rendition of “I Know That My
Redeemer Liveth”

and advises a like use of the grace note
wherever the word “liveth” occurs through¬
out the :

The recitative and aria from Mozart’s
“Marriage of Figaro” will be an excellent
selecticll
selection ior
for imum
further discussion
uriui^ium uh
on me
the use
of the appoggiatura. In the fifth meamea¬
0f
sure of the recitative, the word “momento”
should be rendered:

In the sixth measure
should be

e word “af-fano"

It is only fair to warn the singer that,
however much she may like the grace In the seventh measure
notes quoted above, they will not be ac¬
cepted by most conductors and organists,
and it is not wise to use them. Personally
I like them and I always mark' them in
the scores of my pupils, explaining why I
mark them and warning them, as I have
In-the 13th measure should be—or may be
the reader, that many musicians ?.
bitter against their use. But we tuusi uEx.ir>
member that these things are matters of
_
been used in this country, both musicians
and public refuse to accept them. There
grace note that can be used

«T

„.

and the 14th and 15th measures

Choosing a Singer’s Career

LITTLE HANDS
How Will They Grow?
Trained—or Untrained?
TN a few short years-almost before you realize
1 it—she will “put away childish things.
Her life will enter a new phase-a brighter, fuller
life than any she has known—if she is given those
opportunities that no child should be denied.

no instrument has accomplished as much in developing musical
instinct in children as the

happily she was very angry and told me
X T ! 'THING COMES up m a singing that she proposed to be an opera singer in
IX teacher’s experience that is so difti- spite of my stupid opinion. 1 have often
X
cl1lt as to encourage or discourage a wondered how long it took her to wake up.
touiu. singer’s attempting a professional
The Highways of Success
career Of course there a few-very few-ttE CANNOT all become opera singwhu have such beautiful voices, and such
•charming personalities that it is at once
V ers because only a very, very few
clear that they have a chance for success have the combination of voice and person¬
And there are those whose voices are so ality but there are other avenues of success
-insufficient that there seems to be no hope besides opera. Many beautiful singers do
at all ior triumph as a singer. These not sing in opera at all but are most charmshould be candidly advised that the chancg ing in church and concert singing and
There are
are too slender to warrant the time, strength make comfortable incomes.
and money to study singing professionally. many, many others who combine teaching
It mav be that the applicant has some othe
and singing with conspicuous success, but
talent—perhaps a real ta ent-which wd who have never been and never could have
give him the outlet for self-expres .on or been a success on the operatic stage. .Mid
vet they have had the pleasure of living
which he longs. It may be art m som
their lives in and with the artofmu«cform—painting, literature, millmer>,
making or business. It is really 1;.:es the thing that is most dear to them. That
lias been their recompense, that they have
young singers are deceived by their
and friends as to their talents and how been doing that which they wished to do
Walt Whitman writes m his lines To
they will sacrifice to try for a si g,
a Pupil,” “Go, dear friend, if need be, give
Of course there are teachers who will up all else and commence today to i™-;i.
vourself to pluck, reality, self-esteem, def¬
take their money while it lasts. May
relate one instance that happened in my own initeness, elevatedness. Rest not till you
studio ? A young lady from the West came rivet and publish yourself of your own
to my studio saying she had been sen by
a friend to get my opinion on her tai.
I heard her sing and it was evident that
she had no talent for a career. She had a
very poor voice and no personality
ever. When I asked what she intended
to do she replied that she was o
to New York to study for grand opera.
I then asked her with whom she intended
to study, and she gave me the name
teacher who was well-known some y
before. “But,” I said, “he has been dead
for two years.” l.then tried to adviseheL
as I thought, very kindly, that the bes
S
she could do was to go back home. Un¬

^For^a singer’s career one should have:
(a) An excellent voice of wide compass ;
firm and strong, and of fine quality, (b)
A sturdy and strong constitution with
strong and tireless nerves, (c) A will¬
power that will not be discouraged unde,
any circumstances whatsoever, (d) Agooc.
memory, (e) A talent forpaging. (f>
A charming personality, (g) Plenty of
money to pay for a long course of in¬
struction, and then just as much to use for
publicity and for initial appearances.
(Continued on page 39o)
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the “movies” or
the dance-orchestra
i or in chamberthe Symphony Orchestraa teacher, to menmusic or as a soloist or a
tion only the most obvl°u*f
cannot hope m these days o P
with its consequent exacting requirements,
to> occupy moreunless it be
of them at the same t
,
for twtaj* * ^ ^
^

question of a career. No person has a
right to plan for a life-work without
considering whether or not it will support
him, will pay the butcher and the doctor,
the baker and the haberdasher, the land¬
lord and the garage-man.
The “movie” organist is undoubtedly the
best paid at the present time—when he
has a position. Those engaged in provid¬
ing entertainment, amusement, recreation,
represent in their various phases the most
highly paid people in our social organiza¬
tion, also those having the least stable
tenure. The “star” of today may be the
“down-and-out” of tomorrow, through no
fault of his own, but simply because tlie
public taste has changed. But while he
shines, his luster commands the universal
gaze. Hence, the “movies” have enlisted
the services of a large proportion of the
especially of the
y^mger generation.
y Th Recitai Organist, like the virtuoso
^ ^e
^
an objcrt o{ envy be_
cause he occupies the center of the stage
wherever he appears. The spot-light plays
^ ^ and his name N seen in the

in which direction his tastes and talents
lie and to concentrate accordingly. Just
so the organist may be prepared for much
the same variety of activities in addition
to that of choir and choral-conducting;
but he even less than the violinist, may
hope long to continue a widely-varied career because his opportunities for practice
are limited by the conditions previously
mentioned.
Moreover, the very structure, both mechanical and sonorous, of the instrument,
differs greatly with its function, and the
differentiation is likely to widen rather
than to contract. A thoroughly legitimate
and satisfactory church organ, for instance, may be and often is entirely unsuited for recital or picture playing, while
the recital, or particularly the pictureorgan, is likely to be entirely out of place
in a church. Aside from the action and
the external form of the console, these
types of instrument have little in common,
either as to choice of registers (stops)
and their grouping or as to voicing. The
very-much-discussed matter of “borrowing” and “unifying” arises largely from
the differences in function among different
instruments.
Similarly the choice of music and thr
style of performance offer an ever-increasing variety. More and more, the seculai
uses of the organ are occupying the attention of composers and publishers to such
an extent that the church organist who
prefers to preserve the ecclesiastical
traditions is considerably at a loss where
to find new music that fits and is interesting as well. The expansion of organ
building has been largely in the field of
the theater and the municipal organ, hence
the present rage for orchestral color and
other imitative effects. No organist can
have just grounds for a quarrel with a
theater organ in a theater or a recital
organ in a non-ecclesiastical auditorium;
but he has a right to object when his
church organ is secularized so that he
finds 11 impossible or unnecessarily difficult
produce church music in church,
Jhe non-ecclesiastical organist has just as
good a case when has to play a modern
“movie” on a church organ, only usually
,n these days the shoe does not pinch on
that foot.

public prints. He becomes to some extent
a public idol and is regard, u with the awe
that a Big Name invariably inspires.
However, he, too. suffers from the fickle,
ness of public taste, though his hold is
more certain and the permanence of his
position more secure than that of the
movie organist. ^H«, too. receives large
fees, and pays heavily for advertising and
managerial services.
Both movie and
recital playing are genuine, it somewhat
precarious “careers. in tli.ii they are capable of providing a livelihood or more
for their practitioners.
The Church Organist is in a different
class. On more than one occasion this
department has contained discussions centering about the remuneration of church
musicians, especially organists. Fresh in¬
terest in the subject has been aroused by
the report of the Committee of Philadelphia Organists who, a fev; months ago,
after much deliberation, announced the
opinion that the church organist’s salary
should be forty per cent, of that of the
minister. On this basis, the church which
pays its minister $5,000 a year should pay
its organist $2,000. Note, h iwever, that
this report was made to indicate what
should be the standard of salaries for
church-organists, not what is. In actuality
this falls in almost every case far below
the indicated percentage,
_
Church-Organ Playing As a Career
VT OW WHAT does all this mean when
translated into terms of the career
of a church organist? It is a favorite
saying that our clergymen arc underpaid,
Nobody seems to dispute it. What, then,
would one say about the organist at a
salary forty per cent, of the clergyman's,
or, as at present, considerably less? Obviously, from the standpoint of a livingwage, there is scarcely to be found such
a thing as a career as church organist,
He (or she) who aspires to serve the
church must realize in advance that such
service must be distinctly a side-issue (or
an altruistic venture)
No matter how idealistic the organist
nor how truly anxious he is to do fine
things for the church, the economic inl¬
possibility of the situation balks him at
every turn Jn
, a
sma„ propor-

F

OR SOME time past, much attention
has been directed toward the phe¬
nomenon of “jazz.” The Etude has
devoted considerable space, editorially as
well as in contributed articles, to discover
if possible what the jazz craze means and
whither it is leading. Perhaps the most
significant statement, reiterated in various
forms, has been that the .thing ‘hat mat¬
ters is not so much"tifie jazz music as the
jazz mind that prompts its produotion and
consumption.
In other words, jaz? is simply a phe¬
nomenon attending a state of -mind,' or,
perhaps, rather, a state of nerves. The
great public demands thrills and still more
thrills and ever more and more. Jazz
does not necessarily supply the thrills, but
it serves as a mild and in the main harm¬
less sort of safety-valve that lets off steam
in a noisy and more-or-less primitive way,
thus saving the machifie from more bane¬
ful consequences. Everything about our
mode of life stimulates more or less, some¬
times in one direction, sometimes in an¬
other, but the dance with its attendant (or,
perhaps, more properly, provocative) jazz
serves as a sedative to over-wrought
nerves.
! such explanation of
' Such,
advanced for our con¬
sideration. Perhaps the diagnosis is cor¬
rect. Undoubtedly the attack is too violent
to have any great staying qualities. Given
a: new thrill, jazz will more than likely
go the way of its ancestors of a couple of
decades back, “Rag-time” and other still
more ancient epidemics. The wise point
of view is one which refuses to become
excited or alarmed about it but considers
it as one of the frequently-recurring phases
of musical crowd-psychology.
A more serious matter is the funda¬
mental mass-feeling which needs such an
outlet. Is this morbid and threatening?
Again it would seem that there is little
cause for alarm. The fact is that, for
the first time in history, Music is becom¬
ing a truly democratic art—I was about
to say, the truly democratic art, but I must
not forget the “movies.” For unnumbered
centuries, Music was an aristocratic per¬
quisite, fostered by the rich and noble and
by the great ecclesiastical establishments.
Such is the weight and momentum of tra¬
dition that even a century after Roman¬
ticism had become the ruling gospel, we
are only now beginning to approximate any
universal interest in musical matters.
There is still much of circus-methods about
the whole business of popularizing good
yiusic, and taste is still in large part
crude or entirely absent. Yet, there is
no denying that music of a kind, due to
exploitation in many ways, has entered
into nearly every life.
Naturally such an awakening, for it is
scarcely less, has resulted in turning up
much long-buried soil; and one finds in
it many elements which, for the time
being, are distasteful, not so say noisome,
but whose very decay brings them into
the realm of the useful and worth-while.
It is well to remember that Folk-song has
long since established its honorable place
high up in the category of the musically
good. But what is Folk-song and Folkmusic but popular music, the people’s music
(the composer being long since forgotten)
for it has grown out of the soil without
the intervention of a guiding Master’s
hand. It is perhaps not wise to push the
analogy far, but one cannot help but
feel that, in view of the peculiar psycho¬
logical conditions of our time, jazz (or
whatever name the latest popular-music
wave may bear) is only a natural phenom¬
enon and not in any real sense harmful.
The Organ Particularly Affected
no profession has been
more shaken up in the whirligig of
progress than that of the organist. This
"statement may be questioned, but it is

PROBABLY

The Organist’s Etude
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By J. LAWRENCE ERB
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department
“An Organist’s Etude Complete in Itself
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Whither Are We Drifting?
doubtful whether it can be refuted. Even
the religious ministry has scarcely undergone the critical analysis or faced the
violent readjustments through which the
forward-facing organist has passed and is
passing, In most other professions, the
practitioner, selves one master; but the
organist, in the mam, serves two his art
and the particular institution to which h,s
is tributary.
Due to its cumbersome size and con
sequent cost, the orgjn is seldom a home
instrument, the private property of an in
dividual and under his exclusive 'control
True, some wealthy amateurs are, the for
tunate possessors of organs of greater
less artistic excellence, but, in The great
majority of cases, these persons are not
themselves organists. True, also, many
organists are rightly in sole and undisputed charge of the instruments upon
which they perform; yet almost invariably
these institutional instruments are, by the
of their existence, destined to
a definite and more or less limited function.
Consequently most organists lead profes¬
sionally a sort of hyphenated existence.
We think of them as church-organists, or
college-organists
or
“movie”-organists.
Even those fortunate wanderers, the con¬
cert-organists, live in most cases a doubly
hyphenated existence.
Now it does not follow that the c
dition described is necessarily a total lia¬
uy, nor,
nui, for'
xui that
ujtti matter, o
bility,
a' liability a
• for if truth were , told, the organist
often tends to a too-great diversity of interests
This makes for versatility and
musicianship, it is true, but often also
for a lack of thoroughness and artistic
finish. More serious is the lack of community of interest in the profession, which
arises from the condition mentioned. For
instance, a powerful and extremely useful
organization of organists has, for a generation past, done valiant service in the
cause of good organ-music. But, due to
its traditions, it has confined itself almost
exclusively to the realm of the organ in
the church. The result has been highly
valuable to the church-organist and the
teacher of church-organists, but: a large
and conspicuous portion of the profession
has found in it little of direct value. As
a consequence, other competing or.ganizations have arisen to divide into more or
less water-tight compartments a profession
which would be much better off if it were
united.
_ , i
Selecting a Special Field
D EARING IN mind, then, the hyphenU ate nature of the organists profession
and the dissimilar character of its various
Phases, it is interesting to understand the

ing may and should develop m the immediate future. Assuming that the present
tendencies will continue with little change
for some years to come, it Seems only
logical that organists should early in their
careers select that phase of their work
which is congenial to them and should
focus their attention more particularly
upon it. The violinist may have the fundamental equipment to carry qjj activities in

~
WITHOUT taking sides or stirring up
discussion as to the relative merits
of these more common uses to which organs are put, it seems perfectly fair to
state that they are radically different as
to function and desired results and that,
consequently, the methods and materials
used, including the instruments themselves,
must be different. This, then, brings the
discussion face to face with that important

“j
the organist’s time

of
to say nothing of
making it possible for him to devote his
entire ener£ to the ministry of music,
as does the eW.™ „
♦.'/ministry of
religion
Yet tP
•
* , .hlv J^one
thing which is
the success
0f f hinh _f. 0 e essential to the
dviW lSn m '
" C dem2ing sSa^d a^ffici it talent
of a high order
” ™ ™
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The “Musical Minister”

A.t first blush it seems easy enough to
diust the status of the church musician:
RANKLY, IT is not easy to find a
?„♦ the church pay what it can or will
person qualified to serve as musical
d get the best talent available at the director (some prefer the title, “Musical
nrice and let the musician give what he Minister”) in a church with high ideals.
p
afford under the arrangement. Such, He must not only be a good per¬
ca ,act js to a considerable extent, the former on the organ, but he must play
scheme’as .'it works today. But few seem the service with taste and sympathetic
® he satisfied with the way it works. And understanding. It may sound well among
mall wonder. In these days when educa¬ his professional brethren to poke fun at
tion has been taken over by the schools much of the worship-music of the day, but
and charity by the charity organizations, a more discriminating attitude, well tinc¬
when the Bible School (or whatever they tured with understanding, is needed in one
call it in any particular parish) is con¬ who would be a Musical Minister. Even
ducted by lay experts (more or less) and the musically “light-weight” Gospel Hymn
the business of the parish is run by a has its uses, though to the musician these
Board of Trustees, it would seem as may not always be apparent.
The Musical Minister must be a good
though the traditional functions of the
minister had been pretty well narrowed organizer and “mixer,” for it is his busi¬
down to preaching a sermon or two each ness to attract and harness to the service
week and to officiating at public worship. of his parish the wary and the diffident,
Such a program might appear to the casual the blase and the over-busy, as well as
observer as scarcely enough to occupy the the musically enthusiastic or the religiously
full time and energy of a trained scholar. devoted. He must, of course, know his
Snap judgment might well decide that business as a choir-director, including a
the minister’s is a part-time job, the same wide acquaintance with varied literature of
as the musician’s. The two do not appear religious music of all kinds, and he must
so verv dissimilar from the pews, in the have more than a smattering of knowledge
amount of special expert service demanded. about the human voice, its use and abuse.
But, of course, the minister has a full-time For he must discover, conserve and develop
job as everybody knows, and a mighty singers as a matter of.course, and that does
exacting, driving time-and-energy-consum- not come by the grate of heaven. He
ing job it is, with much responsibility and needs to be somewhat adept in the handling
of group-singing; some knowledge and ex¬
little real leisure.
And if the organist’s work were to be perience of pageantry would not come
taken as seriously, he too might be kept amiss, and, especially, he must be a suc¬
cessful applied-psychologist among a wide
busy during all his proper working hours,
studying (or practicing), planning, con¬ range of humans of all types and ages.
ferring and organizing the musical forces He cannot be ignorapt of the orchestra
and developing the musical resources of the and band, at least in their simpler uses.
In other words, he, like the, clergyman,
parish
The church might well become
again the musical center of the community, must be “all things to all men.”
For such a person there is a career as a
if it were willing to pay a salary, not forty
church musician unless some lucky college
per cent, as large as the ministers, but
comes along and snaps him up first ; tor
as nearly one hundred per cent, as would
the college, too, calls for some such list
be necessary to secure and hold a com¬
of qualifications in the men who serve it
petent person. With all the agitation m
best. A person properly qualified can usu¬
the churches about attracting and holding
ally, without much trouble, find 'an op¬
the young, and with all the scheming to
portunity to begin the development of a
find devices that will “draw” people into
scheme of musical ministry, either within
the empty pews, there ‘is nothing simpler
the church or without it. If he has been
nor more successful than to utilize the
at all observant before settling down, so
latent musical forces that lie ready at hand
that he has located in a community of
everywhere. But only a competent person
sufficient size and resources to justify the
can direct such activities, and competent
hope of a career, the working-out of the
persons come high.
scheme is simply a matter of time and
However the picture is not so hopeless staying on the job. Some organists change
as might appear at a casual glance. Many too frequently to become properly rooted
a church has awakened, at least in part, anywhere. Others, having acquired a posito a realization of the power and place ot tion are content to uhold down the job.
music and has honestly tried to secure But’ the church organist who has the
competent musical leadership. In many equipment and is willing to work ,n co¬
churches success has crowned the efforts operation with others, and who has within
of those co-operating to develop the mu¬ him the possibilities of growth, has un¬
sical resources for worship purposes, pri¬ doubtedly the opportunity for a career
marily, though not .without a thought, too of real success and not a little distinction.
of the social advantages involved.

F
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,<cHnhhs says Theophilus has wrote her that he has
Says Mary Ann Perkins: Sally Hob
3
0rnan music, and she never
has broke her engagement with Theophilus
^
r
pcddlers nohow.”—
Jenkins since he has went to the consent- did have
use J
atory of music to study, pipe-organ. She
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■n VEN with all her book lore, her training is incomplete
... her chance for happiness and popularity is lessened
... if she cannot play the piano.
Begin her musical training now by placing a beautiful
piano in your home.

Shell thank you in later years for

your thoughtfulness.
Perhaps you have hesitated about buying a piano because
you thought a fine piano was beyond your means.

If so,

delay no longer. Go to your dealer's and ask him to show
you the Brambach Baby Grand.
There you will find a compact, beautifully proportioned
piano that is priced surprisingly low ... a small grand
with the responsiveness and tonal excellence of far more
costly instruments.
Send coupon below for the interesting booklet,

Genius

Deserts the Attic” and for a paper pattern showing the
exact space requirements of this beautifiil Baby Grand.

1 EASY TO OWN ONE
Baby Grand is moderate in
price—within the means
of all. Ask your dealer to
show you this fine instru¬
ment and to tell you how
easily you may own one.

Borrowed Hymn-Tunes

O PROBLEM that confronts the
minister and organist alike, stirs
up more difference of opinion than
that of the “borrowing” and “adaptation
of hymn-tunes from other, especially secu¬
lar, sources. Those who approve ot the
custom invariably quote Luther, with ns
pronouncement to the effect that ‘the De\i
should not have all the good tunes.
I“e
usage of the early church, too, in all i s
branches, offers ample justification tor
taking over music from all sorts of ante¬
cedent relationships. Moreover, the wellestablished fact that music is,' in ltseli,
never bad morally, apart from its associa¬
tions, serves to bolster up the argument

for appropriating a good tune wherever
it may occur. The standard hymnals
practically without exception, are full of
examples of borrowing, and some, by
reason of long and honorable service, are
not even identified as to previous affiliaThe stock argument against borrowing
is the one last mentioned for it, namely,
that, while music is essentially jd in¬
trinsically never immoral, its effect is
emphatically influenced by Fs associations.
With the rapid uncovering of old compo¬
sitions by historians and other researchers
and the revival of the compositions so
(iContinued on page 399)

brambach
BABY GRAND
$575

BRAMBACH
j? j
PIANO COMPANY (_/
Mark P. Campbell, Pres.
623 West 51st St., New York Citv
Yes you may send me without charge
le descriptive paper pattern and the inter
itingbooklet/'Genius Deserts the Attic.
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piayci s forearm close to the wrist while
he is trying to learn the wrist stroke; an¬
IO. PAOLO MAGGINI, a fac-simile
other is to rest the elbow on the edge of
of whose labels appears below, is
a bookcase or other article of furniture
one of the great outstanding names
of convenient height. This prevents motion
on the roll of honor of the famous violin
of the whole arm.
makers of Italy, who developed the violin
In the above exercise, after a few weeks’
as we know it today.
preliminary work on open strings, the notes
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
Maggini belonged to the Brescian school
of the scale can be used instead of the
of violin making, the founder of which
open strings. All 'such work should be
it is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
was Gasparo da Salo, of Brescia, who is
without music, so that the student can
generally accredited with being the founder
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete tn nseu
watch his own performance, and see that
of the Italian school of violin making.
everything is going right.
Gasparo da Salo was Maggini’s teacher
in the art of violin making.
Maggini’s first work partakes somewhat
Analysis of a Beautiful
of the crudeness of Da Salo’s, but later
Gio. Paolo Maggini
Tone
on he improved wonderfully, as he had
Some of the imitation Magginis bear
an opportunity of studying the wonderful his labels near the center of the instru- the labels, “Pietro Maggini or Santo
By James A. Harrison
finish of the violins of the makers of Cre¬
Maggini,” but such violins were not made
The tone of the best specimens of Mag¬
mona, another Italian city, where the art
by any of the great Maggini family, since
Part II
of violin making was brought to its high¬ gini is somewhat dark and somber, but Maggini’s son Pietro died in infancy, and
rich, sympathetic and of good volume.
est point.
Genuine Magginis are quite valuable on he never had a son named Santo.
The Bow
Many
readers
write
to
the
Violinists
account of their rarity and beautiful tone.
S THE TONE L produced by the
Gio: Paolo Maggini in Brfiicia.
Very little is known of this great mak¬ Etude giving copies of the labels m their
drawing of the bow hair across the
supposed Maggini violins with a written
er’s early life, as the art of violin making
string, a careful study of this movement
A well-known authority says of the in¬ in the middle ages was considered hardly description of the appearance and quality is important in the search of a beautiful
fluence of Maggini on the art of violin of sufficient importance to attract the at¬ of the, violin, and ask if they are genuine. tone. The rosin on the bow hair adheres
making, “Maggini exercised a very power¬ tention of historians. A document has been Of course, it is impossible to decide
to the string and pulls ii until the strain
ful influence in the early history of violin found showing that he was born in 1581, whether or not an old Italian violin is
is too much. The suing then springs
building. He found the violin in an un¬ and that at the age of twenty-one he was genuine without seeing it; so our read¬
back into place, is again caught by the
developed state and left it practically as still a pupil of Da Salo. It has also been ers are advised to submit such violins to
bow hair and pulled. In this way the vi|
we have it to-day. He also gave us . the traced that his father, during his son’s an expert who must actually see the violin
modern viola and violoncello. Through, early life, moved to Brescia from Botti- before pronouncing it genuine or counter¬ brations of the string occur.
A beautiful, singing o ne must be free
the century and a half of violin making cino, a village distant about one hour’s feit. However, the extreme rarity and
from
any
suspicion
of
h
rsc
hair
making
value
of
Maggini
violins
make
it
an
almost
following his career, the principles laid ride.
down by him—his model, ff holes and
Maggini died in 1631 or 1632, possibly impossible streak of luck for a genuine contact with gut, steel • aluminum. The
varnish—are manifest in the work of of the plague, which was ravaging Brescia specimen to be offered for sale at a small vibrations of the string must be consis¬
many of the Italian makers, noticeably in at that time and which, no doubt, accounted price. Real Maggini violins are practically tent throughout the whole stroke of the
that of Joseph Guarnerius del Gesu.”
for the fact that no record of his death' all in the hands of professional violinists, bow. The most difficult part of the long
dealers in old violins and rich collectors.
stroke is the start. The how hair should
The work of Maggini may be divided was made.
make contact with the s i mg very lightly
into three periods. In the first period it
—just caress it, more pressure being ap¬
shows something of the roughness of his
plied on the bow after the latter is on
teacher, Da Salo. The corners, ff holes,
An Important Bowing
the string. The long stroke of the artist
edges and scrolls were rather crudely de¬
signed and finished, and the wood is cutREADER of the Violinist’s Etude, completely masters it, since it lies at the seems to come out of nothing and grad¬
on the slab as regards the backs, sides,
who happily seems to recognize the very root and foundation of bow technic. ually swell. One can hardly determine
the exact second that tin stroke actually
importance! of
fundamental bowings,
bellies and heads.
In his second period Maggini abandoned writes:
starts, so delicate is the beginning.
his habit of cutting the wood on the slab.
A crescendo or decresc.ndo offers great
“Will you kindly give me a good ex¬
He made his purfling heavier, heightened ercise, the best you know, to develop.con¬
difficulty in producing a smooth, even
the edges and finished his violins much trol of the bow? I have been advised that
stroke.
The following rule is all-im¬
This study involves wrist bowing, or portant in this respect. Use very little
straight bow strokes on the open strings,
more carefully.
one minute to each bow stroke, is good hand bowing from the wrist as it should bow, when the tone is soft; and more bow
Third Period
for control. I should like a good exercise bg. called, alternating with full bow strokes. and pressure as the tone increases. Here
His third period is marked by a much that I could use daily in addition to my In the aboVe example, the eight sixteenth- the student can experime, in tone shading
more finished and elegant style, with a regular study of the violin.”
notes of the first measure are played with by practicing strokes nea. and away from
high type of artistry showing in every .line
The long bow strokes mentioned by our short strokes at the frog, entirely ‘from the bridge. As the' bow : heavier at the
of his violins. This change is believed correspondent are known as “minute the wrist, with the forearm and elbow still.
nut than at the point, more pressure must
to have been brought about by his close bowings.” Casorti in his work on bow¬ The half-note is then played with the whole
naturally be brought to bear upon it when
study of the work of the Cremona mak¬ ing gives an exercise consisting of forty bow, which brings the bow to the point.
ers, whose fame was beginning to fill the whole notes, which it is expected will take The sixteenth-notes in the second meas using its lighter end.
As the most difficult and perhaps the
land.
forty minutes to play—a minute to each ure are played at the point of the bow
Maggini was one' of • the first violin whole note. However, it is extremely dif¬ from the wrist, followed by the half-note most important stroke of the bow is the
makers to use corner blocks, and one of ficult to do a stroke lasting a full minute— with full bow, back to the frog. This long, slow stroke, this should receive the
most
careful study by the budding artist.
the chief characteristics of his violins is sixty slow counts to each stroke. Very- process is kept up between frog and point,
his use of double purfling, although a few few achieve such bow control as to be able always playing eight sixteenth-notes with Strict attention should be given to the
of his violins were made with single pur- to keep a steady tone going with such an the wrist, alternating with frog and point light start, swelling gradually into a louder
fling.
extremely slow motion of the bow. It is wjth full bow strokes between. Do this singing tone. I know of no better prac
Maggini violins are distinguished by like “slow motion” work in the movies, on the scale, both ascending and descend¬ tice for developing the delicate control ot
the bow necessary for a correct start o
their large size, making them somewhat more interesting than it is practical.
ing.
hard to play at first, until the player be¬
This exercise could also be adapted so the long stroke than the daily study o
First Practice
comes accustomed to them. They measure
as. to give practice on wrist bowing in the artificial harmonics. These give the bow
in length of body 14 9-16 inches, which is
HE VIOLIN STUDENT should not middle of the bow, by using half bows hand and arm a light and absolute control,
attempt such slow motion at first. At from frog to middle, or point to middle, practically unobtainable otherwise, as we
9-16 of an inch larger than usual violin
measurements. The width of the body is, first he should practice counting '8 slowly with wrist strokes at each end of the as ensuing perfect intonation. While on t
at the top, 6 14-16 inches, and across the to each stroke, theta 12, then 16, then 24. half bows.
subject of the bow it is strongly advisea
This will give the requisite bow control.
lower portion of the body, 89-16 inches.
that the violinist change the hair on 1
A Difficulty
There is an immense number of violins The first few weeks of this work can be
bow about every three months, and dmel
OTUDENTS
often
find
the
greatest
in existence bearing Maggini labels, but doi;e on the open strings, after which it
ent kinds of rosin be not used. These
of these all but an extremely small num¬ is a good idea to use the notes of the scales 0 difficulty in getting a free motion of seem only minor matters; but the vl°l.1'
ber are counterfeits. Genuine Magginis for the, purpose. All the major and minor the wrist, but it is of such extreme im¬ is a delicate instrument, and its tone 1
are extremely rare, one authority estimat¬ scales should be studied in this manner, portance in getting a good technical com¬ easily marred by bow-hair that if “,r'
ing that there are only fifty in existence in thus accomplishing two purposes, the sus¬ mand of the bow, that I should consider and greasy and by a mixture of severa
the entire world, of which only four are tained bowing and the correct intonation it time well spent if a pupil should spend kinds of rosin.
in the United States. However, as is the and fingering of the scale.- Studying the a dozen lessons with a first-rate teacher
The Left Hand
case with the violins of . the Cremona mak¬ scales in this manner is of the greatest devoting the entire time to learning this
wrist stroke. I have known no end of \A/HILST THE BOW is the real to»e
ers, the number in existence is more or and most fundamental importance.
It is so important to master all bow violin students who have played all their
less conjectural.
’ ’ producer, it really records the wor.
One peculiarity of Maggini is that he strokes required in violin playing, that n lives but who never succeeded in doing of the left hand. If the latter is not pejnever dated his violin labels, as will be is rather hard to single out one particular, this wrist stroke correctly. A violinist forming its duties aright, it is impossi
seen by the fac-simile which heads this all-important bowing exercise for our cor¬ trying to play without the wrist stroke for the bow to produce what is require^
article. In this he differed from the great respondent in addition to the “minute bow¬ is like an auto without springs; the going no matter how fine a bowing technic >•’
majority of.other Italian makers who in¬ ing.” However, I am inclined to think that is sure to be rather “bumpy.”
possessed by the player. The chief con
There are two aids in acquiring the wrist tributions the left hand makes toward a
variably put the date on the label of each the following is about the most necessary
violin as it was finished. Maggini placed for daily practice by the student until he stroke: one is to have someone hold the good tone are correct intonation, Pr°P
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finger pressure, the portamento, and the varied. In quick bowing the fingers of
the left hand should not exercise so much
vibrato.
.
Perfect intonation is acknowledged to be pressure to give the neatest effect. Exactly
the most difficult part of violin study that how much pressure should be used can¬
the student encounters. There are no keys, not be prescribed and can be determined
only by experiment, no two persons pos¬
frets or stops to guide him where his
sessing hands exactly similar in shape,
fingers should touch the strings; and,
strength and length of fingers.
for the learner especially, the work of the
The use of the .different positions on the
jeft hand is more laborious than that of violin not only enables the player to reach
his fellow student on the piano, cornet or the highest registers and to play double stops
guitar as examples.
The surest and and harmonics impossible in the first posi¬
nuickest road to correct intonation I have tion, but also to increase the richness and
yet encountered is Siegfried Eberhardt’s beauty of his tone to an amazing extent.
“Violin Intonation.” This work contains Let the student play Beethoven’s "Minuet
a series of original and novel exercises in G” wholly in the first position, then
and argumentative text that right from play it in the first and third and note the
the start put the student on the royal road difference. The change of position should
be free from any suggestion of hesitation
to success.
One essential factor in the development and awkwardness. Whilst the change is
of correct intonation is the practice of heard in some cases, the student must
keeping the disengaged fingers on the strictly avoid the habit of slowly sliding
strings as much as possible. This is im¬ his finger along the string and thus emit¬
possible if the vibrato is used continuously, ting a long drawn-out wail.
The choice of fingering is more or less
which is one reason why the latter prac¬
a matter of individual selection. A good
tice is apt to beget faulty intonation.
rule to follow (within limits) in slow
tempo is to keep on one string as long as
Pressure and Tone
IRM PRESSURE on the strings is possible. Two well-known examples of
essential to obtaining a good deep tone, this are Raff’s Cavatina and Bach-Wilalthough cases arise when this pressure is helmj’s Air for the G String.
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The Vibrato

ALTHOUGH

too much vibrato mars
the tone and .drowns its beauty in a
racking monotony of high pitched nervous
tension, i; nevertheless is an essential to
expressive playing, if used with discretion.
It should be regarded as a luxury, to be
used only - ccasionally. In this way it will
earn and keep the respect of the player
and his audience. It is particularly ef¬
fective in double stops and a weird effect
can, be produced on a trill with a very
violent shaking of the left hand. In or¬
dinary use. however, the vibrato is intended
as an emphasizing effect, particularly in
passages denoting such emotions as anger,
great joy or extreme passion.
The vi -ato is the element that intro¬

duces into the tone of the player the
greater part of his individuality. No two
sets of muscles vibrate in exactly the
same way and no two players vibrate on
the same notes. Each musician gets his
own conception of the story of any piece
of music and this is the decisive factor
that influences him when using accen¬
tuation of expression.
The student’s first aim in his studies
should be a beautiful tone. This is more
important than great technical ability. It
is far more pleasing to hear the simplest
minuet played with a purity of expres¬
sion and perfection of tone than to hear
an exhibition of amazing technic marred
by a weak tone and occasional scratching.

ANNOUNCEMENT
CQie old established firm of

GITTELSON & HOWARD
dealers in Rare, Old and Modern
Violins, has been reorganized
under the firm name of

W. R. FORD COMPANY, Inc.
Successors to Gittelson & Howard

The new firm will include as members
Mr. W. R Ford, Mr. Lionel Qittelson
and Mr. Frank. W. Howard.
On May 1, 1927, new quarters will be
occupied at 150 West 57th Street, New
York City, next door to Carnegie Hall.

«J2
It is easy for aviolinist to learn to play a banjo because it has
the same fingering and tuned only a fifth lower.
The banjo is the most popular of instruments and
the Vega is the most popular of banjos.
Vega and Vegaphone Banjos have an irreproach¬
able reputation for the highest qualities. They
have been the choice ot
leading artists of the finest
orchestras. Profit by their
experience and buy a Vega.

The Painful Practicer
By H. E. S.
We all know the "painful practicer.”
In some distorted position, with strained
fingers and scraping bow, he stands and
grinds out notes for hours as an organ
man grinds out tunes. When the ordeal
is at an end. he turns off the metronome
and puts away his violin with a vague
notion—if he thinks at all—that he has
accomplished not one solitary thing.
There is just one recourse for such a
person. He should forbid his body to
practice until his mind agrees to practice
with it. He should stand in front of his

music rack with violin poised and bow
ready, and remain so, without playing a
note, until he can feel his thoughts formu¬
lating directions to urge his fingers for¬
ward. Having begun, he should continue
playing only so long as his mind is alert
If a single note is mechanical he should
stay his bow until he can recall his
thoughts to the music again.
There are geniuses who become emo¬
tionally over-wrought while they play. I
have never yet heard of one who becomes
absent-minded over his music.
-

The Old Violins of Cremona
hoard was broken up, it came forth once
The most beautiful tribute to the old more and rode the stormy symphonies of
Italian violins of Cremona to be found in royal orchestras beneath the rushing bow
any language was written by Oliver Wen¬ of its lord and master. Into lonely prisons
dell Holmes, one of America’s most fa¬ with improvident artists; into convents
mous poets. It is found in the “Autocrat from which arose, day and night, the holy
of the Breakfast Table,” and is a master¬ hymns with which its tones were blended,
piece of poetic ideas expressed in prose.
and back again to orgies in which it learned
“Violins, too—the sweet old Amati!
to howl and laugh as if a legion of devi s
the divine Stradivarius 1 Played on by were shut up in it; then again to the gentle
ancient maestros until the bow-hand lost dilettante who calmed it down with easy
its power and the flying fingers stiffened. melodies until it answered him softly as in
Bequeathed to the passionate young en¬ the days of the old maestros. And so
thusiast who made it whisper his hidden given into our hands, its pores all full of
•ove, and cry his inarticulate longings, and music, stained like the meerschaum through
scream his untold agonies, and wail his and through with the concentrated hue and
monotonous despair. Passed from his hand sweetness of all the harmonies which have
to the cold virtuoso, who let it slumber in kindled and faded on its strings.”
its case for a generation till, when his .rtlnern a I way* mention THE ETUDE. It
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Write for catalogs today!

THE

VEGA CO-

159-65 Columbus Ave.
BOSTON, MASS.
Profit-Free Offer Violin Bow!
1 ForTliinited time only (without profit)
A Violin Bow Worth all of $6.00 for only $2.95
(plus postage). This is a fine good quality bow and
if after inspection you do not think it worth $6.00
postage). Only one bow to a customer with the
privilege of withdrawing this offerwithout further
notice. We will also send you absolutely free
our finely illustrated 88 page Violin Catalog
which should be in the hands of every playermid
wd the large catalog now, also ask for list of
207 South Wabash Ave.,
Note: Teachers—Please t
card, with your

THE ETUDE VIOLIN STRINGS
The ETUDE Strings are nearly as perfect as the^highThree iMph E^sw.11.^

1£c net

VIOLINS

HUGU5T GEMiiNOER

St S0N5
Makers of the World Famous

“GEMUNDER ART” VIOLINS

The Violins With the Soulful Tone
Illustrated catalog free
REAL AND RARE OLD VIOLINS
Illustrated catalog free
Finest Strings
Artistic Repairs
Violins sent for two weeks* trial
Send for our chart and we will fit your individuality
125-127 West 42d St..Dept.E. New York
Ask about The "Amplltone”
Read The Violin World, a Bi-Monthly
$1.00 per year. Single Copies 15c
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FAMOUS SINGER OF METROPOLITAN OPERA
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LEOPOLD AUER
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BOGUSLAWSKI
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EDWARD
COLLINS
RENOWNED AMERICAN PIANIST
CHARLES
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Violin Questions Answered
By MR. BRAINE
tuosity.
u want to know the child
personally, and musically,
_feei
iically, before I would
in nmninli
in hazarding an
opinion no
as to how long
VU.UU is safe
it should practice if destined to become *
virtuoso violinist. Much would depend 01
temperament and physical strength. Possi
bly from two to three hours a day would give
good results, scattered through the day in
periods of from twenty minutes to a half hour
«! ?■» With long periods of rest between, the danger
of over-taxing the strength of the child is
the value of your violin.
minimized. If this much practice is done it
would be better, if circumstances permit.’ to
have a private teacher for the general educa¬
the Violin with the Strad label is tion of the child, thus avoiding the long hours
SSrine. There are millions of imitation of public school work. 2. The higher posi¬
rads in existence? each of which has a coun¬ tions above the third should be taken up as
terfeit* labe^S these millions a genuine soon as the child is ready for them, as this is
Strad is occasionally discovered, but tms 1 a matter with which age has nothing to do
a very rare occurrence.
3. A cheap violin with a rough, rasping tone
Patent-Head Violins.
,
„
Theo. Thor
H H_The name of Ole Bull, the great Nor The late
and violinist, amijs riuimeu tnat he
wegi'an violinist, stamped on the head or back rector tell
from the playing of an adult violin,
of a violin, is often used as a trade mark by could
ist whether he hnd played, miring his child¬
manufacturers of factory fiddles ottrorn me¬ hood
days,
a violin with a harsh tone or
dium to low grades. Ole Bull, or ^traai\ anus on a violin upon
"•." ‘
" “
(whose name appears on the label) had noth¬
ing to do with making your violin. As a rule
such violins are not of much value, but I could
E. E. II.—Natural harmoni,
not say, positively, without seeing the instru¬
ill be in perfect tune if the wrings are perment. 2. If you mean the patent heads with
cogs, such as are used in making guitars and jctly true and the Huger phi d at exactly the
roper point on the string 1 • -ssary to make
mandolins, they are an abomination when used
on the violin. Equipped with such a head, the lie required harmonic. 2.
piano tuning,
violin is extremely tiresome to hold, owing to
not the natural
the weight of the patent head. Besides, the
tone is apt to be injured by the rattling of the
cogs. As the cogs wear, the strings are apt
t the piano will soun
to slip, making it difficult to tune the violin so
This Is called “settii
it will hold. 3. Among magazines published
However, all the no
__.,
‘The
-xclusively for the
vi“,i"
The Strad,”
Strad.
’ t tile coinpn
uiblished in London, England, and “The Viot is, 1 1 the <
.published in Chicago.
perfect- -of music und something about
r $25,01
understand this subject <•!•
V. S. S.—Your old violin with the Strad strings must be perfectly true id of uniform
label may be worth $1, and again it may be thickness to stop in perfect H: hs. Repeated
worth $25,000. It all depends on the quality experiments with different lens; bs of strings
of the violin and on whether it is genuine or must often be made before 1 , ie which give
not. It may be a crude imitation in very^bad perfect fifths are found. Tb, ■ iermans make
certain strings which are n d, and which
probably, a' real Stradivarius, ’ in ’ excellent they call "Quiutenretn" (trm in fifths). Somepreservation and made during the master's times the player does not n
perfect fifths
best period. It is also true that a well-made because he falls to Btop both
ngs at exactly
imitation of a Strad might be worth a few the same distance from the 111:1
hundreds. A label in a violin means nothing, are too far apart or the tips ,
because anyone can buy a counterfeit label fingers are very smnll it is oft and paste it in any kind of a violin. I can tell perfect fifths. 4. Even talen
nothing about the violin without seeing it.
play certain passages out of 1
cert violinists sometimes pin
Vibrato.
ages “off pitch.” Thomas A
famous inventor, claims thin no composer
should write octaves for the ■ in, because it
is impossible for any violin: to play them
good as even one single lesson on the vibrato
from a good teacher. As you live in a large
city, you can have constant opportunities of Hopf Violins.
watching good violinists perform the vibrato.
A. M. F.—If you will look
. in the files
August. 1922
This, in addition to your reading on the sub¬ of your Etude, the number 1
ject, will help you in gaining an idea of its (page 565), or send to the pubi tier for it, you
execution.
will find an extended article on the Hopf
it is
St raat'hwUdoubtfui value5, as» ^-beta

- for that of a well-known French
maker who worked at Mirecourt, in France, in
the nineteenth century. The label should
read as follows: “Marquis de Lair, Mirecourt,
18—.” A well known authority says of these
violins, “This maker made very large violins
of small value." He branded them across the
back just under the button, “Marquis de Lair
D’Oiseau.” I cannot say, without seeing them,
whether your violin and label are genuine or
not. Take or send the violin to a reputable
dealer in‘ old violins and he will fix the value.
“Absent Treatments" on the Vibrato.
A R. O.—You could get as good an idea on
how the vibrato is executed by reading the in¬
structions in text books as you could bv trying
to find a teacher to explain it to you bv mail
The best way would be to get a good' violin
instructor to show yon personally how it is
If there is no such teacher in your
vicinity, you will have to depend on books?
There is an entire book devoted to it—“The
Vibrato,” by Eberhardt. There are also ex
cellent chapters on it in “The Violin and noiv
to Master It,” and “Violin Teaching," by EuStainer Imitation.
!'■
1
n th Sta
label
may be worth a few dollars or several thou
sand. It all depends on whether the violin ?s
a real Stainer. Counterfeit violins with iinitn
tion Stainer labels are made by the thousands
•Send for The Ernnn f,.>- t,,...V.

P"?” quoits to make the" violin he^prtarfpai
instrument, it would he better to wait until
fore ’sheTakes np'toe’rf 1° vijlin Playi«g be-

a^iaMAa

+?1
on each instrument unset*
maVrs%eemTtoUhnP
bofth* $ But advanced
^to^ceTsf^y^
a very essential instrument in a twnntv ■ y
high school orchestra. 3. There is oAtiVi^*1'
on the1 viola “4’“! h° ■Pfe' 8ec0nd violin'pfrts
sooffea^toevioJa^’ talPntp<J *>*^5

SI rail Critic.
E. C. W.—It is not absolu ly impossible
that your violin is a genuine Si rad. t *
it is. Yon
will have ti
lout seeing the violin. To qualify
as au expert, one must have yea r if experience
together with the opportunity • seeing and
studying many genuine instrum, .its. Y'ou can¬
not learn this from books. You must actually
see and study the real instruments.
Genuine llaggini I
X. D.—It would be little short of a miracle
if your Violin should prove to lie a genuine
Mnggim. These violins are extremely scarce,
but there are thousands of Imitations. Show
the violin to a dealer in old violins.
Norwegian Violin.
I <an find no details of the life of
tile Norwegian violin maker who made your
violin, nor can I estimate tile value of your
vi“"“ "‘“’•out seeing 1“
-—
German Violins.
W. D.—The name “Germany" which ap¬
pears on your violin with the Strad label in¬
dicates that it is a factory-made imitation of
a Stradivarius. Violins of this character are
usually of only moderate value, but I could
not say without seeing the violin. 2. The
only Kretzsclimann of any note as a violin
maker was Johann Adam Kretzschmann, who
made violins at Markneukirclien (Germany)
i°m l7o0'I796- The value of violins of thia

Premium Winner.
G- P. N.—Yonr violin was made by a.modino, “J1®? vi°l*n maker of Naples. Italy, lD
In justice to its advertisers The Etude
cannot undertake to pass on the merits of
modern violins made by present-day makers
Sots ais™,s Prices at which they should be
This would como under the head of
advertising. Take or send your violin to a
I*?,11" Scaler, who can give you an opin
}®1
lts quality and value. A violin made
x‘hls ™aker took a premium in a String In¬
strument Exposition in Rome. Italy.

(Continued from page 353)
0f the pupils toward their work, this is raphy may be given. A study of the
the age and time when the children will minor mode or scale and its musical pos¬
rapidly develop habits in mental and me¬ sibilities, as "contrasted with the major,
chanical processes. They will associate will maintain a contact made earlier in
former related experiences and combine the course with discrimination ' in mood.
them into entities and enjoy using and The lessons in musical history and biog¬
demonstrating processes calling for skill, raphy should appear. A study of the
piano as a solo instrument may be taken
discrimination and factual knowledge.
The course in music appreciation should up.
A contact with descriptive music is
now. more than ever, correlate closely the.
rest 'of the course in school music and made by reviewing and analyzing selec¬
other subjects on the program and also tions presented earlier in the course. Ele¬
inspire children to study musical instru¬ mentary analyses of simple song forms
ments. In the fourth grade a contact may be introduced. An elementary pres¬
should be maintained with the earlier entation of the meaning and significance
lessons in appreciation which have been of pure music may be introduced. Review
used in a transitional sense. The study of lessons calling for the ready recognition
descriptive music should be enlarged upon, of the tone quality of orchestral instru¬
lessons emphasizing the preparation for ments should be provided. A study of
part singing, by calling for a discussion the band as contrasted with the orchestra
of rounds and duets with vocal and instru¬ should be given. Program music, that is,
single compositions or suites calling for
mental records, should be provided.
The children must participate by singing program or explanatory notes, should be
and humming, Further interest in instru¬ presented. The usual lessons in correla¬
mental music must be created by a study tion should be given.
of instruments in trio combinations of
The Sixth Grade
different and similar families or choirs
of instruments. The full orchestra and
fpHE SIXTH grade course is conthe division into choirs must be presented.
I- cemed with a review and a summing
Charts and records illustrating all of these
up of many of the topics and much of the
points arc required. The earlier contact
material which has been used in many
established with music of other lands
different ways in the lower grades. The
must receive increased attention not only child is gradually entering into a period
in the use of lullabies, but also by the of emotional and intellectual development
presentation of folk-songs and character¬ which calls for a more critical presenta¬
istic dance types. Lessons on music his¬ tion of the subject from his point of view.
tory and biography are continued by pro¬ He is capable of enjoying and understand¬
viding a few lessons on the early and ing program music of a type similar to
later lives of famous composers.
his literature study. The shorter tone
All of the musical elements calling for poem, including dramatic music to plays,
discrimination should be related in this the wholesome type of opera, and instru¬
type of lesson. Contrast of musical mood mental overtures calling for program
in opposi: types of compositions should backgrounds, find ready acceptance and
call for further individual discrimination. appreciation in the sixth grade.
Contrast of compositions of a given form;
A review study of the instruments of
Such as the different types of marches, the orchestra in solo, choir and full en¬
will supplement this work. Theme re¬ semble should be provided. The signifi¬
cognition must be continued as well as the cance of rhythmic suggestion in the ac¬
study of characteristic rhythms. Partici¬ companiments to national songs will sug¬
pation in all of the work must be em¬ gest the various types of national instru¬
phasized and free interpretation of ments and call for a review of the? study
rhythmic suggestion called for. General of national instruments.
The lessons
lessons correlating music with other sub¬ should correlate history and geography m
jects on the school program and with sea¬ calling for a discussion of the customs
sonal celebrations must be provided in the and occupation of various peoples at home
assembly and class-room.
and abroad. A further development of
the analyses of form should be given.
The Fifth Grade
The pupils should be initiated mto the
meaning of part-songs in a contrapuntal
'T'HE FIFTH grade course should be
sense and also the contrast of narrative
1 concerned, with an elaboration of the
and mood songs. Individual expression of
aims, material and procedure of the fourth
reaction to interpretative songs should be
grade. Musical criticism, which calls for
continued either by a written or oral
a broader background of discrimination,
lesson. A review of American Indian
should be considered in planning the les¬
music and of the development of typical
sons. An extension of the interest of
rhythms may be traced. The meaning of
children in vocal music calls for an ex¬
musical terms may be established by a
ploitation of two and three-part vocal
review of selections without titles, but
music in the duet and trio types. The
calling for mood and tempi only. A study
relation of the harmonic or supplementary
of the string quartet and chamber music
parts to the melody should be brought out
in vocal and instrumental combinations. may be made.
A well conceived plan of lessons m
The relation of the solo to the accompani¬
music appreciation will insure the re¬
ment and the possible counter-melody or
quired fixation of the fundamental prin¬
obligato part should be introduced.
ciples of aesthetic enjoyment, knowledge
A review and further discussion of the
and understanding of the many-sided rela¬
orchestra and its choirs of instruments
tions of our wonderful musical art The
should be provided. A contrast of the
course in music appreciation has been
types of women’s and men’s voices in solo
accorded a high place in the modern
and combination should be given. A study
progressive scheme of education, and its
of the origin of patriotic songs may be
universal adoption should not be withheld
introduced in correlation with history and
as it is the rightful heritage of childhood.
a lesson on the national instruments of
(Continued on page 402)
foreign countries in correlation with geog¬

At Last! What Every Music
Teacher Needs

HOHNER
“Trutone”
No. PI Violin and Mandolin

The

_

PITCH-PIPES

only instru¬

ment of its kind
which gives scien¬
tifically accurate
pitch
Friction spring - sliding
mouthpiece with indicator
showing position of each
tone on the instrument
and relative position on
the staff. For musicians,
singers and vocal teachers,
the “TRUTONE” is
No. P3 Vocal—Full Chromatic
indispensable.
With a
Hohner Pitch-Pipe, there can be no singing “off-key ”
The “Trutone”
is vour guide to true pitch. There are models for all needs, 1. e., vocal,
violin, tenor banjo, guitar, cello, ukulele, etc. The “Trutone PitchPipe is durable, unique and invaluable wherever music is being taught.
Send for illustrated supplement.

If your Music Dealer cannot supply you write:

M. HOHNER, Inc., DS7' 114 E. 16th St., N. Y. C.
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(Continued from page 354)
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SCHOOL FOR
THE TRAINING OF

SCHOOL OF
TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR

MUSIC

professional
SUMMER SCHOOL

THEATRE ORGANISTS

Five Weeks

June 27 to August 6 (Six Weeks)

June 27 to July 30

Many Special Features for
the Teachers of Music

Direction: CHARLES H. DEMOREST and HENRY FRANCIS
PARKS, Famous Theatre Organists

INTERPRETATION FOR ARTIST STUDENTS
Students have lessons and practice before the Screens pro¬
vided by the College in its studios. New two, three and four

INTENSIVE* COURSE FOR SUPERVISORS

manual Wurlitzer and Moeller theatre organs for lessons
and practice, owned and operated by the College.

PIANO, THEORY, VOICE, VIOLIN
NORMAL TRAINING

SCHEDULE OF LESSONS

Send for Summer School Booklet

COLUMBIA SCHOOL of MUSIC
509 South Wabash Avenue

Box E

and effects; and playing of song slides.

development.
The Curtis Institute is endowed as a non-commerrial school of instruction in the higher branches
of music.
In this wholly novel institution, artists who are
the world’s acknowledged music-masters offer in¬
dividual instruction in voice, pianoforte, violin,
cello harp, wood-wind, brass and percussion in¬
struments, vocal repertoire and opera, orchestral
mohnique and routine, and composition.
Mere wealth cannot open the doors to instruc¬
tion from a faculty of such surpassing distinction;
vet regardless of means or the lack of them, every
nne of these distinguished teachers is eager to
serve positive talent regardless of whence it
springs.
For those who can pay, the tuition tees are
very moder .re. To those of exceptional talent who
cannot pay. financial exemption is granted.

CHICAGO
Improvisation, modulation, arranging orchestral works for
organ, harmonizing from violin and melody parts; dramatiz¬

FREE FELLOWSHIPS
Mr. Demorest and Mr. Parks have each consented to award
Free Fellowships of two lessons weekly, each of thirty min¬
utes, to the students who, after an open Competitive examin¬
ation, are found to possess the greatest gift for playing organ.

ln "lmn"

OF MUSIC
ings. The prominence of the conductor is
and the time is not far dis¬
uu Square, Pb
619 Rirr
tant when we shall have concealed con¬
TK- varkni . Department* of The CurtU Institute of Music
are under the wrsonal direction and supervision of the follow- ductors. The beam of the spotlight is
growing
dimmer.
tog members of us faculty:
''"“"6 ...
,
, .
MxreelLS hr ich, Voice; Josef Hofmann. Piano; Carl Flcsch,
VfctoHDwia Bully V,ola; Felix Salmond, Vtokmreilo; Carlo.
Saltedo, Harp: Leopold Stokowski. Orchestra; Reginald O.
Morris, Composition, Theory, etc.

ra is
*-•
orchestra
is an
an idealist at heart.
it is becoming increasingly difficult to
procure players of wind instruments and
double bass players for our orchestras,
and this again may be laid to the results
nt *he last war Disarmament has already

MUSIC4"

60 East Van Buren St.

(BfiSS)

Chicago, Ill.

CURTIS INSTITUTE

-

£&!r!r« as

Music
oAti Intensive,
Six-Weeks, Summer Session
Course

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE

with Music

i”,y tof°™inils’'”nd c,c™o™”k™ Instruments because Ihey found > comparaFOR 2 FULL ORCHESTRATIONS
The Tippler, Ecc. March C. L. Cohh I ” £ of compositions illy prepared for
Cherrytime, Gavotte ....... • • • • • 1
.V.M.&C.R. Spaulding •
Exceptionally attractive numbers. . £“pa£ “““'do this successfully he service No, this to* »
art. by Hildreth. Part, for all rec- I
ognized orchestral insts. me. saxo- ■
phones; fully cued—effective for
large or ™*" wuTpiano acm ” I
’wILl'aLSO RECEIVE:
|
creatine new standards for himself, and it written for so-called chamber music or
.Mayhe
Specht |

Public
Sckot

DR. CARVER WILLIAMS—President
SUMMER SCHOOL June 27-^luly 30
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal training lor
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, Concerts, Lectures.
Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates.
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical
Theory. Composition, Violoncello, Orches¬
tral Instruments, Public School Music,
Dramatic Art, etc.
Many Frtt Advantages and Scholarships
Piano and Violin Prizes
For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Box E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago
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STUDENT DORMITORIES
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compositions d.mandine « I.rge app.r.tns ch',,r“ "JJy’tod

Free Fellowship application blank on request.
FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 12
COMPLETE SUMMER OR WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST
WINTER TERM NOW OPEN FOR ORGAN STUDY

t
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Various styles of playing jazz, ballads, intermezzos,

characteristic numbers, etc., will be thoroly covered.

«*

seldom killed; it may be MM
it is alive. It would surprise many of you
if I told you that string PlaX«s mmovm
orchestras who play three hundred and s
ty-five days of the yearpayduringthm
short rest periods thp s*^*2J2**J£
our classics Then there
j tra—
sits at the fourth ^andofanorchtra
after playing a symphony concert and
crawling into bed, he was once roused out
of his first sleep by the telephone, inviting
him to come to a musician’s house, where
Ysaye;was staying,
P T4
man dressed, travded
gilt m>les
and played ^artets un
three oolock

ing the picture musically; taking cues and playing from cue
lists and playing with orchestra are all given attention in the
course.

The Orchestra Player's Leisure
VIOLINIST has at one time
hitched his wagon to a Kreisler, every
Casals, eve.y
every bass
cellist to a c-asais,
•«-» player
“
Kuessevitzki, and every other player has

EVERY

■"KTSbw of all Eutopean or.hestras are underpaid; they are living today
on about seventy-five per cent, of their
pre-war economic strength. Their morale
and discipline are at low ebb. I know of
a number of instances where the members
of orchestras have rebelled against the behavior of their conductors while they were
beins directed
being directed.
The Screened Conductor]
HP HE NORMAL attitude of the orA chestra musician towards its conductor is that of loyalty, but this loyalty
is too often tested to the breaking point

THE

1st week lessons—Preparatory for Screen playing
2nd week lessons—Playing of weekly News feature

5th week lessons—Long feature film and comedy
6th week lessons—Long feature film, comedy, cartoon, scenic

musically gifted

saying that every man, [r0m t'?^.J:0!1CCJp
master to the striker of the cymbals leaves
hope behind him as soon as he enters the
membership of an orchestra.

Fr r further information address

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

3rd week lessons—Short feature film and jazz
4th week lessons—Short feature film, comedy and jazz

political and artistic bolshevism found its
— and
— oi' it
= ■ a- pi«mi
plant will
finally
roots,
yet, oui
wm >uu
1.
arise with the strength and
vitality of <m
oak.
What are the proofs? Present condi¬
for the
tions in the world of music are similar to
those which existed after the Thirty Years'
War. The European orchestras are disin¬
In The Curtis Institute of Music, an unpar¬ tegrating for lack off monetary
monetary nourishnourishalleled opportunity is afforded young men and ment. The best ones of those which have
“ en with the talent and will to succeed, to
bring their musical gifts to the highest pitch of survived c„o. exist without ,h. « oi

UNSURPASSED
OPPORTUNITY

June 20

CONSERVATORY

of MUSIC
Franklin Stead, Director

— July

29

Our Public School Music students enjoy
the musical atmosphere found only in a
large conservatory. The Summer Session
course represents one-fourth of the credit
required for our regular Public School
Music Teacher’s Certificate. A Special.
Certificate is granted to those who com¬
plete the Summer Session course^in
recognition of the credit earned. The
tuition for all class work of the Summer
Session course (120 hours of instruction)
is only #70.. Special courses are offered
in the advanced phases of Public School

Summer Term, June 20 to July 25
Special Classes in Technique and Interpretation
for Teachers and Advanced Students. Courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Harmony,
Composition, Cello, Opera Study—Dept, of Speech
and Dramatic Art and Public School Music. Special
Dept, for Children. All athletics. Horseback riding.
Fireproof buildings with ainpje grounds. Two beautiThe Starrett School Conservatory of Music

the rhot.v;
Organist ana rums.
I Public School Vocational Music Dept...
...WM
Sight Reading as Applied to Tenor Banjo
I School Orchestras and Bands—Retimes a.., .
Popular Tains on Composition..
■ What’s Good in New Music.** Cndlllo
' The Violinist.Sabin The Flutist .... ;■ •■??<«?
| The Saxophonist.. Bar,oil TheTenor Banjoul
...Slone
The Clarinetist . Toll The Drum.
1 The Trumpet Player Bach The Dance Orcnestra a»—
. Yes-all the above for 20c postpaid. This
I our method of introducingto new friend. J.cobs Orchas, tra Monthly, America’s unique democratic music roaga-

Ask Jar Catalogue on Anything Desired

h THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia

'

SkmooiffiwcSctol
{Founded 1895 by Wm. H. Sherwood)
Fine Arts Building
410 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
higher iilenls of

I todav we find that every European com- tihctly successful. I have only to mention
tod - e nminence is penning his thoughts the combinations in our so-called jazz or|

stMwsaras

.

supplant those of time, past. bu. they „
never destroy them because all ideals will
ever share their immortality with the great
spirit of the Universe.
,
Se]f_Test Questions on Mr. Weidig’s Article
1a simple dcfinition of the mod'
Tl "wZfZos so little music composed
during the latter half of the seventeenth
century?
Jsif’Z'Zat composers Wcre con-

AXEL CHRISTENSEN !
(famous Vaudeville and Radio Star)
W

‘

as

looked

I

T,™ o£rf' To ,t« ~t every deficit
I Walter Jacob*, Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Ms... I
tr?"i • oresented at the end of the seaI iho
^tn hButPwe also live in the afterglow
of the early twentieth century light, often
mistaking it for a light of real warmth
The members of our orchestras are tne
BAND and ORCHESTRA LEADERS!
The prompt, accurate service of our Band
and Orchestra Dept, is responsible for the
large growth of Mailorder Business in this
Department. A large stock embracing class¬
whde they are
ical, standard and popular publications en¬
ables us to render excellent service to Band
thest^SfirUout exception, is
and Orchestra Leaders. Send your orders to:
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
worthy of his hire. If he or his union
1712 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
^^t^rTbSeS

See our full-page advertisement
elsewhere in this issue, and write
for Catalog.

MUSIC STUDY SUPPLIES

s* ry.irr^
£s

I

JAZZ PIANO PLAYING
IN ZO LESSONS
wonderful
rouhe thoosends of

*«»on, given by mtol. SEND FOR TREE BOOKLET
J^Tj^VSCOMPLei EJilZim^TBU^llONBOOl^

.
»

UeXd^is the World War influenced
tra
;(h them from my earliest the production of chamber music?
c°me m
^ one of them and I i 5. Name three dangers to .winch the
have led them. I know the truth of the modern orchestra is exposed.

tar Jr A Strtmah that we cannot become for its successful expression. Moreover I
/ feel stro 9 5
.,
■
rrst i,eiieve it gets closer to the people than

S ° reaSrationt grand opera. I believe it docs any other form of music; it comes
WANO TEACHERS: ” ’
Scho“l" “
nity—,:.
r.'.er."-'-- ---1‘
, IrJeeentativc of all musical nearer to representing their hopes, am*'•CHRISTENSEN SCHOOLS OF POPULAR MUSIC is the mos
P - ^ ^
gH gj
,jons
ideals.” William S. Brady.
Suite 420
■>« IT
Blvd.. Chicago art tomtS oecu
-.---'•”’***•*
When

ST[\lG MEN in America have used
music as an aid to success in
their careers! In social and
business life the ability to play is a
great asset. New York’s youngest bank
president earned his college education
with his musical ability.
Ten percent of the students at Oxford
university take music, but they take 75
percent of the prizes and the scholar¬
ships. As a mind trainer music is unex¬
celled!
You can win with music—success,
popularity, recreation. New, easy
instruction methods and Conn’s
exclusive, easy - playing features
enable you to play quickly.
TEACHERS! Band and orchestra
instruments are becoming increas¬
ingly popular. This opens a big
field. You can quickly qualify to
teach, direct student orchestras
and bands. The publicschoolband
**
idea is spreading rapid¬
ly—competent direct¬
ors aremuchm demand.
Write Conn for details
of the opportunity in
this field.

FREE TRIAL, Easy
Payments, on any Conn
instrument for band or or¬
chestra, cornet, trumpet,
trombone, saxophone,
etc. Send coupon now for
details and free literature;
mention instrument that
interests you.
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SUMMER
MASTER
SCHOOL
June 27 to August 6, 1927 (41st Season)

lhevinne
OSCAR SAENGER

JOSEF

World Renowned Piano Virtuoso. Repertoire Teacher’s Classes. Auditor Classes.

(Continued from page 383)

BUSH
conservatory
EDGAR NELSON

EDGAR A. BRAZELTON
Vice-President

ChlCS£»0

SUMMER SCHOOL
June 27 to August 6

GUEST ARTISTS
lamond

blumen

WORLD FAMOUS PIANIST

NOTED VIENNESE PIANIST

ARTHUR

MIDDLETON

FOREMOST AMERICAN BARITONE
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION AND NORMAL COURSES
IN ALL BRANCHES. OF • ■

MUSIC CLASS PIANO INSTRUCTION, SCHOOL MUSIC,
^DRAMATIC ART, STAGE CRAFT, EXPRESSION,
DANCING, LANGUAGES

HENIOT LEVY
SILVIO SCIONTI

MASTER REPERTOIRE CLASSES

Brilliant pianists and eminent instructors. Repertory and Teacher’s Classes.

KARLETON HACKETT

CREDITS GRANTED TOWARD CERTIFICATE. DIPLOMA and DEGREES
Entire Faculty Available During Summer School
STUDENT DORMITORIES

Distinguished vocal instructor and critic. Repertory and Teacher’s Classes.

Write for Summer Catalog

JACQUES GORDON

T. E. SCHWENKER, Manager, 839 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Famous violin virtuoso and Concert Master Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

HERBERT BUTLER

DEPARTMENT OF

Faculty of over one hundred artist teachers

Theatre Organ Playing

L/ awrence

Francis T. York, M. A., Director
FACULTY COMPOSED OF DETROIT’S
LEADING THEATRE ORGANISTS

Conserv<a.toTij c f Music

Eminent teacher of the violin.

Special Summer Courses for Supervisors of
Public School Music —O. E. Robinson, Director
Special Summer Courses in Dramatic Art,
Expression—Walton Pyre, Director

>r pianists desiring to take Organ course.
Individual and class instruction.
Advanced students prepared as theatre and concert
rganists. Unusual demand for graduates. Salaries

School for Theatre Organ Playing

For Detailed Information Address

Lectures by Eminent Educators, Recitals by Distinguished Artists

Superior Dormitory Accommodations.
PRFniTS
LnLUl 1 J

A Department of Lawrence College
Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ,

Public School Art, Dramatic Art.
Orchestral and Choral Training,

scholarships

To talented and deserving students awarded after competitive examinations
Josef Lhevinne will award one scholarship for private and two for reper¬
tory class lessons. Oscar Saenger will award two scholarships for
private lessons and five scholarships in the Opera Class.
Wire or write for application and particulars.

cApplcton, Wisconsin

Band Instruments, Public School Music,

Frank VanDusen, Director

free
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Choosing a Singer’s Career
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mmuven

Music Festival, Artist Recitals.

G0LL6Ge of musiG me
UFte LARG6SG ID UR€ UJ6SG
An Endowed, Non-Profit, Public Institut
Degrees and Diplomas
Excellent Faculty and Educational

Rates of Tuition Moderate

w‘b he given for summer courses taken, toward Certificates.
Diplomas, Degrees—granted by authority of the State of Illinois.

Summer Session prospectus, regular catalog and Public School Music circular
mailed free on application. For detailed information address

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
571 KIMBALL HALL

Chicago, Illinois

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President
) our ailvertisers

ion THE ETUDE. It f

MILLIK1N CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Music Methods and Music Kind* rgarten Methods'
Bulletin sent free upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Director.

ORECOLliCTVOF^S^CF?^0™cE ShTUDY,AT SOME LEADING SCH<
out all nearby homes where there are music Inver ^ I?*1 °f y°Ur amb,Vons b>' se.£
to The Etude. Write the circulation T
8’and interesting them in a subseri]
ized Etude agent and earn money “ewrmvX®8 *? how >’ou can
an au
money securing subscriptions in your spare time.
touch with the higher i,

Let the reader name over in his mind eliminated and the judgment of the audithe great singers he has heard and see if ence unprejudiced. Then he should analyze
each one does not have all these qualifica- his results with absolutely cold-blooded
tions with the possible exception of the judgment just as though he were thinking
last Most well-known artists have been of someone else. If he concludes that he has
helped financially by kind friends. Those not succeeded in moving his audiences, he
who have voices that are too weak, too should calmly decide to do something
short in compass, or unlovely in quality, else in music or give it up.
usually fall by the wayside sooner or later.
The Money Question
Certainly there have been cases like Lilli xtqw we come to money. Usually the
Lehmann, in which voices have been weak J\| singer witfa ^ real gift for singing
in the beginning but, by dmt of fine methods has nQ m
But it is. also true that if
and incredible perseverance, have been de- the singer has the “grit» to succeed
a
veloped into firm, strong organs. But it career as a s;nger he or she has the “grit”
is the exception that proves the rule All tQ find ^ money somewhere. “Where
of our modern operas are so heavily or- there ;s a
there is a way.” Nearly all
chestrated that only voices of exceptional singers are educated with some0ne else’s
firmness and vitality can carry on with money It is a long and expensive training
satisfaction. The only exception is the and the student should be free to devote
coloratura soprano, and the coloratura h!s entire time, energy and thought to
operas are given less and ess, and then study. BuJ ,f one can make the fightj the
usually for some n lan s ar.
very fighting makes for character and
One should consider health and physical
*
helps j m t0 carry
endurance in taking up -a singer’s career. ^
success.
Radiant Health is an absolute necessity
^ * one more avenue
to those
for a singer. The strain of long rehearsals
voices are insufficient for a singer’s
and hour, of study and the continual travel career_ That
teachi
There are thouto meet engagements require a cast-iron ^ of young singers who desire t0 learn
constitution. Here is an example.
n to s;ng and it makes a good career for
artist sang in ‘ Die Meistersinger in Le.psi*r t0 comb;ne church and concert
zig on Saturday, in Der Rosenkaval.er in workSwith teaching. It would be easy to
Berlm on Sunday, went to Pans on Mon nam£ dozens of singers, fairly successful
day by aeroplane to sing Faus
that . concert work (some very successful),
night; back to Berlin by air the next day who
.
have
taken
up teaching
with the
for rehearsal . of
which
, “Tosca,”
_
, . „ he. sang
c'V‘.is greatest Success and satisfaction. TeachWednesday night. Damrosch tells m his f
the great “business” of the
fascinating book that after he had con/ession.
ducted an opera performance in the eve¬
ning, he and Nordica worked the rest of
.
the night on “Die Walkiire,” as she did not
The Studio Bulletin Board
■ know her part and was scheduled to sing
of the Etude, having been
it the next evening. Not a small test of a subscriber and secured subscriptions from
endurance. 1 assure you. If Nordica had ««£»*« a "ealb^tb1
not had nerves of steel she could not nave and enjoy not only the splendid music but
sung the following night.
“goIden^gms^in^my^eacWng experience.
Where Patience is a Necessity
co^tteuanrt^put Si mytatlrest tato^fin
.. , ,
, , order to enable the pupils to understand and
IT SEEMS sometimes as if the hardest appreciate“t more. In my studio is a bulletin
J- nart
career is the long for
which
get clippingsand
of musical
mparr rc ' a
a singer’s
singci »a
terest
frompupils
tbe newspapers
magazines,
waiting far opportunities and the constant Thjs not only cauges them to read more but
defeats met with, for which he is not to ^ans^d'keeps them Informed ^“events*in
blame. It requires a cast-iron nerve to be 't^“§,u5eai world. I also have a chart which
an artist and to fight one’s way up the keeps a
mcnfb^L^Sfl/h^ng^aben
ladder. And then, as Caruso said, it is full time and having good lessons receive
harder to stay at the top than it was to
Wf^oftSssto
climb up.
Perhaps that is why many work harder, knowing the others are watching
singers become interested in some form
the elass into sections. Each
of mental philosophy. It helps them to section striws to outdo the other, and, at the
keep discouragement under foot and their last, the losing
"Eunice C. Singleton.
■ the white-hot
fighting
courage__
__„...
„ point
,
I all
the time. You must be a jubilant op¬
timist twenty-four hours of the day, if
you are to succeed as an operatic artist.
„Answers to
A good memory is a necessity for a
singer, for in these days all singers must
Qan You
sing without notes even in concert. Some
singers learn very slowly and keep what
(see page 342, THIS issue)
they learn. Others learn quickly and for¬
1.
Johann Strauss, Jr.
get just as quickly. But memory is some¬
thing that can be trained by careful study
2. Jenny Lind (1820-1887).
and perseverance.
3. Adoration.
A talent for singing is the underlying
4. Three. The G clef I
theF
gift that makes more than anything else
for success. If the singer has this gift
to a high degree, an audience can be stirred
to interest even if the voice is somewhat
insufficient. All successful singers have it
5. Haydn.
whatever else may be. their failings. It
6. “Messiah.”
cannot be described, nor can it be gained
7. Stradivarius.
8. Johann Sebastian Bach.
to any great extent from teachers. It is
9. "Do” applies to the vocal, “Tonic”
closely akin to “personality”: it is a gift
' to the harmonic and “key-note” to
f°r making a sympathetic contact with
the pianistic element of the scale.
an audience and projecting the song over
10. Ireland, Hungary, Japan, China,
the footlights into the hearts of the listen¬
Scotland.
ers. I . repeat, this is the singer’s great
9ift.
WATCH TOR THESE TESTS OF TOUR STORE
OF KNOWLEDGE, APPEARING IN EACH
The student who is looking forward to
ISSUE OF “the etude music magazine."
a career should sing and sing and sing
hefore small audiences—not of friends and
felatives, but of entire strangers—where
--—
the element of personal affection is entirely
When yon write to onr advertisers always m«

WEAVER

%

GRAND PIANOS

A variety of styles,
finishes and en¬
casements to meet
every requirement.

S

UCH exquisiteness of tone; so
responsive to the slightest

touch; so artistic and aristocratic
in
appearance — music
lovers
everywhere
are
characterizing
the Weaver—“as fine as money
can build.”
Weaver Piano Co., Inc., York, Pa.

D. A. CLIPPINGER
Summer Term for Singers
Five Weeks, Beginning June 27th
PRIVATE LESSONS. Voice Building, Interpretation, Repertoire.

CLASS IN MUSICIANSHIP. The technic of conducting. The resources of musical
expression. Harmonic Analysis. A Cappella Singing.
Mr. Clippinger has written the following hooks!
SYSTEMATIC VOICE TRAINING. $1.33. 'A text-book for teacher and pupil. The
most Widely used book by an American author.
THE HEAD VOICE AND OTHER PROBLEMS. $1.25.
One of the most interesting treatises upon the voice I have evei read.
David Bispham.
immcoow byi..8 soundness and sanity.
Amii uiucu
much impressed
Clara Kathleen Rogers, author of "My Voice and I.
le best presentation of the modern voice method.
David C. Taylor, author of “Psychology
—-- oif singing.”
COLLECTIVE VOICE TRAINING. $1.00. For class work. Public Schools, Choirs,
Choruses, Etc.
THESE BOOKS WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
Send for Circular. Address D. A. Clippinger, «17-18 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill.

START A TUNING BUSINESS
around £5 per tuning. Player work also brings big
pay We train you thoroughly and rapidly at hortie.
Get our free booklet “Piano Tuning as a Business
Mack Institute, Wabash Sta., ET-4, Pittsburgh, Pa.

PIANO JAZZ

GUIDE TO NEW TEACHERS ON
TEACHING THE PIANOFORTE

TINDALE
Music Filing Cabinet
Needed by every Musician.
Music Student. Library.
School and Convent.
m\ keep your music orderly,
protected from damage, and
where you can instantly
Send for list of

s one in touch with the higher ideals of a
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NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSICIAND ARTS
Ideal location at Central Park entrance. One of the most beautiful and best eq PP

75th YFAR

^ Leech Stemer, Director

26 West 86th Street

SIX WEEKS SUMMER COURSES for Teachers
Starting May 15

P»P«s

ma,

emer

.ssssssas^
re?1
S

U-f interpreter who during this
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any day
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John M.Williams’ KEYBOARD CHART

Virgil Conservatory
A. M. VIRGIL, Director

i

INTENSIVE SUMMER COURSE
June 20th to July 15th
TUITION FEES VERY MODERATE
Write for Particulars
ADDRESS:
JULIA WEIL, Secretary

139 West 72nd Street

New York

TWO NEW COURSES

JOHN M. WILLIAMS

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

of New York City

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director
120 Claremont Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Will conduct NORMAL CLASSES FOR TEACHERS OF PIANOFORTE in the cities given here
PHILADELPHIA

CRITICAL AND PEDAGOGIC COURSE
for Teachers and Advanced Pianists under CARL FRIEDBERG

JOHN M. WILLIAMS,

MUSIC

A SCHOOL FOR THE STUDENT AND TEACHER

Q

KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean of the Faculty

BOSTON, MASS.

P. O. Box 216, Trinity Station,

New York City

Founded by the late A. K. VIRGIL
(Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Cla
_ 1
For Teachers, Players and Earnest
OUlfSeS Students of All Grades
For all particulars address: THE A. K. VIRGIL CLAVIER CO., or

|J P © C 1 & 1

Summer Session, July 5th to August 12th, 1927
Private and Class Instruction in Piano and Theory
Normal Training Course Leading to a Teacher’s Certificate
For Booklet torite ETHEL McINTOSH, Managing Director

MRS. A. K. VIRGIL, Director
Phone Susquehanna 10485.
NO OTHER ADDRESS

JULES FALK
Sinrfn*, Bine Arts and Photoplay. Developing

SUMMER MASTER CLASS
in VIOLIN STUDY at
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
June 1st to September 15th
Assistants for Lower Grades

510 WEST END AVENUE
NEW YORK

GRANBERRY
PIANO SCHOOL
149 East 61st St., New York,N. Y.

„_S5S§g^g3a
■..
The Courtright
4|
System of Musical 10
Kindergarten

PITTSBURGH, PA.
luly 25 to August 5)

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC
METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF
212 West Fifty-ninth Street, New York City

NEW YORK CITY
(July 11 to July 22)

CHICAGO, ILL.

NORMAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS
Methods of interrelating all theoretic subjects and correlating them
>
with the study of piano, violin, voice, etc.
TUITION FEES VERY MODERATE. CATALOGUE UPON REQUEST, ADDRESS DEPT. U

SEASON 1927-28 NOW BOOKING
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
INTFRNATIONAI
eduUxinitiiAlIUlNAL musical
CATIONALand
AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges. Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements

Effa Ellis Perfield
Classes in Musicianship
Trinity Principle Pedagogy
s^t
Numbers”
[IMMER^CIIJMII. JULY ^
121 Madison Ave., New York

TEACHERS
MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
SIGHT-TOUCH and HEARING.
Booklet

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
■

Virgil Portable Keyboard

Instruction for those
who desire the

Charles Tamme
TEACHER OF VOICE
ADVANCED COACHING

For Pianists and Piano Students
Keep Up Repertoire
Perfect Your Technic
Strengthen Fingers on this Instrument
Key Action Perfect
Touch Light to Heavy
Catalog on request
VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO.
137-139 West 72nd Street
New York City

FINEST IN
SINGING
2231

BROADWAY
New York City

Telephone
Trafalgar 3614

When voii write to our advertisers always mention THE ETITT1E.
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temple university
1—1
School of Music

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

1521 LOCUST ST.
PHILADELPHIA,
- Thaddeus Rich, Mus.Doc., Dean *

Organist’s Etude

COMBS
Conservatory o/Music
PHILADELPHIA

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
HOWARD HANSON, Director
RAYMOND WILSON, Acting Director of the Summer Session

forty-third year

June 22 —July 29, 1927

"kSsSs,
■SSSStenm
Sl'PEIlMK
principally
by members oi
STUlIKNT^tKmAbS-OmBTESITY FOB OBCHESTBAI
< I.ASBEs'lN T1IK0BY 11ISTCIBY AND APFllECIATIOiN Ot

All Departments Open For Instruction by Members of the
Regular Faculty of the School

Pupils May Enter at Any Time Daw* the Tear
student dormitories
Branch Schools
Write for Catalog

SUMMER

SESSION

SPECIAL COURSES FOR TEACHERS
Cover All Work Prescribed in Public School Music Courses
Classes in Normal Methods, Voice Training in Classes, Piano
Teaching in Classes, Stringed Instruments, Brass and Woodwind
Instruments, Conducting, Ear Training, Harmony, Appreciation.

NORMAL and REPERTORY CLASSES
for Teachers of Piano
COURSE for MOTION PICTURE ORGANISTS
COURSES for CHURCH ORGANISTS
ACADEMIC STUDIES in the UNIVERSITY

Zeckwer-Hahn
Philadelphia Musical Academy
57 years of continued success in training musicians
Highest Standards of Musical Instruction

A SCHOOL OF
UNPARALLELED FACILITIES
A School for the Beginner, Ambitious
Amateur and the Professional Musi¬
cian. Instruction in all branches.
Orchestral and Band Departments.
Two Complete Student SymphonyOrchestras. Pedagogy and Normal
Training. Approved and Accredited •
Courses in Public School Music.
Degrees Conferred.
No Entrance
Requirements except for Certificate,
Diploma and Degree Courses.
SIX SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN
Send for Illustrated Year Book

SUMMER
TERM

Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Director
Daily theory and normal
classes for music teachers.

1331 South Broao Street

Pittsburgh Musical Institute, Inc.
131-133 Bellefield Avenue
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Full program of professional and non-professional courses lead¬
ing to degree. Special program in Junior High School Education
in co-operation with a Junior High School of 500 pupils as a
laboratory.
Programs in Kindergarten, primary and elemen¬
tary grades and special education conducted in co-operation with
a grade school as a laboratory.
For Information Address

OF MUSIC
FINE ARTS
LANGUAGES

Arthur See, Secretary, Eastman School of Music
Rochester, New York

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere.

WARD-BELMONT

ered for present-day uses of all of Hymnology appeared, it was calculated
roany a venerable tune is stripped of by the editor that the total number of
frtS’ cjes;astical trappings and shown up Christian hymns in all languages was ‘not jts ..eCan_too-secular origins, to the obvious less than 400,000.’
available as
“l15 fiture of the church and the detri“No comprehensive data
of church music.
to the number of tunes that have come
'“without taking up the cudgels either pro into existence and use along with these
on in this question, it might be fair hymns. The Mediaeval Church brought
°f Csk to what extent borrowing is justi- over to us several hundreds of Gregorian
c0/• view of the quantity of material melodies. The number of German cho- ’
•llhle An overwhelming array of fig- rales is certainly many thousands, for a
'V« based upon the investigations of one single collection published as far back as
Uf ’ur finest American musical scholars, 1776 contained a selection of no less than
°L°qneaks with particular authority upon 2,000. An American student whose speW„tt„rs of church music and hymnology, cialty is the tunes of England and America
“ presented by Dr. Waldo Selden Pratt has a card catalogue in process of con? L “Musical Ministries in the Church,” struction that already contains over 40,000
‘from which we quote, as follows:
entries. The grand total of tunes is also
“Hvmnody as a field of scientific study constantly increasing everywhere
i, positively appalling in its extent. The
In view of these figures which are deBiblical student finds the Psalter, the only cidedly conservat.ve it would seem Tan■ o
«tant collection of Hebrew hymnody, no suggest to anyone contemplating borrowImall problem alone, and yet the Psalter ing from a secular source at l^st that it
emtains only 150 hymns-to which, per- might be well to investigate, what has al“ * ‘ sc ire or two may be added from ready been written distinctively for the
other parts of the Bible. Compared with church. It would seem a justifiable, asr
Z?
„ groUp Christiafi hymnody sumption .that music composed primarily
teads out until it seems to have no for the church, would be more appropriate
limits^ The Latin Church adds to these whenever available, than that whose origins
at least
500 rtiore hymns.. .Since the are secular, no matter how attractive

subjects. Secretarial
A. It. COURSES.
Special advantages for

Skcrkes con8-'
FI'.RRED. Golf,
de'OTa^g
PHYSICAL TRAINING ;
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COMMERCIAL ART
£
FASHION DESIGN

STUDIO UPRIGHT
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!Xakes you proud
of your home ~
Guests notice your home. Its ap¬
pearance helps them form their
opinions of you.
A Wurhtzer
Studio Upright Piano never fails to
bring outspoken admiration of your
good taste. This wonderful little
instrument is famed for its golden
tonal qualities and superb crafts¬
manship, yet is small enough to fit
nicely into the smallest apartment.
Write today for free portfolio illustrating
Wurlitzer Studio Pianos in beautiful home
You should-have one.

25r.

of over 100,000 registered hymns.
In tions or discovering troublesome antece1891, when Julian’s monumental Dictionary dents 1

—means Music
Grand d.v.s.on, DbKalb. III.

Upr.cht D.vision. N.Tohbwahda »

Dealers and Bhanches Everywhere

Educational Study Notes
(Continued from page 381)
The phrases which are to be hummed are
oarticularly to our liking. In these the porta¬
a Pirate, by Richard Pitcher.
hasti n to assure any readers who may be mento should be used—that is^ th^ymee must
1 ^about the^m^^th^ Mn composer!
Be Near Me, Father, by William M.
Felton.
This sacred song is
one of the very best w-
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announced in this issue.

day? - The deeply dev.

Teachers and Advanced Students

SUMMER

ua; nere you ww*
i all, Captain John Silve

NORMAL

FOR PIANOFORTE TEACHERS

SIX WEEKS SUMMER COURSE

NEW ORLEANS CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART, INC.
1783 Coliseum St.
New Orleans, La.
Specializing in Violin, Piano and V
All branches of Theoretic:
Degrees and Artists Diploma^
on October lst-Sumn
DR. ERNEST E. SCHUYTEN, Pres.
Catalnpue Mailed or. K-

Begins June 8th—
Later Registrations Accommodated

PIANO - VIOLIN - VOICE

Cantique d’Amour, by Henry Tolhurst.
Like Mr. Borowski with his marvelous Adora^mdody*”'0Thist“Love'son^,’^'which

Piano
JOSEPH D. DeNARDO
Harmony, Composition
394 teachers enrolled in Summer Normal Classes of 1926
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

Lawrence Goodman
Director of School of Piano' for eight years. Formerly teacher of Piano, Von Ende School of Music, New
rt R
Recording
” rk’ City.
" Concert
~
" Artist.
‘ '
ar - nd Duo Art

Summer Normal Classes

Kenneth Rose

For Teachers of Pianoforte
JULY 12th to 28th, 1927
A comprehensive course in modern pedagogical methods, with classified lists of material and practical de^
monstrations. Endorsed by the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and many prominent musicians. Write
for announcement.
The KATE MORTON LAXTON Studio
Asheville. North Carolina

Work May Apply on Certificate or Diploma
For Rates and other Information write

by

George

ESTABLISHED 1857

PFARnnV conservatory
1

LAUUU 1

BALTIMORE, MD.

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
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Sight-Reading
Notation

Most Modern Methods on—
Rhythm ) T
Techmc j

y

PupHs

The Course also includes work in Psychology. Terminology. Melody BuildingSpecial Methods and Pedagogy and History of Music.
Special Summer Rates. 5 hour lessons per week. Complete Course only $30.00
Demonstration School for observation and practice.
New Ideas for Experienced Teachers - Complete Preparation for New Teachers.
all branches of music taught
JUDSON ELDRIDGE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
68 NORTH 34th STREET, PHILADELPHIA
delightful location in residential section near University of Pennsylvan.a
REGISTER EARLY

The Sandman, by Ora Hart Weddle.

Mrs. Blanche Dingley - Mathews
ANNOUNCES

SUMMER NORMAL COURSES
(Grades 1 to 6 inclusive)

‘o sleep by rubbing sand in them eyes^

Nashville, Tennessee

ij
,T
J Ear-Training
How to Teach < Harmony

d°Thetlowrnotes at the end give a fine chance
for the rich timbre which is so
Vesper Recessional,
Schuler.

ELDRIDGE

Special Work in Class—Combination System.

m*Play this in a flowing manner, and above all

WILLIS J. CUNNINGHAM

Gaetano Salvatore De Luca
Director of School of Voice for nine years. Only teacher of Joseph T. Macphereon. For three years Pupil
of Chevalier Edouardo Carrado. Famous Teacher of Italy; for two years Pupil of Chevalier Alfredo
Sermiento. Caruso's Coach; Pupil of Commendatore B. Carelli. Director Napl« Consetvatory; Pupil of
Lombardi, Florence, Italy; Pupil of Carbone, New York; Pupil of Signor Baraldi, London.

Ward-Belmont Conservatory

JUNE 22nd — AUGUST 10th

JUDSON

PIANIST, TEACHER, COMPOSER, AUTHORITY ON MUSIC PEDAGOGY

one
1 allVnt ins’niratkms and (best of all)
contains no Unwonted difficulties or awkward

^

dg ***

Pickaninny Sandman, by Sarah Talbert.
interpretations. Music ts music and
„ 9°°d negro lullabies, so popular m the your '
*
gf intervals. Back, than

f

«.«~

J

shadowed by the emphasis on negro spirituals.
^
thought of dynamics.
rteSlatSter0tand ^“ts^th’a greS dell of ReM dynamics play no serious part in
b'yaSarrah'hT ihUr. Tt' ifffhorTugS" SS? music, zahich at best is a thing of mterseteristic number and. we prophesy, will be a ^ ”_pERCY GRAINGER.

in The Working Principles of Modern Music Teaching at
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, Wellesley, Massachusetts
Guest Teacher, HAMILTON C. MACDOUGALL, Mus. Doc.
_ ___rs and Particulars
Address: MRS BLANCHE DINGLEY-MATHEWS, Care Pro . Macdougall
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
touch with the higher ideals of a
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Etude Letter Box

SUMMER
MASTER
SCHOOL
June 27 to August 6 (Six Weeks)
TEACHERS’ NORMAL
PIANO
VIOLIN
Percy Grainger
Alexander Raab
Julia Lois Caruthers
W. Otto Miessner

COURSES
VOCAL

Professor Leopold Auer
Max Fischel
Ray Huntington

How To Select

* /v»i*
a with the T’nivprsltv
Cincinnati
Affiliated
University of
of Cincinnati

Sixty-first
All

Departments

Summer

Open

Session

A Ou^y P<an0'

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
(accredited)
diplomas and degrees

Courses leadi

rmm

MARIA CARRERAS
LOUIS MOIILER
Opera Classes — Chorus
Pinrinnati is unique in its summer attractions of Grand Opera season
andSrtWalker Stock Company (Student rates)
Ideal dormitories on ten acre wooded campus
Send for Summer Bulletin
bertha BAUR, President and Director
Highland Ave Burnet Ave. & Oak St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

ATLANTIC

CITY

Herbert Witherspoon

gjfj? Qhbf lanbTnstitutr

REPERTOIRE-INTERPRETATION
VOCAL
VIOLIN

CLASSES
PIANO

Herbert Witherspoon
Richard Hageman

Percy Grainger
Alexander Raab

Professor Leopold Auer

(Cincinnati (fonserbatorft “Xllusic

ufdJusic
Summer School June 20 - July 30

LEEDS and LIPPINCOTT COMPANY

Complete courses under regular faculty.
Summer course counts one quartered full
year’s work toward, certificate or diploma.
Master Classes
Arllst Recitals
Course in Motion Picture Scoring
Apply early for rooms ir. Jarmilory
MRS. FRANKLYN B. SANDERS, Director
2827 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

OPERA CLASSES (Repertoire and Action)
Pasquale Amato

CLASSES IN ART OF ACCOMPANYING
(Vocal, Violin, Opera, etc.)

PIANISTS!
THE ART OF MODERN

Jazz Piano Playing

Richard Hageman

PUBLIC SCHOOL
MUSIC
CLASS PIANO
INSTRUCTION

HISTORY AND
APPRECIATION OF
TT

CHOIR AND CHORAL
CONDUCTING

DRAMATIC ART
SCHOOL OF ACTING

W. Otto Miessner

Lester Luther

DANA'S

MUSICAL

INSTITUTE

WARREN, OHIO

Herbert Witherspoon

All branches taught on the daily lesson plan

Special Music Supervisors Course

Catalogue on application to LYNN B. DANA, Pres. Desk E.

CHURCH and CONCERT ORGAN
Charles M. Courboin

DETROIT
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

Henry Francis Parks

FREE FELLOWSHIPS
Prof. Auer, Mr. Grainger, Mr. Boguslawski, Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. Amato, Mr. Hageman,
Mme. Hinkle, Mr. SameUni, Mr. Courboin, Mr. Parks and Mr.^Demorest Have each
Uc^on^ank^orfn

TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES and DEGREES
Teachers' Certificates and the Degrees of Bac
of Music Education, Bachelor of Oratory s
authority of the State of Illinois, at the end «
who have the required knowledge and pass

iSSS-

C. Gordon Wedertz

MOVING PICTURE ORGAN
Charles Demorest

!natiinf°,Furil d<

60 East Van Buren Street College Building Chicago, Ill.
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
♦Ion THE ETUDE.
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My Evening^ Prayer

June 27 to
August 6—
Six Weeks
By ARTHUR HARTMANN

STUDENT DORMITORIES

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE

SHEFTE PUBLISHING CO. (Not Inc.)

A NEW SONG

SUMMER
MASTER
SCHOOL—

Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in college
building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable. Make reservations now.
COMPLETE SUMMER OR WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST
FALL SEASON OPENS SEPT. 12

RADIO ARTISTS

Pianologues

The Only University of Music in the World

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
Colines for' tSgE"supeliSnand0!^
school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union
Total living expenses need not exceed twelv^Uri^week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

WHAT THE VOCAL STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW
By Nicholas Douty

Price, $1.00

d ( An introduction^ to the art of singing, with
works of the great masters of singing. This book
tells in an interesting manner the important principlea that will guide the vocal student aright.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
It identlfles

IMPROVED
MUSIC STUDY
Inc.
^—
Enables You toTeach Systematically, I ntell
Thoroughly and Interestingly
Practical Normal Training Court
for Teacher, Will Be Held
Bummer: Bellefootalne. Chicarm, Cincinnati, Oth.
OoUSbSf Ohio MUm1’
71a.; Wichita,
For Information and Booklet, Addn
MISS ADDA EDDY
136 W. Sanduaky Aye., Bellefontaine

vlth the hitcher iilerds <

LITTLE SUITE
MUSICAL LITERATURE
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ITHACA CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
W. Grant Egbert, Mus. M., Musical Director

master pianist and pedagogue.
Ten-week Term, June 6 - August 12.

in the United States and Canada.
SPECIAL COURSE .IN COMPOSITION directed by WALLINGFORD
RIEGGER, Mus. Doc. Winner Paderewski prize in composition 1923, Coolidge
SUNDAY MORNING, July 24th

1 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, New York
Musical Books Reviewed

i

-

<n9C maWl
SUNDAY MORNING, July 10th
PI(3rganf Vox Angelica.Henrich

^(ToGod, Our Help in Ages

« S«e-::::v.v.v:.vt.iS
nFmTORY (Yiolin.withOrgan

Organ: Grand Choeur Dialogue^

• ..1
utal March.Strang
in F.Schumann

%V:S!,Sr,.rM-.,o
Piano: Nocturne.

ITHACA INSTITUTION

PROrganEPrelude in E Flat.Reed
Piano: Just As I Am.Goerdeler

Piano • March of the Noble... .Keats
.AY MORNING, July 31st

pia„o:Im
eil

ANTHEMS

,, Op. 90, No. 3
"sA.r,
,,

OF

PUBLIC SCHOOL
MUSIC

m

DUNNING SYSTEM "tS8

’S-y&s
SUNDAY MORNING, July 17th
Organ: Warum.... .Schumann-Nevm

be Supplied-Why?

hmeszl.

aTXrtW».< Aro Thy COW.^
(»)

When Morning Gilds thea^

ANTHEMS
(j>

"»

l the Day.. .Stanford
Us.Cummings

AvI'.'sTl^ ^Mo." Teachers^Classesin'st. LouU, July, August;

EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
IF IT IS AN OBTAINABLE PUBLICATION YOU CAN GET IT PROMPTI Y FROM THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
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tml Composition of Music, price, Junior Anthem Book for
Unison Voices with Piano
Or Organ AccompanimentSelected, Edited and
Composed by
Edwin Shippen Barnes
There is much demand for unison an¬
thems. These are especially good for vol¬
unteer choirs composed of young people,
or for choirs newly organized, in which
it is not desirable at the outset to attempt
singing in parts. As the number of avail¬
Italian Lakes—
able unison anthems is limited, it seems
best to take suitable four-part anthems
A New Suite
and re-arrange them for unison singing.
For the Pianoforte
This is largely the case in this new book.
By James Francis Cooke
It contains a number of our best and
Notwithstanding the very flattering de¬ most available copyright anthems, to¬
mand for the compositions of Mr. James gether with some of the most usable stand¬
Francis Cooke, the great pressure of his ard numbers. All will prove highly ef¬
regular professional and business details fective for unison singing. Among an¬
has been such that he has written nothing
sjnce thg appearance 0f the highly suc- thems by contemporary writers may be
ful jauocomposition, “Sea Gardens,” mentioned, Always With Vs, by llosmer;
192g 1 Mr Coo‘ke jg now upon a long- Holy Spirit, Truth Divine, by Kevin; The
short va(.ation to Europe. He Hour of Prayer, by Galbraith; Bread of
found
jrati
however, to undcr- the World, by Pease; Ten Thousand Times
ttake a suite for the piano entitled,
P„titied. “Ital“Ital- Ten Thousand, by Lansing, and others.
Among the standard anthems are: They
ian Lakes,” a series of dream pictures of That Wait Upon the Lord, In M u barren;
^
ous mountain paradises in northLet the Words of My Mouth, by Blair;
&Italy.
*
Two
of
these
have
already
Two of these have already Our Soul on Ood With Patience Waits,
compIetea.
une
is
completed. One is called “Beautiful by Garrett; Evening and Morning, by
t
„
. a very facile and
(Isola
Bella),
Oakeley, and others. Mr. Barnes’ work
Isle
„
Ujlol,a
Viell!V’
*
meful Valse Lente; the other is known
as ..rlre
e (La Danza
„all2,1 del
UC1 rFuoco), throughout has been excellent.
Fire Dance”
The special introductory price in ad¬
briUiant power>ul number which wiU
vance
of publication is 20 cents per copy,
.
^
S Q
Ac fnrrc in manv
recitalf xlfe beautiful Isle” postpaid.
me j liKonuRK Pbesskb Co. extends the
facilities of its service in the selection of
suitable material to all who are interested
in the formation of Summer Music Stud)
Classes or the production of a musical
entertainment. Catalogs and folders cov¬
ering these subjects are cheerfully furnished and a staff of experts is at all times
prepared to make suggestions and answer
inquiries.

NEW WORKS *
Advance of Publication Offers
May, 1927

t Songs for Boys With Chang-

Summer Mailings of
Now Music on Sale
NeW MaS1C °n °ale
,
About June 1st we shall begin to send
the usual summer packages of New Music
On Sale. The packages will not be large,
lnit will contain choice numbers selected
from our newer issues for piano voice,
violm or organ. Teachers whose work
continues
the, summer
----- —, through
. .
.. months, will
. ,
find much useful and interesting material
m these assortments. There will be no
purchase obligation whatever and any
material not used may be returned for
credit at the end of the summer season.
Settlement for what has been kept or used
0 be raa<le,after a final statement has
been received from us.
No one who has need for supplies of this

Beglnn—- .
Fclectic Piano Studies—Heinze. 35
First Garland of Flowers—Violin and
Piano—Weiss .
Forty Negro Spirituals—White. ?5
Fundamental Studies in Violoncello Tech¬
nic—Schwartz . BO
H. M. S. Pinafore—Sullivan.
Himalayan Sketches—Piano—Strickland.
Junior Anthem Book—Barns.
Melodious Study Album for Young Playof keepi™ractivl<^tolfwith ouTon
about grade four, the “Fire Dance”
k Quilt—Operetta
ci
about grade five. Those who desire these
—Stults .
New Collection of Favorite Songs and
' A mere postal' card request specifying "^“‘fderTem "now
Choruses for All Occasions.
the class of New Music wanted will place
^tpa.T'“Fife Dance ” %
New First and Third Position Album—
r New Music mailViolin and Piano.
: to mention the cents, postpaid.
Ragbag, A—Six American Pieces for
Piano—Gilbert.
to send in these
kind of music i
Secular Two-Part Song Collection.
Slumber
Songs of the Madonna
monthly packages.
Pieces—Four Hands '
Six
—Bernard . . .
For Women’s Voices, With
e Madonna-Cantata
Slumber Songs o:
Summer Music Study
Piano, Violin and ’Cello
Class Work
By May A. Strong
Twenty-four
When one notes the extensive exploita___t_
____
This
composition was
awarded the Fivi
Studies—Gurnit .
Very First Pieces Played on the Keyboard
tlon of Summer Study Classes by the lead- Hundred Dollar ($600.00) Prize offered
—Wright ..
ing
music
colleges,
such
as
that
in
the
by
the Theodore Presser Company in the
Violin Method for Beginners—Hathaway.
display advertising pages of The Etude recent contest conducted by the American
in this and the past months, he must real- Federation of Women’s Clubs. The comJune Wedding Time
ize what a general practice Summer Music poser is May A. Strong, of Evanston, Ill.
Study has become. Nor is thi* practice This work, which is almost of the dimenIs Coming
confined to the metropolitan districts. To sions of a short cantata, requires twenty
In the month of June, wedding cere- tbe teacber
the rural sections and in minutes for performance. The text is
s
make
demands
of
singers
and
. .
~
the smaller towns the formation of a wonderfully beautiful, being the complete
ganists. Those singers and organists who Summer study Class presents exceptional poem “Slumber Songs of the Madonna,"
wish to> avoid using the time-i
time-worn num- opportunities
_c__._B
for extending the influence 1 >y Alfred Noyes, a mystic rhapsody
hers will be glad to know that there
of music in the community.
the Incarnation. The choral setting for
a number of very satisfactory songs and
Through Summer Music Study Classes women’s voices is of considerable breadth,
compositions suitable for the vocal and many who could not otherwise avail them- well adapted for a large chorus and not
instrumental contributions to wedding selves of it are afforded the opportunity too difficult to sing. The melodies are
ceremonies. Among the songs might be of becoming acquainted with the history chiefly diatonic and there are few awkmentioned “All for You” (high), Steere, of music, or with harmdhy and the prin- ward modulations. The part-writing is
60 cents; “How I Love Thee” (high), ciples of composition.
These are the sound throughout. The parts for violin
Lawrence, 30 cents; “O, Perfect Love” most popular subjects, but many teachers and ’cello are of independent character,
(high or low voice), Burleigh, 60 cents; form classes in music appreciation, and chiefly bound up with the vocal partlUafoeC 3(HcentsM For" the oreanist^here SUII1C lur"i their
LUClr attention to producing writing.
writing, The
me piano
piano part
part is
is full
lull and
and steady.
stet
E the fsefuT volume edited® WEA operettas, pageants, and other musical af- While the work is chiefly choral, there
Kraft entiUed ° W^ddfna and F^nerai faIrs> sucb a? ™a-v be .lm.)duc'etl out,
occasional passages for a solo soprano,
Music” Brice ’ 1^00
Conies of these doors’ AU of these actlvltles redound to and there is one trio, which is intended to
Music, nPrmeL$2.00; _ Copies #of to the credit of the teacher, and the interest be sung unaccompanied. The work is
aroused should result in enlarged classes now off the press and copies are ready
wten the^ regular fali season begins.
for immediate delivery. For this month
Probably the most frequently used text oniv uur
palrolls may
may secure
secUre a
a single
single
“ir patrons
May Calls for Special
book for classes in music history is James Cop'y at the special introductory price,
Francis Cooke’s Standard History of Mu- 4,0 cents.
Mother’s Day and
sic, price $1.50. Its forty-two story les\ ,
Memorial Day Music
sons, with test questions following each Himalayan Sketches
V
The observance of Mother’s Day on the chapter, make it a work admirably Suite for Piano
'
second Sunday in May has become gen- adapted for class study, and it is of just _>
. ..
^ . , ,
,
eral, many churches having special pro- sufficient length that it may be covered
Lily oUTCKland
grams for the occasion. As everyone by a representative class in a Summer SesLily Strickland is known as a composer
knows, many songs have been composed sion. A class of children between the through her many successful songs and
on the mother-theme; some of these are ages of six and ten will lie charmed with some striking piano pieces. Wetakepleasparticularly appropriate to use in con- Young Folks’ Picture History of Music, ure in announcing that we have in prepnection with religious services. Probably by the same author. Accompanying each aration her latest work entitled, Himalaythe most popular is Memories, a beautiful copy is a packet of “cut-out” pictures an Sketches, suite for the piano. This is a
little melody by Gertrude Martin Rohrer.
’
that are to lie pasted in their proper set of five characteristic numbers the ma
This number may be had either as a places throughout the book.
terial for which was acquired during a
solo or as a quartet for mixed voices.
Every piano teacher realizes that a number of years’ residence in India, the
Prices: As a solo, 40 cents; as a quartet, knowledge of harmony is most helpful, composer having jotted clown some' old10 cents.
in fact, well-nigh indispensable to the as- folk tunes while in Darjeeling in the HimThere are many excellent part songs for piring piano student. Consequently many alayan Mountains. It is no easv task to
mixed and men’s voices suitable for use teachers conduct classes in theory, bar- catcli the real Oriental spirit, but this has
in connection with the Memorial Day ex¬ ■nony and composition, using for: this pur- been accomplished beautifully in this volercises. Copies of both Mother’s Day and pose Preston
W;
” '
”T
Orem’s Harmony nine. The pieces are of only moderately
Memorial Day numbers may lie had for Book for Beginnt. . ,r- -__
_,.
price, $1.25.
For advanced difficulty.
examination. In ordering please state the younger students Anna Heuermann HamThe special introductory pric
arrangement desired, anil if solos are ilton’s Composition for Beginners, price, vance of publication is 60 cents per copy
wanted, the approximate range of voice. $1.00, and for advanced students Orem’s postpaid.
Advertisement

Eclectic Piano Studies
X
Compiled By Louis G. Iieinze
Mr. Heinze has already in our catalog
two compilations of piano sludies: The
Piano Beginner and The Progressing
Piano Player.
The Eclectic Studies may
he regarded as a further continuation of
the series. These studies start at ilbout
grade two and one-half and work qnward
into the third grade. They are short and
very much to the point. Among the stand¬
ard writers from whose works studies
have been selected are: Schvtle, Beyer,
Czerny, Clementi, Lemoino, Krug, Bach,
Bertini and others. A very useful work.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Beginner’s Method
For the Saxophone
That there is need of a good instructor
for this popular instrument is plainly
apparent in the large number of advance
orders we have booked for till work in
the comparatively' short time that has
elapsed since the first announcement of
its forthcoming publication. As previ¬
ously announced, the editing is being done
under the supervision of Mr. H. Benne
Henton, one of the foremost exponents
of the saxophone. The book will be a
worthy one in every respect, and teachers
should not neglect to place their orders
now while it is obtainable at the special
advance of publication cash price, 40
cents, postpaid.
Miss Polly’s PatchWork Quilt—Operetta
By R. M. Stults
A fine, intriguing title for a fine little
operetta, and a title which at once makes
us curious to learn who “Miss Polly” is,
and just what sort of plot is developed
around the soft nucleus .of a patch-work
quilt.
Mr. Stults is to be complimented for
selecting a really excellent “book”—the
work of Lida Larrimore Turner, the wellknown writer. This operetta is easily
produced and is replete with humor, mel¬
ody and action.
Everyone, nearly, has heard the beauti¬
ful ballad, “The* Sweetest Story Ever
Told.” This gem—the sales of which al¬
most challenge belief—has brought prom¬
inence and honor to the name of R. M.
Stults; he is also known us one of the
most successful writers of anthems, can¬
tatas and piano pieces. Mr. Stults’ writ¬
ing is fluent, but always meritorious.
Special price in advance of publication.
45 cents, postpaid.

the etude
Prize Winners in the
Ey Every Child

Album of Study
Pieces in

Should Have a Musical
Thirds and Sixths
.
Training” Contest
The Album of Thirds and Sixths is
\Ve were very pleased with the interest about ready for the pftss, but the special
chown in this Prize Contest. The prizes introductory offer will be continued durSllOV\ been awarded
, , as follows:
» u
It1 r* 4-Vio
jllnlUYl Will
have
mg
the miTVonf
current month
month. This
This album
w
FIRST PRIZE: A Musical Library, contain the best selection of intermediate
valued at one hundred dollars ($100.00), grade pieces containing double notes
Russell Snively Gilbert, Orange, N. J.
(more particularly thirds and sixths) ever
KSECOND PRIZE: A Musical Library, gotten together. Among the numbers mTHIIlD^PRlZlf^twenTv-flve
’third
PRIZE. TwentV'flre Dollars

«■„c“vu“beih*”■DeHu,>
fl*,-00!;
c,fVE11“b',h Fifteen
™‘ DeHu*’
FOURTH- PRIZE:
dollars'

he^lauTU^
-n tbf, re„uiar Etude Radio Hour, and
who latcl. in the month heard the Famous
Glee club of the West Virginia Collegi....
. — J— CL«amia
P
n mpvon
Me -»-lnslllutCj
Institute,
under
uiJv^
Clarence
_
Cameron'
------—
wh}t
wU1 know how really effective the
_iite, will
Negro Spirituals can he when properly
nmnerlv
rendered. Mr. White lias compiled what
believe will be the best Album of Spirituals ever issued. He has made just the
Bu"»rKb.,u.kr,riJd“s,s
- ••
’ ’
"mA
^^7ll,etioHharmonisatlns.
The
Tonka, ''Cooriiilsr,
Goordslar, Rolfe,
Il'illr. Schmoll and
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The World of Music

Forty Negro Spirituals
By Clarence Cameron White

(Continued from page 835)
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deficit of the
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of Berlin,
Weisbaden, and one at Cassel. I< or the main¬
taining of historic palaces and estates, lor
museums and various cultural and aitistic
purposes, together with schools of drama,
and for excavatio.
and Babylon, $2,750,000 n 5 is used.
ill inn.
ijie L
(Uce .Ciuj, it is am
York on August
the patronage 01 Aiau»uu ^
American ambassador to Great Britain.

!i*,p

William Henry Hill, of the famous
-«*•w,ih»-• ~ Bond
Street, London, firm of violin makers
e well
The special introductory price in ad¬ and dealers, probably the oldest and. most
monotonous to play, since they
of publication is 75 cents per copy.
“'.rTL.l pl.L not vance
'““g
firm, which n
A Ragbag—Six American
ffiFawV
Pieces for Piano
\X
surviving bro
By Henry F. Gilbert
A
musician.
COMPETITIONS
^ Julia A. Fitzpatrick, Rochester, Minn, postpaid.
The collective title, A Ragbag, given to
Annette M. Lingelbaek, Waterloo, Iowa.
. ,
. j
rize of *1,000 for an original Cantata
a set of six piano pieces might seem to
__
_ ^ _ composer resident in the United States,
H. B. Baughman, Niles, Ohio.
Violin Method
Mr. Gilbert is offered by the_~
Mrs. Harold Barnett, Sayre, Oklahoma. For Beginners
has seized upon some Americanisms m berg music l0Ter and patron. Rules and conGertrude Harpst, Toledo, Ohio.
By Ann Hathaway
L. Arlean Weidner, Orwigsburg, Pa.
since the manuscript of this hook came music and idealized them into a set of ditlons of the competition may be obtained
Helen Oliphant Bates, San Antonio, tQ ug> w£ haye shown }t to a numher of “glorified jazz” pieces. The idea is clever, from Richard Copley, 10 East 43<1 Street, New
Texas’
. T) ,» , v, ,
practical violin teachers, and after care- both in conception and in execution.
A p,ue of ^SOOis offered by the National
.. Jean M. Hunt, Bedford Park, ful examination Gf it, the opinion has been These numbers will make genuine program
iciation of Organist
for any recital,
London W 4, England.
mum novelties tor
reciuu, and they ato “,,7';he orean ),y composers resideut in
unanimous that it most certainly should
George R. Walker, Boston, Mass.
dolin equally good for studies,' especially for tke united States or Canada. The competition
be of great lielp to all teachers of violin
Elizabeth Craig Cobb, Americus, Ga.
beginners. That we would consider pub- .Study in modern technic. So far as diffi- closes May 15, ll>27. and full
Tlie next ten are awarded a subscrip¬ lishing this work, in view of the success•cess- culty
-w is
— concerned, they are in about the be hadwa"fi„aker'“Auditorium? New
tion to The Etude for one year:
ful violin methods already published by fifth grade.
fbrk?ity
Ruth L. F. Barnett, Brockton, Mass.
us, also bespeaks our confidence in the
The special introductory price
cents per copy.
Nan Laudig, Pittsburgh, Pa.
appeal of this method by Ann Hathaway, vance of publication '
Mrs. Elvira P. Roberts, Idaho Springs, The author of this method shows a de- postpaid,
without choru
Colo.
eided genius for making valuable first
»etoVuert
Sarah Wolfson, New York City.
grade work attractive to the student, at Six Recreation Pieces for Four
Mrs. R. E. O’Brien, Blue Island, Ill.
the same time giving an exceptionally Hands for Teacher and Pupil—
ize of *1500, for a suitable official
Miss Helen Tierney, Rochester, N. Y.
substantial foundation training. In ad¬ By Georges Bernard
■ the Infantry of the American Army,
d by the Infantry Journal. Full p
Lena Spaulding, Salem, N. Y.
vance of publication the price upon this
Mr. Georges Bernard is a contemporary
C. L. Smith, Dansville, N. Y.
method is 40 cents a copy, postpaid.
French composer who specializes in teach¬
Alice M. Goodell, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ing pieces and in drawing-room music of
Allison F. Barnard, Wessington Springs, Very First Pieces
the higher class. In this new set of
S. D.
teacher and pupil pieces, he lias disPlayed on the Keyboard
played
____ considerable
__ originality.
_
.
.
______onal Federation
By N. Louise Wright
h,lt the though the pupil’s part throughout is in of Musie Clubs for a Symphonic Poem. Both
Beginner’s Voice Book
This new book i
5J b t
the five-finger position in both hands, these competitions By Frantz Proschowsky
special introductory oner will be contin^emploved. and the teach- ^^Chautauqua. A.
When you stop to think of it, you will ued during the current month Its « ^
t throughout
recall that though there have been hun- very clever little work and J^t right for barmonized This is
..- dreds and hundreds of voiee^books pub- very young_
lightful books of its kind that we have
A prijte of 0ue T,lonsa,ia Do:
~ such
««« «
i
0 initsofs a
jeen.
offered by the National Opera Club
fished, you have seldom heard3 of
Tlie special introductory price in ad- femalewith a^vojee^of^e, m
thing as a beginner’s voice book. That, and tuneful and in characteristic vein.
The special introductory price in 1
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, staumng quaii y.
then, is the especial and unique value ot
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
this work by Frantz Proschowsky.
postjiaid.
postpaid.
starts with the absolute elements of n
Iowa City, Iowa.
Fundamental Studies
cal notation, vowel formation, breath cuua
ti#
troi, and the exact physiology of the Twenty-five Primary Pieces
in Violoncello Technic
voice. Nothing that could be considered
Louise Wright
Bulletin of the Presser Home for Retired
By G. F. Schwartz
3 requisite knowledge for the coBamene.g em;Ilently fitting that there should
Music Teachers
By the time this issue of The Etude
pc a
— — — , . reaches our subscribers we believe that
Spring at the Hoi
__ Pennsylvania, is
from, the
™n the preceding publisher’s note, and that
nfcW ’ceu0 hook by Mr. Schwartz will
The Home_~
occupies three
matters are gradually taken up, and ar
_ just’what
•
Mice Wrio-ht's
newest hook
HOOK b“eo“yle‘'pr^s"lTbis
,
- «« • work
i is for
c-Miss
Wright’s newest
a serious
__
..Philadelphia.
explained with a logic and lucidity which is. This work is entitled, lwenty-five stu(jent but it is eminently practical and Large lawns, over three
hundred beautiful
are truly remarkable.
Primary Pieces
Naturally, these are a readable and the studies given by the au- trees and
e of the leading little longer and more pretentious than
Mr. Proschowsky is
are
gt right for the purposes for
^ 2 2',^ Ipp?cciate
.1 T r
Di-1/.no Vavinilfi IcPVS are
...
rrUo
incur lJV...
L
J
M
has coached such noted singers as Mme.
and there is also variety in hr'takerip'bVanyon^wh^h'L'ni^tered residents of Tile Home; yet. although there
Ga!^CurciandTitoScb.pa He ^no *9 £ ^ treble and hassciefs. The ^‘^Zwntsof notation and who has are now no rooms available for lady appli¬
cants, there are three excellent rooms avail¬
a “faddist,” and employs on W the sanest
^ are all melodious and cleverly char- learned the
itions of the fingers upon able
for gentlemen. Tlie require
‘ i for
” “
and .simplest methods in dealing with th iacteristic This is a Very good book with the strings- It may also be used as a admission are; a record of twenty ive years
music teaching in America, an ag of sixtyv'oiAoe’
,.
...
thp ad_ which to introduce second grade work.
book of reference and the exercises are of
five to seventy-five, and an ad miss on fee of
As was mentioned last naonth’ the ad
^
,al introductory price in ad- excellent for daily practice.
four hundred dollars. An applica-1 blank
— vance of publication offer on this re
nce cf pubUcatioft is 35 cents per copy,
—
....
The special
introductory price in ad¬ will be sent 011 request, from The Presser
markable book is $1.50, postpaid; and
-d
1713 Sausom Street, Philadelphia,
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, Foundation,
Pennsylvania.
considering that when it is printed the P P
postpaid. ’
Among the activities of the residents of
retail price will he $3.00, we would ad- ..
Collection of Favorite
the Presser Home was a production on March
vise everyone interested to take advantage ^ —A n,nr]]SflS fnr
20, of an original and fantastic operetta, “It
Secular
Two-Part
Songs and Choruses for
Happened in Persia.” All parts were sung
of this unparalleled opportunity.
Song Collection
' - .'.
“The Home Family,” none of
All Occasions
der seventy, but who in their
We trust that this will be the last time
sprightly and gay, and looked
Book of Part-Songs
driay
in
the
issuance
of
this
important
^11
Both
dy^3
n^PWaTr<SoM
For Boys with
Changing Voices
(*15.00) Cash, HilariooF. Ilshlo, Baooor,

2'.“^o“S, (l,S,““ ‘ '“b

nor another-soprano, alto, tenor or bass,
Few collections are so successful in conquering the problem as this Book of PartSongs for Boys With Changing Voices.
The songs a're of exactly the right range,
and they are of a character so appealing
and tuneful that they cannot fail to make
a big “hit” with the restless, sensitive,
critical boy of this age. This book, then,
answers an intense need. It can be procured for a short time at the advance of
publication rate of 30 cents, postpaid.

m Jthe sefoet*0'“
hi b »k will be organized choral organizations, and for
the numbers. Besities, i
women’s clubs. This will prove to be an
™^a'addsa"reat”y to* the appcaranci of exceptionally attractive collection. The
*'" ,
““sight-fading much pieces are chiefly original, but some good
g°.
>nthe page: an
isgintended for all arrangements and transcriptions are* mea
• ^ aad £or all occasions, whenever eluded. Many contemporary writers are
purposes a
whether they be a represented
.
.
.
P«^
t0rgelncg0’mnlunity chorus.
The specia introductory price m adi'andfui or^I .«troductory Jprice in ad. vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
J publication is 10 cents per copy, postpaid
vance of pumicauo
u
vj
(Continued on page 406)
postpaid.
Advertisement

if the Palace in Tehran. Fol-de-Rol and Aiilosh are lovers. Sum-Nut, Queen of Persia
:nd step-mother to Fol-de-Rol, also loves AII3'jsh, and she would force her step-daughter
to marry By-Goah, a pirate wliiim she hates.
In despair, Fol-de-Rol calls her fairy godmother, Whirl-i-Gig, to aid her. Whirl-l-Gig
comes and promises to get rid of both her
step-mother and By-Gosh, if All-Bosh will do
as she bids him. Finally all is adjusted and
there is a happy ending.
The place of entertainment was filled with
residents and guests, and numerous requests
have prompted a
“
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Mr. A. J. Sheret
Aberdeen, Scotland, wl ire he made
_ with music
quite an acquaintai
,-en years^ of
Later* he joined the founder of C.
Bruce Miller & Company, in the
establishment of this music busi¬
ness in Aberdeen. With this firm
he was manager of the sheet mu¬
sic and small goods department,
also overseeing the piano and musi¬
cal goods divisions. After a flue
record of nine years with the Mil¬
ler & Co. organization the call of
America -"I ~~g | jgj’ ’ ]
was to be found in Indianapolis
manager of the sheet music
partment of Carlin Music Co.,
position held by him fo
... ._ ... staff,
music clerks.
of the v_
__ ... attached to our Retail De¬
partment, coming in contact with
the many music buyers in and
around Philadelphia who make
their purchases in person in our
retail salesroom.
Few business
men can lay claim to. being as con¬
sistently cheerful and as willing to
assist as is Mr. Sheret. While Mr.
Sheret is a valued member of our
retail sales force, there have been
many hours that be has given of
his knowledge and ability in as¬
sisting the Mail Order Selection
Department to keep apace with
busv seasons when patrons every-

jiEirsiE==i|[g7
First Garland of FlowersFavorite Melodies in the
First Position for Violin
With Piano Accompaniment
By Julius Weiss, Op. 38
The violin is, first of all, an instrument
of melody, consequently, the sooner the
young violinist begins the playing of melo¬
dies the better. This is the great advanage of using a book like Opus 38, by
Weiss. This book may be taken up before
the student bus gone very far in his first
instruction. He then has some real music
to play and, moreover, he has a satisfac¬
tory piano accompaniment. The melodies
in this book are from various sources,
many of them are familiar.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.

New First and Third
Position Album
For Violin and Piano
After a thorough drilling in the first
position, the violin student is ready to
take up the third position. By the time
he has reached this stage in his developmeat he is capable of producing a fairly
good tone and should be able to play a
number of compositions, both for his own
pleasure and profit, and for the entertainment of others. It is to provide, at
a reasonable price, material for this purpose that the New First and Third Posttion Album is being compiled. For its
contents the editors have selected some
of the most successful numbers of the
proper grade, most of them pieces that
have never hitherto appeared in any published collection. The book in size and
scope will be similar to the immensely
successful Album of Favorite First Position Pieces, our famous dollar collection.
While the new book is in preparation
will accept orders for it as a special low
advance of publication price, 50 cents
copy,
* *1
Melodious Study Album
for Young Players
By A. Sartorio

Withdrawals That Are
Being Made From Advance
Of Publication Offers
The four works named below are now
on the market and; therefore, the low ad¬
vance of publication prices are being with¬
drawn. The prices - --"tinned are
the regular retail prices at which these
works will be supplied. As
when tire retail price goes into e
>
offer to teachers tire privilege of at¬
ining any of these publications, excepting
any musical literature works,
Organ Miscellany. This book was offered
;n advance of publication as New Organ
Collection. It was an unusual bargain
for those who ordered in advance of publieation, and it is a great value even at
ps regular price, since it contains fifty
selected compositions, and either the
church or theatre organist is sure to find
considerably more than 75 cents worth of
mus;c jn it." That is the retail price placed
upon this new organ collection.
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies for the
Pianoforte, by A. Biehl, Op. 7. Teachers
wanting the best edition of these meri¬
torious studies that are fine for second
grade pupils should be sure to specify this
new Presser Collection edition. Price,
75 cents.
Seven Octave Studies, Book 2 of the
School of Octave Playing, Op. 48, by Theo.
TVochers will
PresKullak. ’ Teachers
will find this new Pres-'
ser Collection edition of these octave
... any
...lv other edition c
studies superior to
market. Price, $1.00.
.
, _ . . .
.
Music, An Education and Social Asset,
by Edwin N. 0. Barnes. Those who are
interested in forwarding the progress in
music, either in an altruistic or a professional manner, most certainly should have
this book, which gives them considerable
material to use in convincing others of
the great value of music. Price, $1.50.

• no
There is always room for
studies of easy grade. There
muen
material used in the early grades that
there is need for constant variety. This
helps teacher and pupil alike. This new
set of studies by Mr. Sartorio is the easiest that he has written for us. The work
may be taken up early in the second
grade and used to very good advantage,
The studies are well contrasted, not too
long, and musically interesting. Each one
bears a characteristic title, just like a
pjece
^ The special introductory price in adance of publication is 30 cents per copy.
postpaid.
Attractive Premiums Given
For New Etude Music
Brehm’s First Steps for
Magazine Subscriptions
Young Piano Beginners
Note the advertisement on the third
Since the announcement of the ap¬ ?over of this month’s issue. The rewards
nr premiums offered represent standard
proaching publication of a
merchandise secured by us at wholesale
larged edition of this work,
~
r premium worker
eeipt of many orders, both from teachers prices and offered
to
who used this piano method when it was friends for introducing Etude Music MAGpublished by Brehm Bros., and from azine. We are in daily receipt of deothers who realize the importance of ac- lighted letters from readers of the Etude
quainting themselves with everything who have as an experiment secured a few
worth while in piano teaching material subscriptions and obtained the rewards,
for beginners. We feel certain that many They have the satisfaction of knowing
teachers will want to use this new edition that they have spread Etude influence for
of Brehm’s First Steps as part of their the good of music, and incidentally have felt
regular course, and many others will use more than well paid by the rewards they
it as an alternate instructor, particularly. received. Now is the time to select any
in cases where two or more students in of the articles advertised and which will
the same family or immediate neighbor- be mighty handy during the coming sumhood begin piano study at about the same mer months. Premium catalog showing
time. The utmost care is being taken to additional gifts sent on receipt of post
make this new edition a most excellent card request,
one. While it is in the course of prepara¬
tion copies may be ordered at the very Look Out !
low price of 25 cents, postpaid.
Fraud Agents are About
,«■ ci t»*
£
H. M. S. rinalore
Comic Opera
By Gilbert and Sullivan

So many unscrupulous men and women
impose on music lovers with seemingly
plausible stories that they are working
their ways through college, or that they
are ex-service men trying to turn an honand innumerable other clever
sche£es 'which the unsuspecting public
ac
ts> that we must caPtion SevP
against paying money to strangers/ if
yOU believe the story which is told you,
^ ^ ^ ^
f ^ J

Twenty-Four Melodious
. ,,
One of the outstandmg successes mte
And Progressive Studies
comic opera field when Gilbert and SulhFor the Pianoforte
van reigned supreme, this piquant burBy C. Gurlitt, Op. 131
iesque of British officialdom, with its apThe majority of teachers who have had phcability. to many oca si 1a ion ,
a great amount of experience in training been “revived numerous times and prepiano beginners are familiar with these
excellent studies by Gurlitt, so there is
little need of outlining the educational
f
?”«»“« tor u th/edi,
tefe .Silled
value of these studies as supplementary production by local organizations as the
j
n(f traveling representatives. Our
ta are ealJ located in the
material in third grade work. There is expense of staging need not be great and
4e subscriptions.
something, however, to be said with re¬ the musical numbers as a whole do not towns jn which th
gard to the issuing of a fine new edi¬
-J"' Many conscientious men and women take
tion of these studies in the Presser Col¬ it is not only from those who a
subscriptions for a living, but unfor¬
lection. This new edition will he most
tunately there are mai
carefully edited and truly presented. The
too. Beware!
engraving will be of the best and the publication orders. Many desire a copy
_
printing of the highest quality. We are of the score so that they can play and
giving teachers an opportunity to be¬ sing many of the popular songs for which Changes OI Address
If you contemplate removing for the
come acquainted with this new Presser this opera is famous. In earlier editions
Collection edition of the Gurlitt, Opus 131, the price of the score has been $1.00, hut summer from your permanent address,
studies at the very low price of 30 cents while we are preparing our new edition please advise us at least four weeks in
a copy, provided the order is placed in for publication, orders may be placed for advance, giving us both your old and new
advance of publication, upon which de¬ it at the special low price of 50 cents, addresses. We will be glad to make the
livery will be made as soon as the hook postpaid, copies to he delivered as soon changes for you so that Etttdf. can follow
you to your summer home.
is completed by the printers and hinders. as the work appears from the press.
Advertisement

tfjuJ

_ . „ vastly larger expendi¬
tures in money and time that have
been necessary to making that
piece of music available for so
_details in editorial work, en¬
graving of plates, proof-reading,
printing,
""thine <‘f
ictory 1
ostly.
birth, development and li •e of Theo
IPH _
3 publicaHe has been with us since
1910 as Assistant to the .Manager
of the Engraving and Printing lieagement of details attending
production of a number or a book
after it is ready for prn b"i'There are paper deliveries to over¬
see, stock for book covers to buy.
plates to be sent correctly to the
printer, return deliveries to IoIIoa
up, and tbe management of prompt
and careful filing of tbe thousands
of plates from which printings are
made in the course of a year. Be¬
fore joining our organization 111
1910, Mr. Crooks was with Znhel
Bros., a large music printing and
lithographing establishment, for
years. His work with the Tbe,,
dore Presser Co. has been n model
of fidelity, earnestness and inde¬
fatigable effort to keep bis work so
well in band as to insure, insofar
as the scope of his department
went, the success of a company
that has for its ideal the aim of
being of real service and assislauee
to music teachers everywhere.

Statement Made in Compliance with
the Act of Congress of
August 24th, 1912
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC., of
The Etude, published monthly at Philadel¬
phia, Pa., required by the Act of August 24,
Editor—James Francis Cooke, PIMac Ij.iiia.
Managing Editor—None.
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Publisher—Theodore Presser Co., Philadel¬
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Estate oj Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. Pa.
James Francis Cooke, Bala, Pa,
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STANDARD EDUCATIONAL WORKS

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
BEGINNER’S BOOK by THEO. PRESSER
School for the Pianoforte—Volume One
Price, $1.00
The greatest of first piano instructors.
STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
For the Pianoforte
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
In Ten Grades, Ten Volumes
Th
i Price, $1.00 each ^
HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price, $1.25
Every Music Student should have this work.
STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.50
Adopted by many leading schools and colleges.
Any Presser publication sent tor exam¬
ination to interested music teachers.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-14 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

May Anniversaries

The Fairyland of Music

Anniversaries of the following musicians
are celebrated this month (May). Perhaps .-- line of you can honor their days
by playing some of their compositions at
your May club meetings. You might also
look up interesting details from their biographics.

By Dorothy C. Hance

Practice Precepts
By Bertha Hafey Kahn

First, study your music with very great
, ,
A long time ago in a harmonious little and he snatched her hand and pulled her.
valley, lay the village of Orchestra-Land,
On and on they ran, up, up Key ioar
j0 yjM£j au fjic difficult spots lurking ther
,
_ _ of the key and the rhythm and
where for centuries it had remained un- Lane until—alas^poor Celto stubbed her Make
toe and fell! Down, down, down, she
styic.
May first, Anton Dvorak died in Prague, disturbed by discord.
came. Each bump made a more frightful >x{s wcIl, then, to study the phrasing
Master
Bass
was
the
Inn
Keeper
of
Viol
1904.
aivhile.
Inn and next door lived Master Metro¬ noise than the one before until, when she
May second, Giacomo Meyerbeer died ii
eached the bottom, all Orchbstra-Land ]\row play very slowly, with each hand
nome, the Timekeeper of the village. A
Paris, in 1864.
alone,
steep road, called Keyboard Lane, led up was there seething with indignation at the
_
...„ magnificent
__me
who had brought the first discord into of course, yon will listen and get a good
May seventhL Johannes Brahms was born trough Pianotown
to- the
Cas... Hamburg, Germany, 1833.
tie Organpipes" None of" the*village folks their land of harmony. Master Metronome
tone;
May seventh, Peter Ujitch Tschaikow- ever ventured up that road save Master was the only one who didn’t stop his work; While counting each measure, with good
sky was born in Russia, 1840.
Metronome who was privileged to go any- but he might just jas^ well have doneso, jteadybeat,
many times to
2 thought of the time. Cello’s ’Tis well every phra
May twelfth, Jules Massenet was born where, for everyone must keep time.
for no
mice became so low that it was
repeat.
in France 1842
The pride of Orchestra-Land was little father
e than a rumble.
Then after some good careful practice this
«.3W.8„„ couldn’t get along without her. She
STeffl
could
way,
be seen any day in her bright red dress
With both hands together you’re ready to
May twenty-second, Igor Stravinsky was and raven black hair, dancing and singing
play;
born in Petrograd, 1882.
in the sunshine.
And, really, ’twould not be the least bit
May twenty-seventh, Niccolo Paganini
Every evening when darkness was set¬
died in Italy, 1840.
tling on the valley Cello used to sit and
To make just a nice little game out of this
May thirty-first, Josef Haydn died in watch the last rays of the sun playing
By using three beans (candy beans are so
on the turrets of Castle Organpipes. One
good);
day she expressed a desire to climb up and
Now each time you play any phrase as you
see the Castle closely, whereupon her
should
father in a very deep voice roared, “If you
Betty Jane
Just stop, and to some other spot move a
should reach the Castle Organpipes they
bean,
would break forth in such a volume of
But if there’s a single mistake (this is
By Gail Hoffman
sound that the vibration would knock you
mean)
down Keyboard Lane and-you would bring
Put all the beans back cmd start over again.
Betty Jane, across the way,
discord into Orchestra-Land. The penalty
No doubt you will play much more care¬
Has had to practice every day;
is to be shut out from the sunshine, and
fully then.
And oftentimes, I’ve felt right sad
the offender can not sing unless someone
As a little reward now for winning all
To think of what dull hours she’s had.
touches the strings on the door of his or
three,
» jiiuvu.
--sealed
up in a beautiful
Cello
v
If they are of -wcandy you eat o
her
prison.”
. - .
...
rr.For while we’ve picnicked under trees,
This threat was so terrible that Cello and placed on one of the neighboring hills. w/len practicing this way, Time
And idled in the summer breeze,
never thought about going up there again. However, as time went on, everyone longed
away
Sweet Betty Jane, just o’er and o’er,
However, she often talked with Master to hear her singing again, so they climbed
your wor], will improve very much
Has had to count, “One, two, three, four.” Metronome in hopes he might tell her the hill and tried to reach her. But, instead
every day.
something about the forbidden place. But of song, nothing but low moans and whisBut one day Betty called us in,
he never did.
perings were heard. They were in despair, For each little Girl and for each little Boy
To say ’twas high time to begin
One day she was startled in her play by when they heard a silvery laugh and, turn- Good music should be such a wonderful
To plan for her recital turn—
, soft notes of music. Turning she saw a ing, beheld Master Bow, the light-haired
,
rnm- „ Hown
’
’ 'boy.
The thought just made her freeze and light-haired boy
Remembering always, it’s not “what” you
coming
down Ke
Keyboard
burn!
Lane. He. was smiling at her and beckon“Who are you?” they cried.
play
ing to her
And he answered, “I am Master Bow, If always you play it the “musical” way.
But if we’d' play each were a guest,
Remembering her father’s warning, she the one who made Cello venture up the
She’d try for us to do her best,
would not go to him. Each day after Keyboard Lane. I, alone, can make Cello
Question Box
So when the great day really came,
that she met the hoy.
However, the sing.” And stepping up to her prison he
Her teacher’d find no cause for blame.
temptation to climb grew stronger, and one touched the strings and whispered, “Cello, Dear Junior Etude :
day he coaxed so hard that she thought I have come to stay. I love you !”
th'VqueJtion6XP
Ti
T.
,
, „. „ . , TVr-^-.rr,”
day^he
Then Betty played A Fairy s Dream - she wnnU
iust take
Pian0.
would just
take one
one step
step on
on PianoThe people hearing the beautiful song
Twas all about a rippling stream;
town’s Keyboard Lane. The sound which begged him to stay. And there he lived
£ A
And birds and flowers that reveled there she created was very soft and sweet; but forever after, by Cello’s side, for he alone
’Mid sweetest strains from everywhere.
the boy had moved two steps farther up could make her sing.
J. L. R„ New York.
Ans The above sign is usually found in
writing, or writing of this character,
To us it then came very plain,
I have not seen any letters torn Fanama, uirt-song
each voice or part has a separate mel-1
We needn’t pity Betty Jane;
_ years of age vbere
DEIABhaveIIshnU«lCDpinno for four years and so I am sending one. I am te
>dy line. If any two voices have the same
For somehow those dull practice hours
and in tjie third grade of lusic. My teacher
is the best on the Isthmi i. We have quite
Caught hints of summer’s magic powers.
talent in our tov l, which is named
SSi ?b£mciSK'i a lot of; and
it is seven mile from Colon, which
Oik Si,
3. Both my teacher and I Gatun
y on the Atlantic
And Betty Jane can bring them back—
raiserinterested
Oik
U. No.
is the most promi
in tbe Etude and - “
ic and hope I can keep it up.
hope
some
The birds, the woods, the flowery bank,
cuss topics found in its
hut in the case of whole notes, the notes are
„„
.
write
to
me.
From your friend,
of
your
readers
wl
wr’
written intertwined, as in the example which
And lilting brook—all o’er and o’er—
From your friend,
Dana
Eaton
(Age 10).
puzzled y
' ' ““
"
But who’d have thought! “One, two, three
coi ■ORiHA Schultz (Ape 16).
Gatun, Canal Zone, Panama.
i Eudunda, South Australia.
four.”
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An Exceptionally Attractive Variety

JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued

is presented in these

NEW MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
The Piano, Vocal, Violin, Organ and Choral numbers in this list represent the

Any of these f

VOCAL

PIANO SOLOS

Sill

Order NOW!
AND MAKE THOSE LONG SUMMER
AFTERNOONS—DELIGHTFUL !

2353. SKSZVL*).4.
STOUGHTON, R. S.
23543 In Arcady With Thee (d-F).45

23591 r^GUdteK^w((Y?u'LoveM«) (Efl'at-F) .50

SB:

HETHER in the country or in the mountains,
by the seashore or one of the lakes, or simply
at home, you have often wished for a really
good magazine. Here is your opportunity to
fulfil that wish and add twelve brilliant, enter¬
taining, inspiring issues of the Etude Music
Magazine to your musical library.

SPECIALS

•i i

Jtude Music Magazine (One Full Year) .
With McCall's (Regular Price $1.00) .
With Woman's Home Companion (Regular Price $1.00) .
With Modern Priscilla (Regular Price $2.00) .
With Christian Herald (Regular Price $2.00).
With Cosmopolitan (Regular Price $3.00) .

$2.35

MUSICAL RECITATIONS

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...
AMERICAN BOY .

1 ■Mfc..'

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
RADIO NEWS .
Regular price .
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
BOY'S LIFE ((Boy Scout Magazine)

PIANO-FOUR HANDS
PART SONGS

-SESa-

. $3.85
$3?50
?4. J

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
AMEBICAN MAGAZINE .

Both
$4.25

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
>$4.75
Regular price ...
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.,..$2.00 ]
> $4°l50
“a™ ..

TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS
Treble Voi

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00)
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL .50l
Regular price .*2.60/

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00)
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION.... 1.00 [
PICTORIAL REVIEW .1.50 S $4.25
Regular price ..$4-50 ) Save 25c

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.

ETUDE ftIUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.0t
McCALL’S .1.00
WOMAN’S HORIE COMPANION.... 1.00 ► $3.35
Save 65c
Regular price .$4.00

[

$5.25
‘ Save 75c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .$2.00^ Both
CHILD LIFE .
> $3.90
Regular price .
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... .$2.00^
YOUTH’S COMPANION (52 issi
■ $3.50
Regular price . ie31'5f Save 50c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... .$|oo'l
GOLDEN BOOK.
• $4.75
Regular price .. .&ooj
ETUDE MUSIC R
$3.50
All
$4.05

20691 SS™Th.(T

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00
CHRISTIAN HERALD .2.00 (
PICTORIAL REVIEW .1.50 )
Regular price .$EL50j

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00')
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION.... 1.00
FARM & FIRESIDE .25 > $3?00
Regular price ..$3.25 11 Save 23c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 ]f
AU
PICTORIAL REVIEW .1.50
YOUTH’S COMPANION .2.00 > $5.00
Regular price ..$5.50
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 '|
All
WOMAN’S HOftlE COftIPANION. 1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE .2.50 J $4.75
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.J2.00'

23564 SSrSne. ..

~™EW .So

LONGWOOD SKETCHES

ADD {HilsUafo-}

ANTHEMS

TO ANY OF THE ABOVE CLUBS

Send Your Orders Direct to

VIOLIN AND PIANO

-3S».■
THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Write to us
for prices

*

Etude Music Magazine

Musicians,
Attention!

on any
magazines

THE WORLD’S FINEST MUSIC LOVER’S JOURNAL

(iot forbETUDE

THEODORE PRESSER CO. Publishers

not listed.

1712-1714 Chestnut St.

income. °Send
ticulars.

::

Philadelphia, Pa.

s ©

E music magazine...

I

! Lord is My Light The (S and T). .

r,

w

LoOK! Here is the very finest list of magazines
published clubbed with Etude Music Maga¬
zine. You can actually save from 25c to $1.25
by ordering now. Make your selection today—
send us your check for the amount and we will
promptly enter your order. Subscriptions can
begin with any future number designated.

THE WORLD’S MOST COMPLETE
STOCK OF MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
Everything in'Standard,

s“d Popular Music
p l]' ntnns

THEODORE PRESSER CO
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
UNEQUALLED SERVICE TO MUSIC TEACHERS EVERYWHERE

Music

ACCURACY_DESPAXCH
ECONOMY__ COURTESY

